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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
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Jiang from Nanjing in Early Qing Dynasty 
Submitted by Chan Yuen Lai 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in Architecture 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in December 2007 
Chinese landscaped gardens and paintings are complementary in the way one perceives 
them spatially. The painter's perception of landscape is suggested by the Northern Song 
painter Guo Xi. Guo proposed 'three distances' as ways of viewing mountain scenery, 
he also suggested painters to experience landscape through the physical body, and 
claimed that 'body as mountain and water'. ]i”g is the representation of landscape 
elements. From Ji Cheng's garden theory, jing was said to carry the ability to evoke 
emotion, as 'be touched by jing and produce wonder'. 
In this research, two gardens located in Nanjing from early Qing dynasty are chosen for 
the investigation of the painters' experience in landscaped garden and their perception 
of architectural garden spaces. They are, first, the literati 'individualist' painter Gong 
Xian on his cultivated half-acre garden within mountain landscape; and second, the 
professional jiehua painter Yuan Jiang on Zhan Yuan, a courtly garden situated in the 
centre of metropolitan Nanjing. They set to represent two ways of capturing jing 
originated from the Six Dynasties and the Northern Song. 
This research aims to understand how jing is manipulated from the painters' actual 
garden experience and how it is depicted in the painting. It is based on the distinctive 
identity between the two types of painters: the literati and the professional. 
In one case, the garden boundary is obscured by the painter's perception of garden 
space. Garden space becomes permeable, and is represented to extend beyond its 
physical boundary, as set within the larger extent of the mountain landscape. Making 
distinction between the mountain and the city, the painter considers the entire mountain 
to be his 'place of recluse'. The mountain sceneries, religious sites and ancient ruins on 
the mountain are legendary. They set for the painter to project his nostalgic mood, as 
experienced, narrated and imagined through the recollection of the past. 
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In the other case, the grandiose garden is transfigured by the painter's manipulation of 
garden sceneries. The garden conception evolved with its fame and popularity, as 
reflected from its changing designations, and its sceneries accumulated over time. The 
actual garden is transformed into a courtly, paradisiac landscape — a realm of 
imagination yet realistic. Traditional themes like spring morning in the Han palace and 
the abode of the immortals, constantly recall the viewer's memory of the historical past, 
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Landscaped garden has close parallels with the three perfections of Chinese art: 'poetry, 
calligraphy and painting'.' The relationship of landscaped garden and landscape painting 
is prominent. When Lothar Ledderose mentioned that gardens 'antedated’ landscape 
painting," and he was in fact making connection of the two from their original roots. It 
is also commonly said that Chinese landscape garden is appreciated in a way as if one 
immersed himself in landscape painting, and the spatial perception of those are 
complementary. Maggie Keswick paraphrased that one 'ceases to be in the garden and 
starts to live in the painting'. She also asserted that the garden makers experience nature 
'through eyes educated by a thousand years of landscape painting，？ By saying so, she 
complemented garden and painting by the way one perceived them spatially. 
1.1 PAINTER'S EXPERIENCE IN LANDSCAPE 
In his Preface to Painting Landscape, the Southern Dynasty art critic Zong Bing (375 — 
443) discussed the painter's experience in mountains and streams. To paint, the way is 
through viewing actual landscape. A well accomplished landscape painting is one by 
which the viewer can experience as if he is meandering through the actual landscape, i.e. 
wojou!" Yet, the intention is to express the painter's mind through the natural images, 
which he referred to as changshen. Here, Zongbing suggested painters to paint landscape 
scenes in order to evoke emotion. He also emphasized the understanding of nature 
1 Chen /hi (b. 1902-) had compared Ji Cheng with Wang Wei (701-761), Bojuyi (772-846) and Ni Zan (1301-1374), 
and referred him as a master of "the four perfections" of poetry, calligraphy, painting and garden. "Therefore to 
comment: on the strangeness of Ji's conccpt of garden making, would be comparable with that of (the paintings) of 
Mo Jic (Wang Wei), Lc Tian (Bai Juyi) and Yun Lin (Ni Zan)...There is painting in Mo jic's (Wang Wei's) poetry, and 
poetry in his painting. And Ji's poetry, calligraphy, painting and garden can be referred as "the four perfections". He 
could have seen and written about garden making what others couldn't and was different from the common sort." See 
Chen Zhi, Chen Zhi ^ojuan wenji, Beijing: Zhongguo jian zhu gong yc chu ban she : Xiii hua shu dian Beijing fa xing 
sue) fa xing, 1988, p. 75. 
2 The origin of most of these types of landscape art [the passage follows to mention imperial parks, paradise gardens, 
natural gardens, inccnsc burners, ctc.| antedates the birth of landscape paintings', ��dderose，Lothar, The liarthy 
Paradise: Religious 1 Elements in Chinese Landscape Art', in Susan Bush and Christian Murck, cds.，Theories of the arts in 
China, I'rinccton, |N.J.|: Princcton University Press, 1983，p. 165. 
3 Maggie Kcswick, "An introduction to Chinese gardens", cds. L. Tjon Sic I-at, and Iv dc Jong, The Authentic garden: a 
^mposium o/tgarrfe/is’ Ldden, Netherlands: Clusius I'oundation, 1991，pp. 193- 194. 
4 The term wqyo/i is from the sketch on Zong Bing (375 - 443) by Zhang Yanyuan in his Record of the Famous Painters of 
AH the Dynasties. 
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through actual experience. 
In this section, I shall demonstrate the notion of experience from two perspectives: 
firstly, from Kant's notion of bodily experience, the body metaphor from western 
philosophy; and secondly, from the the evolving notion of jing to evoke emotion, 
painters' theory of the three distances fkst proposed by Guo Xi in the Northern Song, 
and body as mountain and water. I shall also highlight the role of the painter's body in 
the perception of garden spaces. 
1.1.1 Bodily experience and body metaphor of place from western philosophy 
Frances Downing explained in his book "Remembrance and the design of place (2000) the 
philosophic notion of experience by giving an example of the everyday life. He 
distinguished his grandmother's kitchen in terms of experience, and wrote, 
[M]y understanding of the reality of my grandmother's kitchen would be an evolving opera, 
unfolding as I matured and revisited the space, activities, and people; shaping its meaning as I 
progressed through time and memory . . . [follows to explain assimilation] I would compare all 
new kitchen experiences with those I had stored in my original encounters, . . . [and] would build 
the construct of 'kitchenness'. 
In other words, it was the experience of his grandmother's kitchen that constituted his 
knowledge about kitchen, which was original and actual for him. 
In this section, I shall give a short history on the philosophical notion of experience 
from western philosophy, particularly from Kant, Husserl, Bachelard, Norberg-Schulz, 
Levi-Strauss, Bartlett, Piaget and Gelernter. I shall also emphasize the role of the bodily 
experience in turning space into place. My passages to follow are largely based on two 
books: The fate of place: a philosophical history (1997) by Edward Casey, and Kemembrance and 
the design of place (2000) by Frances Downing.^ 
1.1.1.1 From Kant, the phenomenologist and the constructivist 
For Immanuel Kant, the mind-world constitutes reality. The image of the mind binds 
the subjective and the objective to form reality. Our perception of space is, therefore, 
based in mind. However, it is the body which orientates us in place. The three-
dimensional space is described by the direction of 'right' and ‘left，’ 'up' and 'down', 
'front' and 'back' with respect to our body. Kant's theory diverges into two paths: The 
'Downing, !• ranees. Remembrance and the design of place. College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2000，pp. 58-72. 
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phenomenologist and the constructivist. 
As a phenomenologist, Edmund Husserl put forward that it was our experience of the 
place that mattered, not the physical place itself. It is not the physical space that is 
important but our feeling towards it. Husserl takes a step further to Kant's orientated 
space that the bodily self is always the center of the objective space around it. To 
experience the place is through the body moving in it, i.e. by walking. Space is therefore 
both orientated and coordinated. 
Gaston Bachelard in his noted publication Poetique de I'espace [The poetics of space] 
(1958) foregrounds the image of the mind as a phenomenon worthy of study. He 
suggests the idea of inhibited space inside the house, that 'all really inhibited space bears 
the essence of the notion of home'/' In the second chapter: ‘the house, from cellar to 
garret, the significance of the hut', Bachelard takes us on a journey, from the cellar to 
the attic, to show how our perception of the house shapes our thoughts, memories and 
dreams. Bachelard presents to us a diagram of the function of inhabiting according to 
oneself. The inhabited space transcends geometrical space. 
In the field of architecture, Christian Norberg-Schulz first introduces the concept of 
existential space in his Existence, Space and Architecture (1971). He puts forward the notion 
of dwelling in his Genius loci: towards a phenomenology of architecture (1979). To dwell is to 
experience the environment as meaningful. The existential space is a meaningful one 
that allows man to dwell in it poetically. He claims that one could only dwell if one can 
orient himself within and identify himself with the environment. 
The opponents' major criticism towards the phenomenologist is their reluctant to 
explain, only to understand. On the contrary, the constructivists are most-known for 
their effort to apply Kant's theory to topics in the field of anthropology and cognitive 
psychology, notably Claude Levi-Strauss and Jean Piaget. They suggested that the mind 
and the world construct each other. Psychologist Frederick Bartlett first proposed the 
idea of 'construction', that the mind stored schemata as derived from experience. Jean 
Piaget theorized his idea in two aspects: one is that 'the internal schemata are developed 
and modified through external experience of the world; another is that 'the process of 
6 Bachclard, Gaston，Maria Jolas, trans., Poetiqne de I'espace (Thepoetics of space), Boston: Beacon Press, 1969, p. 5. 
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developing schemata follows a course of assimilation and accommodation'. 
The merit of Piaget's interpretation to Kant's theory is that it accommodates changes 
over time. The drawback is that it does not take the role of culture into account. Mark 
Gelernter introduced Kant's theory into the field of architecture of different cultures. 
The individuals develop schemata that 'fit' culturally within the society. Both the 
individuals and the society work for the construction of the mind-world. 
1.1.1.2 Body metaphor of place 
Frances Downing explains the body metaphors of places in his book Remembrance and the 
Design of Place (2000), Chapter Four: Communicating Meaning. He defines three kinds 
of body metaphors known as container metaphors that personify places, cultural coherence 
metaphors, and conduit metaphors. 
Firstly, container metaphors are the model referents of being inside something or 
somewhere, with spatial concepts like enclosed, exposed, protected, confined, 
surrounded, included, etc. The most commonly found container metaphors are those 
that ascribe human qualities to spaces, i.e. personify spaces. Examples like: intimate, 
bustling, friendly, speaking, delightful, romantic, spiritual, poetic, moody, secure, 
impressive, threatening, stimulating, felt. 
Secondly, cultural coherence metaphors are the culturally attuned referents to a value system 
of high/low, formal/informal, good/bad, known/unknown. 
Lastly, conduit metaphors are the most subtle kinds of metaphors that are personally 
meaningful, and 'abound as different modes of place, people, or activities juxtaposed'. 
These are most often found in communicating memorable past experience of a place. 
Examples include: Light as drama, the geometry of light, integration as patchwork, 
place as refuge, experience as a series of fragments, place as a stage sets, landscape in 
mind. 
1.1.1.3 Section summary 
The notion of experience is at the core to Kant's theory. For the phenomenologist, the 
mind-world constitutes reality. It is not the physical space that mattered, but our 
experiencing it, by means of the body moving in it. Our perception towards it shapes 
our thoughts, memories and dreams. The constructivists suggest that the mind and the 
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world construct each other. The mind stores schemata as derived from experience, 
which is developed and modified over time, and 'fit' culturally within the society. 
When Kant emphasized body in our everyday experience, he was using body as a 
metaphor to connect us with our surroundings. Norberg-Schulz also suggested us to 
dwell by orientating ourselves within and identifying ourselves with the environment. 
Only through dwelling we can find our place a meaningful one. 
1.1.2 Jing, Guo Xi，s three distances, and body as mountain and water 
The notion of experience is also rooted in Chinese art history. In this section, I shall 
demonstrate briefly the notion of jing as a unity of mind and scene in order to evoke 
emotion, the painter's experience in landscape as demonstrated from Guo Xi's three 
distances of viewing mountain scenery, and highlight the significance of the body from 
Guo Xi's landscape theory. I shall also correlate Guo Xi's theory with the concept of jing 
and the western notion of experience. 
1.1.2.1 Jing as the unity of mind and scene 
The denotation of jing was at first used to describe a specific 'scene'. The Eastern Jin 
poet Tao Qian (ca. 372 -427) illustrated in his garden prose Homecoming Ode? such a 
striking moment when a beautiful scene gradually opened up to one's sight —'The jing 
looks gloomy and will pour in, caressing the solitary pine and pacing up and down'. 
It was not until the Five Dynasty that jing connotated a more thoughtful meaning in 
painting. A painting need to be both thoughtful and scenic, two of the six essentials as 
pointed out by Jing Hao (fl. ca. 870- 930) in his Notes on Brush Method. Yi^i^Jing is 
defined as ‘(to observe) the laws of nature and the seasons' in order to 'create a true 
landscape'. By saying so, he was puttingyy"名 as painter's experience in nature, 
Painting has six essentials: qi [spirit], yim [resonance], xi [thought], y///^  [scene], bi [brush], mo 
[ ink]. . .For xi, the painter conceives forms with great concentration by sorting out the essentials. 
For Jing, by observing the laws of nature and the seasons, one searches out the wonderful and 
creates a true landscape.® 
7 Translation from Mui, '/()u，"The jing of a pcrspcctivc garden", Studies in the History of Gardens and Designed 'Landscapes, 
London: Taylor & l'’rancis Ltd., Vol. 22’ No. 4’ 2002’ p. 298. 
"Translated from I'bng, Wen C.’ et al.. Images of the mind: selections from the Edward L. 'Elliott Family and John B. 'Elliott 
collections of Chinese calligraphj and painting at The Art Museum, Princeton University, Princeton: Art Museum, Princeton 
University in association with Princcton University Press，1984, p. 28. 
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]i”g was a key element to Ming garden theory. From Ji Cheng's Yuan Ye.,jing was said to 
carry the ability to evoke emotion, by what he referred as 'be touched by jing and 
produce wonder? The concept of 'borrowing jin塞 is demonstrated in the conclusion 
chapter of the same title, 
...Jing evolves and renews as one picks. There is no fixed rule for ytnjie [interdependence and 
borrowing], as long as it can evoke emotion.'" 
The notion of jing is explained in Hui Zou's essay "The jing of a perspective garden" 
(2002). He put forward jing as 'the unity of mind and scene', and the meaning changes 
through history. It evolves from a 'specific scene' of Tang, to an 'interaction of mind 
and scene' in Northern Song, and then to become 'completely orientated by intention 
and emotion' in Ming, 
The jing as the unity of mind and scene has gone through a historical evolution of its own. In 
the Tang dynasty. . . the meaning of jing was extended to designate a specific scene of 
landscape... Wang Wei posited that there must be an intention in painting a jing. J ing Hao (Five 
Dynasties). . . pointed out that truthful jing must contain both qi and qualities.. . Corresponding, 
the jing was more an objective scene. In the Northern Song . . . jing became more thoughtful, thus 
initiating an intense interaction of mind and scene. In the Ming dynasty, the jing was completely 
orientated by intention and emotion. . . Furthermore, as the concept "borrowing the jin£ in 
Yuan ye demonstrated, the jing could be freely and skillfully operated by a garden designer's 
mind.‘‘ 
Hui Zou proceeds to demonstrate that jing can be grasped through three steps: by first 
identifying 'what the scene was', 'how it was viewed', and viewer's 'emotion and 
intention projected into the garden scene，.‘之 
1.1.2.2 Body as mountain and water 
The ir*" century painting theorist Guo Xi (ca. 1010-ca. 1090) first introduced laws of 
the three distances in his treatise The Lofty Messages of Forests and S t r e a m s ” Essay 
on Landscape, he proposed the three distances: high distance, deep distance and level 
distance as the ways of viewing mountain scenery, (Appendix 4) 
'Ji, Cheng, Yuanje 咖 shi, annotated by Chen Zhi, Beijing : Zhongguo jian zhu gong yc chu ban she : Xin hua shu 
dian Beijing fa xing suo fa xing, 1988，chapter on door and window. 
10 Yinjie is translated as interdependence and borrowing, from Stanislaus Fung，pp. 21-42. Ibid, chapter on borrowing 
“ I lui, Zou, op. cit., pp. 298- 299. 
'2 Ibid, p. 295. 
13 Guo, Xi, Li" quangao t^pi, in Shcn, Zichcng, cd., Udai hnthua ming^hu huibian, Beijing : Wcnwu chubanshc, 1982，pp. 
64- 78. 
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Mountains have three types of distance. Looking up to the mountain's peak from its foot is 
called the high distance. From in front of the mountain looking past it to beyond is called deep 
distance. Looking from a nearby mountain at those more distant is called the level distance.' ' 
Wen Fong (1984) interpreted Guo's three distances as a possible means to identify 
works that fell into the historical stages by means of composition. The three stages of 
"conquering illusion" in Chinese landscape painting are: Firstly, from about 700 to about 
1050, with additive mountain motifs receding in three-separate stages; Secondly, from 
about 1050 to about 1250, with overlapping mountain motifs receding in a continuous 
sequence; and thirdly, from about 1250 to about 1400，with landscape elements arranged 
along a continuously receding ground plane. (Table 1-1)'^ 
Not limited to composition, Guo Xi theorized his three distances and applied it to 
demonstrate the appearance and the method of obtaining in painting. (Table 1-2) The 
passage to follow is not frequently-quoted, 
High distance appears clear and bright; deep distance becomes steadily more obscure; level 
distance combines both qualities. The appearance of high distance is of lofty grandness. The 
idea, of deep distance is of repeated layering. The idea of level distance is of spreading forth to 
merge into mistiness and indistinctness. Figures in the three distances appear as follows. Those 
in the high distance are clear and distinct; in the deep distance they are fine and tiny; in the level 
distance they are remote and undisturbed. If they are clear and distinct then they cannot be 
short. If they are tiny then they cannot be tall. If they are remote then they cannot be large. 
Such are the three distances.'^ 
Here, Guo Xi proceeded to highlight the placement of human body within the 
mountain landscape, for which he then concluded . .such are the three distances'. He 
also distinguished landscape painting from flower and bamboo painting in the way they 
are experienced. Flower is viewed from above on its four sides and bamboo is viewed 
from its shadow cast onto a wall, 
To learn to draw a flower, place a flower in a deep hollow in the ground and look down from 
above; then its four sides can be grasped. To learn to draw a bamboo, take a branch and cast its 
shadow on a white wall on a moonlight night; then its true form can be obtained. How 
difference it is to learn to draw a landscape? For one should identify himself with the landscape; 
then its depth of meaning can be revealed. 
When Guo Xi claimed 'body as mountain and water', he was actually using the body as a 
metaphor for the landscape, similar to Frances Downing's conduit metaphor. We can also 
assert that Guo Xi suggested us to experience it by identifying ourselves with the 
14 Translation from Susan Bush, and 1 Isio-ycn Shih, cds., op. cit, p. 168- 169. 
Fong Wen, et al., op. cit., pp. 20- 22. 
16 Translation from Susan Bush, and I Isio-yen Shih, cds., op. cit.’ p. 168- 169. 
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landscape, similar to Norberg-Schulz's proposition. Guo Xi further analogized every 
single element of mountain and water (water, grass and trees, mists and clouds, 
mountain, pavilions, fisherman) with that of the human body (blood, hairs, glamour, 
face, eyebrows and eyes, spirit), 
For the mountain, water is blood; grass and trees are hairs; mists and clouds are glamour. . . ; for 
the water, mountain is face; pavilions are eyebrows and eyes; fisherman is spirit. . .This is the 
composition of mountains and streams. 
We learnt in the last section from Hui Zou that the posture of jing can be grasped by 
first identifying the scene, the ways of viewing, and the viewer's emotion and intention. 
To Guo Xi, a single mountain can consist of several thousand 'forms' and 'scenes', 
which depends on 'how' and \vhen，we view it. 
Mountain looks differently from near, far and even fartlier distances. Its form varies with every 
step one moves. Mountain also looks differently from front, sides and back. Its form varies with 
viewing from every side. That's why a single mountain has a several thousand forms! 
Mountian looks differently in spring, summer, autumn and winter. Its scene varies with the four 
seasons. Mountian looks differently from dawn to dusk, cloudy sky to sunny days. Its scene 
varies with sky conditions. That's why a single mountain has a several thousand scenes! 
The role of the human body is consistent with Guo Xi's vision of an ideal landscape. 
Only by Viewing from every side' with ‘every step one moves', that one could grasp its 
'several thousand forms'. When Guo Xi mentions about viewing while one moves, it is 
much similar to Husserl's walking experience. Similarly, a mountain has 'several 
thousand scenes' according to the seasons, the daily cycles and the changing sky 
conditions. For Guo Xi, the wonder of painting can be found in every element that 
enables us to travel, view, dwell and meander, which can evoke emotion when we look at 
it (considered as a j in^. 
When one observes, smokes and treks remains him 'to travel', rivers and sunset 'to view', valleys, 
travellers and mountains 'to dwell', and ravines, streams and rocks 'to meander'. If one could 
look at a painting and evoke such emotion, then the reality is there. This is the wonder of 
paintng beyond meaning. 
1.1.2.3 Section summary 
The notion of experience is also rooted in Chinese art history. ]ing at first denoted a 
specific ‘scene，’ and later connotated a more thoughtful meaning in painting, as painter's 
experience in nature. 
Guo Xi's three distances is not limited to the ways of viewing mountain scenery. When 
he claimed ‘body as mountain and water', he was actually using the body as a conduit 
metaphor (Frances Downing's term) for the landscape. We can also assert that Guo Xi 
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suggested us to experience it by identifying ourselves with the landscape, similar to 
Norberg-Schulz's proposition. 
The posture of jing can be grasped by first identifying the scene, the ways of viewing, 
and the viewer's emotion and intention. To Guo Xi, the mountain form changes while 
one moves (similar to Husserl's walking experience), and the mountain scene changes 
with seasons, the daily cycles and the changing sky conditions. 
In Mmg Jing was said to carry the ability to evoke emotion, by what Ji Cheng termed as 
'be touched by jing and produce wonder'. For Guo Xi, every element that enables us to 
travel, view, dwell and meander, and that can evoke emotion can be considered as a jing, 
tlirough which the wonder of painting beyond meaning can be found. 
1.2 QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESIS 
From the previous section, I have briefly discussed the notion of experience in western 
philosophy and more specifically jing in Chinese art and landscape theory. We have also 
learnt that painters paint landscape in order to evoke emotion, and they understand 
nature through their encounter with the landscape elements and posture as jing, which 
can be grasped by identifying the scene, the ways of viewing, and the viewer's emotion 
and intention. 
So, as far as landscaped garden in painting is concerned, are there traditional ways of 
representation? What are the ways of landscape depiction? How and in what extent the 
painting conforms to or diverges from the actual landscaped garden? 
In this research, I attempt to demonstrate the painterly experience in landscaped garden 
and their representation of garden spaces. Garden spaces are represented from 
landscape paintings in two modes— literati painting and jiehiia in the two cases 
undertaken. It is the hypothesis that, amongst the many factors affecting painter's 
experience of landscape, the role of the painter as either literati or artisan remains one 
of the critical factors for his constructing of garden space. 
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1.3 RESEARCH MATERIALS 
1.3.1 Forms, words and images 
Forms, words and images are perception of spaces. Gardens in China are built forms 
that have been abundantly depicted by textual and pictorial sources. The garden form 
defines the garden space outside and within, by the use of natural and architectural 
elements. On the other hand, the human's mind projects meaning to the garden space, 
and turns them into words and images. The intricate process is carried out through 
interchangeable words, images and built forms over time. 
Chinese gardens are normally studied from two classes of materials— the exemplars of 
the extant gardens and the textual materials from classical literatures.丨了 However, there 
is a third class of materials, the pictorial materials, that are often been treated as 
subsidiary references only. The conventional separation in scholarship between 
architecture and 'works of art，also hinders the study of gardens from paintings. 
Textual sources and built forms, however, have their limitations in re-presenting the 
garden spaces to the present readers. Words cannot describe spaces as concrete as 
images. Textual sources such as gazetteers, construction manuals, garden records, biji, 
and poems can only provide descriptive information, which are too abstract to be 
visualized without the aid of the built forms. However, not many historical gardens 
survive nowadays. Those extant ones have lost their authenticity because the forms, 
usages and contexts have been largely changed. In fact, gardens appeared abundantly 
in pictorial mediums like literati pain t i n g s , i l l u s t r a t e d gazetteers, woodblock prints 
as well as stelae and plaques, which are valuable sources of materials in the study of the 
painterly representative to the built environment. 
17 For a comprehensive, topically ordered bibliography of the 20th century studies of Chinese gardens in Chinese 
and Japanese, see Stanislaus I'ung's "Guide to secondary sources on Chinese gardens", StKdies in the History of Gardens 
and Designed Landscapes, London : Taylor & Francis Ltd., Vol. 18，No. 3 (Chinese Gardens), 1998, pp. 269- 286. See 
also Tanaka 'Ian,中國造阚史研究 現狀 t 課题，]o"rnahf Japanese Institute of Landscape, Vol. 51，No. 3，1988. I'br a 
Chinese translation of this, see I luang Lanxiang, trans., Zhongguo yuanlin shi yanjiudc xiankuang yu zhu wcnti, Kong 
jian, Taibci shi: Kong jian za zhi she. Vol. 65, Dcccmbcr, 1994. I'or a bibliography of the studies from 1743 to 2004 in 
Western languages on the history and appreciation of gardens in China，sec I'ran^ois Louis, Bibliography on Gardens in 
China: Sources in Western Languages, Bard Graduate Center, New York, August 2005, 
<http://insidc.bard.edu/~louis/gardcns/bibliochina.html> 
Tanaka Tan, Zhongguo zaoc]i yuanlin fcngge yii jiangiian yuanlin shili, Chengshiju sheji. Vol. 1，June, 1997, pp. 17- 49. 
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1.3.2 Research materials 
The research will be based primarily on pictorial materials like landscape paintings, 
woodblock prints, illustrated gazetteers, and textual sources like gazetteers, renovation 
records, commemorative essays, painting records, notes and poems written at elegant 
gatherings, with the aid of the surviving gardens as external references, if any. 
Several exhibition catalogues have been published on the theme of gardens in paintings: 
Exhibition of Chieh-hua (Rjtled-line painting (1986), Yuanlin minghua te咖n tulu (1987), 
Illustrated Records of Qing Dynasty Gardens (1993), E/egance and elements of Chinese 
architecture: catalogue to the special exhibition "The beauty of traditional Chinese architecture in 
paintin£ (2000). Those are either garden paintings or jiehua paintings in the theme of 
garden. Literary and pictorial sources dedicted solely to the two case studies will be 
listed out in the chapter concerned. 
1.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
1.4.1 Study of gardens from paintings 
• .； 
Studies have been using paintings to discuss gardens. These are studied mostly by cross-
referencing the gardens as depicted in paintings with the textual materials like garden 
records and prose that describes the garden scenes. 
Landscape painting is fundamentally painterly representative, and therefore, not a 
thorough transposition of three-dimensional spaces. Paradoxically, when architecture is 
concerned, it is commonly presumed that the buildings depicted represent certain 
'accuracy', with the ultimate purpose to reconstruct architectural history, especially for 
those no longer exist. (Puay-peng Ho, 1995) 
The use of paintings as a valid research material in the study of architecture was first 
suggested by Liang Ssu-cheng (1932). He considered the wall paintings of Dunhunag 
Cave as a 'faithful' depiction to architecture of Tang. Here, the pictorial representation 
was used to explain 'building plans, types, materials, constructions, decoration and even 
colours.，i9 A more conscious use of pictorial evidence to building was carried out by Fu 
] Jang Ssu-chcng, 'Architccturc of the Tang Dynasty，’ in bulletin of the Society for Research in Chinese Architecture， 
Vol. 111.1，March, 1932, p. 83. Translation from Puay-pcng, Mo, 'Building on paper and silk: Architecture as seen 
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Xinian (1982, 1987), by which he studied wall paintings to check against other literary 
and scriptural materials. 
However, pictorial representation of architectural space is 'not absolutely real，. An 
attempt has been made through an exercise of turning a painting into a plan. (Wang 
Shiren, 1957) Followed the scenes depicted in a painting,^" Wang tried to transpose the 
scenes as seen directly from above. When doing so in vain, he noticed that the painting 
scroll comprised of three garden scenes from different vantage points that could only 
be resolved into three discontinuous segments?' 
Sometimes, spatial composition in painting is not always 'physically accurate', but rather 
explains a fictional sequence. Ellen Johnston Laing (1987) compared Sima Guang's 
prose description of his garden, Dule Yuan with Qiu Ying's pictorial rendition. Here, 
the l l�h century Northern Song garden in Luoyang was depicted by the hands of this 
16…century Wu School landscape painter. Laing revealed that Qiu was quite 'sensitive' 
to refer to the preface and prose prepared by Sima for the organization and sequence of 
buildings in his scroll严 As a result, the order of buildings is conformed to the sequence 
of prose (like a work of literature with a prelude) rather than by their actual positions. 
The seven building blocks appeared 'consistently' in seven episodes keeping the same 
vantage points along the way, with the exception for the last one from a slightly higher 
viewing angle.^^ After all, in terms of architectural construction, Qiu was rather 'casual' 
to incorporate details (or even Ming styled decoration) to his scroll. On the choice of 
style, Fu Xinian (1998) studied Yuan Jiang's works and observed that the architecture 
depicted combined varied styles from different periods, and the construction details are 
through the painter's eye', in Issues in Mcthodology|, Papers presented at International Conference on Chinese 
Architectural History，held on 7-10 August, 1995，at Chinese University of Hong Kong, p.43. 
20 The painting under studied is Spring Purification I'cstival at Ladle Garden by the garden owner Mi Wanzhong 
(1570-1628). 
21 Wang, Shiren, 'Chinese garden layout as seen from Sliaoyuan xiuxitu'，in Wemvu cankao t^iliao, no. 6, 1957，p. 20. 
Laing, Mllcn Johnston, Qiu Ying's depletion of Sima Guang's Duluo Yuan and the view from the Chinese garden. 
Oriental Art, n.s. 33, 1987，p. 375. 
23 Ibid, p. 378. On the contrary, Jan Stuart (1990) claimcd that Qiu Ying had '[rcproduccd] the visual punning that a 
visitor to the real garden would have cxpcricnccd.' See Stuart, ]an, "A Scholar's Garden in Ming China: Dream and 
Reality." Asian Art (& Culture, Vol. Ill no. 4，hall 1990，p.37.“ 
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not always conformed to rules and p r i n c i p l e s ? 
Recent studies have been on the methodology of reconstructing lost garden through 
textual sources and multiple pictorial references. Jin Feng (2002) studied Yuan Jiang's 
Wonders of the Eastern Garden (1710) to investigate a particular kind of landscape 
painting, jiehua. He applied the rule of axonometric projection to transpose the 
structures in painting into three-dimensional data, and then compare with known 
references, such as Qing building standard as well as similar structures in existing 
gardens. Finally, he claimed jiehua to be 'an accurate scaling system' that 'qualifies as a 
reliable source for scholarly studies of eighteenth century Chinese garden design 
because of tlie realism achieved by the artist'.^^ 
It is argued that pictorial fidelity to reality is dependable not only by mere mathematics, 
but in the context of art history and culture, in order to ‘achieve artistic realism', as 
demonstrated by Anita Chung (2003) in response to Jin. The accuracy as determined by 
'faultless calculations' and 'right proportions' is much related to the idea of 'order，and 
'harmony' in the Chinese culture. ^ ^ It is also shaped by factors like the painter's style, 
and other socio-cultiiral concern of the time. 
Duan-mu Hong (2005) employed a 'new kind' of pictorial evidence in his study of 
Qianyuan in Yuanmingyuan, ^^  Qianjuantu^ which resembles the present day's 
construction plan, and is considered to be one of the earliest architectural drawing of 
Yuanming Yuan in the Qing court. It might provide further insights to the study of 
imperial garden of high Qing,� 
I'u, Xinian, 'Zhongguo guciai jianzhu hua，，in Wenwu, 1998:3, pp. 75- 94. 
251 Eastern Garden, a garden in Yangzhou built during the Kangxi era, was depleted in Yuan Jiang's Wonders of the 
1 Eastern Garden (1710), a painting drawn in a jiehua jboundary painting) style with sophisticated details, and was 
commissioned by the garden owner, Qiao Guozhcn. 
26 I'cng, Jin, "Wonders of the Eastern Garden: A Study of Architectural Accuracy and the Rule of Axonometric 
Projection’，，in Orientations, v. 33, no. 3，Mar 2002, p. 83. 
27 “I‘'auldc:ss calculations" is suggested by Guo Ruoxu (fl. ca. 1070- 75) from Experiences in Painting, and "right 
proportions" from Ying^o fasln (1103) in the Song dynasty. See Anita Chung，"The Construction of a Chinese Garden 
Image", in Orientations, v. 34, no. 7，Sept 2003，pp. 73- 76. 
Qianyuan, in Changchun Yuan of Yuanming Yuan in the Qianlong era, was said to have modeled after Jinchnag 
Yuan, a garden near Yangzhou, after Qianlong's southern tour. 
Qianjtuintu (National Library Serial number 067-001)，resembling the present day's construction plan，was one of 
the earliest architectural drawing of Yuanming Yuan in the Qing court, known as Yangshilei, literally 'the Lei Style' or 
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1.4.2 Research methodology 
This research is about the study of gardens from paintings. I study the garden tradition 
in China through its imageries as depicted in paintings, during a period from the 
beginning of Qing to the Qianlong era. It aims to demonstrate the painters' perception 
of garden spaces from painting in a cross-discipliiiary perspective. The research will 
employ the method of case studies. It studies two painters on their perception of two 
landscaped gardens from Nanjing in early Qing through their paintings: one is 
'individualist' literati painter Gong Xian and his own cultivated Half Acre Garden on 
Mountain of Pure Coolness; the other is jiehua painter Yuan Jiang and Zhan Yuan. They 
are chosen to represent two groups of painters: the literati and the professional painters 
respectively. 
The gardens' histories and the spatial manifestations are constructed to cross-examine 
with the gardens as appeared in the paintings. Issues of how the represented garden 
conforms to or diverges from the teal, and the nature of garden representation with 
respect to the two instances of interpretation are investigated, which in turn, brings 
forth a new reading of the literati and artisan distinction in a broader sense. 
1.5 OUTLINE OF THESIS 
In this beginning Chapter One, the theoretical grounds of the painterly experience in 
landscaped garden and their perception of garden spaces are put forwatd. The role of 
die painter's body in the perception of garden spaces, as explained from Kant's notion 
of bodily experience and Guo Xi's three distances are highlighted. The case studies of 
two landscaped garden in early Qing Nanjing from two painters, set to represent literati 
and professional painters are proposed. 
The historical development of the two ways of landscape depictions will be outlined in 
Chapter Two. Special attentions will be paid to the cultivated garden in natural 
landscape from the Six Dynasties, and the monumental landscape of the Northern Song. 
Geographical setting, garden culture and artistic milieu in early Qing Nanjing will also 
'the Lei's layout plan'. The drawing enabled us a glimpse through the earlier design schcmc, which might provide dues 
for comparison with its prccedcnt garden in Yangzhou. The painting iMght sccncrics of Qianyuan by Wang Bing, 
some woodblock prints, Qianlong's prose and poems, as well as other textual rccords arc also studied. 
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be sketched. 
The siting, history and spatial organization of the gardens will be discussed in Chapters 
Three and Four. The painter's perception of garden spaces will be underscored by 
checking against the paintings with textual sources like the painter's biography, painting 
style and tradition, views on nature, garden writings, poems, and references from his 
contemporaries, etc. 
Lastly, the conformity and divergence of the painter's perception of garden spaces will 
be discussed in Chapter Five. I shall attempt to bring together the theoretical grounds 
and the historical background as discussed in the beginning chapters, to put forward my 
proposition of jing of an experienced garden. 
- I IN 
Diagrams of A, showing additive mountain motifs rcccding in three-
separate stages. — 
A / Anonymous, Hawk and Ducks. Undated, ccntury. Painting on a ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i 
plectrum guard of a biwa. Shosoin Treasury, Nara. ^ S K t ^ ^ K m t S t m 
B/ Fan Kuan, Travelers among Streams and Mountmns]. (high B ^ ^ H m g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
急^圓mm 
Diagrams of C, showing overlapping mountain motifs rcccding in a 
continuous sequence. 、：署 
C/ Li Sheng, Dream journey through the Xiao and Xiang Rivers). C 
Undated, ca. 1170. I landscroll, ink on paper. 30.3\- 403.6cm. Tokyo •！PI S f U l f f f i ^ ^ f f ^ y P ^ P ^ ^ ^ B 
National Museum. ^ ^ ^ g B p ^ O 
1)/ G u o Xi, l-;arly Spring. Dated 1072. I langing scroll, ink and light 
color on silk. 158.3x 108.1 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei, (high, 霧 逾 
deep，flat distance) E J ^ t Z l ^ f f l i 
1':/ Cnio Xi, Dry Tree and Rock, Level Distance Landscape. Dated j ^ j ^ M I I ^ M 
1078. I langing scroll, ink on silk. 120 .8x l67 .7cm. National I'alacc S j H ^ H I b ^ 




<\NtHmmin)y irrnSit^ ((round plane 
Diagrams of I,; showing landscape elements arranged along a 广 • .， ” „ . 严* 
continuously rcccding ground plane. � � 容 “ 
F/ Zhao Mcngfu, Autumn Colors on the Que and Hua Mountains. 
Dated 12%. I landscroll, ink and color on paper. 28.4 x 93.2 cm. 
National Palacc Museum, Taipei. 严 
Table 1-1 Fong Wen's three stages of conquering illusion in Chinese landscape painting, and 
also the exemplary works in demonstrating; Guo Xi，s three distances 
high distance deep distance level distance 
Definition Looking up to the mountain's peak hVom in front of the mountain Looking f rom a nearby mountain at 
from its Foot looking past it to beyond those more distant 
Appearance Clear and bright Steadily more obscure Combines both qualities 
NIcthod of Lofty grandness Repeated layering Spreading forth to merge into 
obtaining mistiness and indistinctness 
I luman body Gear and distinct iMne and fine Remote and undisturbed 
Size of human Ciinnot be short Cannot be tall Cannot be large 
body 
Table 1-2 Guo Xi，s laws of the three distances in The Lofty Messages of Forests and Streams. 
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2 Landscaped garden from landscape painting 
2.1 WAYS OF LANDSCAPE DEPICTION 
2.1.1 Early landscape depictions 
Lothar Ledderose (1983) suggested two archetypes of landscaped gardens: the paradise 
garden and the natural garden, with the former preceded the latter by around 300 years. 
The earliest example was Jianzhanggong of Emperor Wu (r. 140BC - 87BC) from Han 
Dynasty. The imperial garden consisted of a large pond Taiyechi, with replicas of the 
Taoist Immortals' islands, namely: Penglai, Fangzhang, Yingzhou and Huliang at the 
centre, and a high platform Jiantai, at the shore/"") The garden is intended to be a 
paradise on earth. It is to resemble abode for the immortals in the Eastern Sea, to tempt 
them to stay, and in return to disclose the secrets of longevity to the emperor. The 
earliest artificial representation of landscape was Bosban censer, also from Han dynasty. 
(Figure 2-1) The incense burner has a cone in mountain shape, which resembles the 
images of the immortals' islands. Humans and animals are found in the mountain scene. 
The cone also has several outlets for the smoke to come out like clouds.'^' 
Early landscape depictions in paintng were mainly 'representational', as Loehr had 
referred, style served as ‘a tool like instrument to recover or capture reality'.^^ Landscape 
was at first secondary. The evidence of early landscape depictions was from the stone 
engraving Stories of the Filial Sons on two sides of a sarcophagus, datable to the later 
half of the sixth century. Landscapes were represented as the backdrop for the narrative 
stories depicted in three successive stages. (Figure 2-2) Early depiction of garden spaces 
can also be found from the Buddhist wall paintings in Dunhuang, for example, a garden 
-�o A much later example is 1 -akc Xuanwu in Nanjing, built in Ming. It is a natural pond with three islands at the 
middle, resembling the immortal islands of penglai, fangzhang and yingzhou of the Eastern Sea. 
31 The ccnsor is like the Universal Mountain in the middle of the Sea .. .and the smoke is like the four sides of the 
Sea. 
Max Lochr (1964) first proposed in his classic 'Some Fundamental Issues in the History of Chinese Painting' the 
study of Chinese painting by stylistic changes. Lochr (1970) continued to put forward three phases of the history of 
Chinese painting as, 'representational art' from Man to Southern Song, 'supra-rcprescntational art，during Yuan, and 
'historically oriented [or art-historical] art’ in Ming and Qing. See Lochr, Max, 'Some Fundamental Issues in the 
I listory of Chinese Painting', The Journal oj Asian Studies, Vol. 23’ No. 2，Feb 1964，pp. 185- 193. And Loehr, Max, 
"Phases and Content in Chinese Painting", in Proceedings of the International Symposium on Chinese Painting, Taipei: 
National Palacc Museum, 1970，pp. 285-97. 
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scene within a courtyard house was found on the south wall of Cave 217, from high 
Tang. (Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4) 
2.1.2 Cultivated garden in natural landscape from Six Dynasties 
The natural garden emerged and departed in a different route during the Six Dynasties. 
Lothar called it a 'secularized' version of the paradise garden, from which 'aesthetic 
values.. .develop and gain autonomy as religious values decline，/"" It was also evidenced 
that, at the beginning of Song (420-479), 'Lao-Zhuang [Taoism] had receded into the 
background and the theme of mountains and streams began to flourish，？ 
The natural garden has close links with the development of 'natural poetry' and 
landscape paintings. Literati, who adhered to Taoist 'naturalism',enjoyed their everyday 
life in the mountain scenery. They wrote poems on landscape, held elegant gathering 
and painted mountains and streams. The literati figures to be represented in the 
landscape painting were exemplified by the tomb brick relief Seven Sages of the 
Bamboo Grove and Rong Qiqi near Nanjing from Southern Dynasty. One observes the 
literati figures retreated amidst the natural setting of shady trees,) (Figure 2-5) It was 
attributed to be based on the painting of Lu Tanwei (ca. d. 485). Not emphasizing the 
surrounded space, the figures are carefully depicted through their poses, dresses and 
facial expressions. Individually postured in a sitting and relaxing mode, the intellectuals 
enjoy themselves reclusively and elegantly in the landscape, some are playing musical 
instruments while some are drinking wine. 
For the literati, garden is a place of retreat and to enter solitude. It also provides a 
setting for their cultivating works of art and everyday life. The imagery of a literati 
] x'ddcrosc, Lothar, op. cit., p. 166. 
^ 'At the beginning of the Sung (420-479) some development in the literary trend was evident. Chuang and Lao had 
rcccdcd into the background and the theme of mountains and streams then began to flourish’ Translation from Chen， 
Pao-chcn, 'Time and Spacc in Chinese Narrative paintings of I Ian and the Six Dynasties', in Chun-chich Huang and 
Erik Ziirchcr, cds.，Time and Space in Chinese Culture, Leiden ； New York : H.J. Brill, 1995，p. 257. 
The term Taoist 'naturalism', t(iran, was first advocated by ]>aozi and Zhuangzi during the Warring States. 'In 
pursuit of harmony between man and nature, Taoism advocates that man purify his mind (hsin-chai 心辦）， 
cmancipatc his spirit from the material world (hsiao-yao \vu wai 逍遙物外）， free himself from social bondage 
(yu shih wu chcng 與 Ul無爭），and model himself after nature (fa tzu-jan 法 t^ j 然)--that which manifests the great 
"Way (tao 道）” of the universe/ Ibid, pp. 254-5. 
^ The Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove and Rong Qiqi], ink rubbing from the tomb brick relief in xishancjiao near 
Nanjing, South Dynasty 
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resides in his garden is best exemplified in the painting Caotang Shif^hi, attributed to Lu 
Hong (the c . ) , (Figure 2-6) It depicts a literati contemplates inside his thatched 
cottage, with a pond, fences, rocks, trees and a wall surrounded. Centrally positioned, 
sheltered, and frontally portrayed, it is fashioned to be his state of mind. 
An ideal reading of a cultivated garden in the natural landscape is demonstrated in 
Wangchuantu, attributed to Guo Zhongshu (ca. 910-977), after Wang Wei (701-761).- '^^  It 
depicts twenty scenes in the country estate of Wang Wei outside Chang'an. Himself a 
poet-painter, Wang Wei also composed twenty poems dedicated to the scenic spots 
within. The scroll is divided into twenty scenes by the use of the space cells. From a 
section of the scroll, one observes a fenced compound with halls and corridors, 
surrounded by trees and mountains in the natural landscape. (Figure 2-7) One also sees 
another cultivated garden within its wall, which coincides with an early reference to a 
‘garden，in Shijing [Book of Poetry], that ‘[consists] solely of useful trees planted within a 
homestead's protective wdl?') 
2.1.3 Monumental landscape in Northern Song 
When natural images were to become the primary subject matter in 1000 CE, these were 
represented by mountain motifs arranging in the two-dimensional picture plane. These 
were exemplified by monumental landscape painting of the Northern Song. The 
mountain motifs were, at first additively receding in three separate stages, and then later 
overlapping to recede in a continuous sequence, just as Wen Fong proposed. (Table 1-1) 
From Travelers among Mountains and Streams by Fan Kuan (fl. latter half of 10th c . -
early 11th c.)，one can observe the mountains piling up in three successive layers, 
achieving monumentality. (Figure 2-8) If one looks closely at the painting, one would 
admit that it was painted in a way to 'capture reality': travelers, animals, streams, leaves. 
While Guo Xi (fl. latter half of 11th c.), demonstrated in his painting Early Spring 
(1072), the 'three distances' of viewing mountain scenery. (Figure 2-9) The composition 
37 Caotang Shi^bi, attributed to ].u I long (the c), ink on paper, National Palacc Museum, Taipei. 
38 WangchuantH, attributed to Guo Zhongshu ca. 910-977), after Wang Wei (701-761), 325 x 12.5 inches，ink rubbings 
taken from engraved stones, Hast Asian Library, University of Chicago. The entire scroll can be viewed online from 
the Digital Scrolling Paintings Projcct, by the Center for the Art of I-last Asia, University of Chicago 
<http://•scr()llingpaintiiigs.uchicago.cdu/> 
Kcswick, Maggie, The Chinese garden: history, art (& architecture, Acadcmy Editions: London，1986’ p. 31. 
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of Early Spring by Guo Xi (ca. 1010-ca. 1090) coincides with the shape of Bosban 
Xianglu. Dated 1072，Zaochun tu is one of the earliest examples of monumental 
landscape paintings from Northern Song. It depicts a centrally dominant mountain, with 
a layer of cloud between, and in close details, trees, buildings, boats, fishermen, 
woodcutters, etc. Here, the mountain motifs were arranged in a more continuous 
recession. The painting suggests an ideal landscape with human activities, which one can 
meander and dwell. This is just as Lothar referred, 'a representation of an earthly 
paradise，广'one that a cosmological view of the universe can be grasped. 
2.2 EARLY QING NANJING 
2.2.1 Geographical settings: Mountain, water and city 
The ancient city of Nanjing first took its shape from Yue Cheng (in Changganli, outside 
today's Zhonghuamen) by Goujian, Prince Yue in 472 BC. Surrounded by mountains 
and waters, the city's strategic location was once highly praised by Zhuge Liang (181-
234), as 'Zhongshan the Spiraling Dragon and Shitoucheng the Crouching Tiger'. 
During the Six Dynasties, Jiankang was said to possess the four symbols:"*^ Zhongshan 
as the Azure Dragon on the east, Shitoucheng as the White Tiger on the west, River 
Qinhuai as the Vermilion Bird on the south, and Lake Xuanwu as the Xuan Wu on the 
north. The city is situated on the southern shore of the Yangzi River, which embraces 
the city from its northwest. The mountainous slope from Zhongshan serves as a natural 
barrier from the east, extends to Qingliangshan (also known as Shitoucheng) at the west, 
which divides the city into southern and northern parts. Lake Xuanwu was a natural lake 
with three islands at the middle, resembling the immortal islands of Penglai, Fangzhang 
and Yingzhou of the Eastern Sea. The water from Zhongshan gathers at Lake Xuanwu 
and streams into two: River Qinhuai and River Jinchuan. Built by Zhu Yuanzhang in 
1368，the city wall encircled the city and was the longest one still extant today. The city's 
major axis runs southward, crossing the River Qinhuai, and leading towards the city wall 
at Jubaomen (today's Zhonghuamen). (Appendix 3) 
川 Lcddcrosc，Lothar, op. cit., p. 180. 
41 The four symbols are: Azure Dragon on the cast, Xuanwu on the north, White Tiger on the west, and Vermilion 
Bird on the south. 
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2.2.2 Garden culture 
Enjoying social, cultural and economical prosperities, the Jiangnan region, literally south 
of the Yangzi River, has always been the breeding ground of garden making activities. 
At the beginning of the Ming, when the founding emperor Zhu Yuanzhang (r. 1368-
1398) fostered strict regulations in the making of private gardens amongst government 
officials, 42 he was in fact accusing the extravangance of garden as one of the reasons 
that led to the fall of Yuan. In the year of Yongle reign (1420), Ming Chengzu (r. 
1403- 1424) moved the capital city northward to Fengtianfu (today's Beijing), and left 
behind Nanjing (Yingtianfu) as Liudu [old capital]. With the restrictions on garden 
construction relaxed in Zhengde (1506- 1521) and Jiajing (1522- 1566) reigns, and the 
garden-making activity once again flourished, and Nanjing became an ideal leisurely 
place amongst scholar-officials. 
Wang Sliizhen (1526- 1590) wrote on thirty-six gardens in Nanjing in his Record of 
Garden Visits in Jinling, and also more than ten in Taicang in his Gazetteer of Taicang 
Gardens. Amongst the thirty-six gardens in Nanjing, ten belonged to the Xu family, Xu 
Da, the descendants of Prince Zhongshan. Suzhou, with its cultural richness, continued 
to be the breeding ground of literati gardens, notably Garden of the Humble 
Administrator."" Manuals, bijis and other literatures on garden making also appeared in 
large number. Yuan Ye was the earliest surviving manual solely dedicated to garden 
making, written by Ji Cheng (b. 1582)."^ (Appendix 5) The term ；iciojuan奶 was first 
appeared in its forward, written by Zheng Yuanxun (1604- 1645).46 With the economical 
success along the Grand Canal, the wealthy merchant class built extravagant gardens in 
42 "It is not allowed to occupy cxccssivc land around rcsidcnccs. Pavilion constructions and pond digging activities for 
recreational purposes arc also prohibited." I'Yom Mingshi, yufiizhi. 
Garden of the Unsuccessful Politician，Suzhou; built in the Jiajing period (1522-1566) of the Ming Dynasty, by 
Wang Xianchen. 
Ymn Ye (prcfacc 1631) is the earliest surviving manual solely dcdicatcd to garden making, first published in 1638 
according to the version in Japan. It was only got noticcd by Li Yu (1611-ca. 1680) in Qing, who mentioned its name 
in his A Temporary Lodge for My Leisure Thoughts, chaptcr on parapet {piiqiong 女牆).It was republished by The 
Institute of Chinese Architecture and Construction in 1932. 
'All hundreds ancicnt skills were transmitted by books, why not for garden making? Say: Garden has different 
appropriateness. It has no definite rules, thus cannot be transmitted.' From Zhang, Jiaji, Yuan ye quan shi, Taiyuan : 
Shanxi rcn min chu ban she : Shan xi shcng xin hua shu dian jing xiao, 1993，pp. 143- 4. My Translation. Y"/宜， 
appropriateness, term in Yuan Yi?as translated by Stanislaus I'ung, pp. 21-42. 
Zheng Yuanxun (1604-1645) wrote the forward (dated 1635) for Yum Ye in his Ying Yuan in ]iangdu, which was 
built by Ji Cheng (b. 1582) in 1634. lie also wrote Ying Yuan t^ji. I'amous gardens by the four Zheng brothers in 
Yangzhou: Ying Yuan by Zheng Yuanxun, Xiu Yuan by Zheng Yuanxia, Jiashu Yuan by Zheng Yuansi, and Wumou 
zhi Yuan by Zheng Yuanhua. 
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cities such as Yangzhou, Shaoxing and Huaian. Qi Biaojia (1602- 1645), who himself 
built Yu Yuan, mentioned one hundred and ninety two gardens being built in Shaoxing. 
During the political unrest of late Ming, some literati and social gentries settled in the 
city periphery to build gardens to stay away from the debased politics. Private gardens 
also clustered on both sides of River Qinhuai near Fuzi Miao. Zhang Dai described the 
glamorous scene in his Dreams and Memories of Zhang Dai"*^  that wrote, 
The painting boats sail and the music of the f lute and d r u m s sways to and fro. O n both sides of 
the river banks, there are rich mans ions with balconies, vermi l ion rails, carved window, b amboo 
curtains, and linen screens. 
Nanjing was to become the capital of Southern Ming for one year (1645)，just before 
the Qing government took entire control and called it Jiangzhongfu. Under the Manchu 
rule, yimin^ or 'remnants' of the fallen Ming secluded themselves from the politics by 
cultivating gardens, in places like Nanjing and Yangzhou. 
The garden building activities continued to grow and even multiplied in number when 
Emperors Kangxi and Qianlong paid their visits to Jiangnan'^" along the Grand Canal 
and Nanjing during their Southern Expedition Tours (Kangxi: 1684, 1689, 1699，1703, 
1705 and 1707; Qianlong: 1751, 1757, 1762’ 1765, 1780, and 1784) . (Appendix 8) In 
Nanjing, one renowned garden was built by poet Yuan Mei on Qingliangshan on the 
west of the city during the Qianlong reign (r. 1736-1795). Situated on the northern 
shore of the Yangzi River and at the junction with the Grand Canal, Yangzhou 
witnessed an unprecedented garden blooming along its Slender West Lake. There was a 
saying by Liu Daguan for Yangzhou's fame in g a r d e n s , � q u o t e d in Li Don's (fl. 1764-
1795) Yangzhou Hmjang IM (1795). 
47 Zhang Dai's Dreams and Memories of Zhang Dai {Taoan meng^t 陶庵夢憶）was finished after in 1644，and first 
published in 1794. 
jiangnan province was divided into Jiangsu and Anhui，in the year of Kangxi reign 1667). However, people 
commonly referred the two regions Jiangnan. 
[or a comprehensive study on the Southern Tour Paintings of Kangxi and Qianlong, see Maxwell Hcarn, 
‘DocumcMit and Portrait: The Southern lour Paintings of Kangxi and Qianlong', in Chou Ju-lisi, and Claudia Brown, 
cds., Chinese Painting under the Qianlong Emperor: The Symposium Papers in Two Volumes, Phoebus 6，Number 1 ’ A Journal 
of Art History, Arizona State University, 1988, pp. 91 — 131. 
50 I langzhou is famous for its mountains and lakes, Suzhou for its markets, and Yangzhou for its gardens. I'rom �� 
I)ou，Yanff^hoN hua Jang ///Jinan: Shandong youyi chubanshc, 2001，juan liu, chcng bci lu, p. 175. 
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2.2.3 Artistic milieu 
2.2.3.1 Dong Qichang's theory of the Southern and the Northern Schools 
The 17''' century was a period marked by expeiimentation and diversity of Chinese 
paintings. Neither natural realism nor expressionism being the dedicative goal of the 
painters, they turned to explore the styles of the past as their primary subject matter. 
Landscape paintings were to enter a new phase of what Loehr had termed 'historically 
oriented [or art historical] art', when 'styles of the past began to function as subject 
matter and to be explored as if they were the primary reality'. 
When Dong Qichang (1555- 1636) advocated the theory of the Southern and the 
Northern schools, he claimed the former one the orthodox, or correct tradition of the 
Chinese painting, while suppressing the later. In his theory, the ancient masters were 
divided into two distinctive groups: The Southern School founded by Wang Wei (701-
761)，transmitted to Dong and Ju (both fl. latter half of 10'卜 c.)，Mi Fu (1051- 1107), and 
the Four Masters of Yuan; and the Northern School founded by Li Sixun (651- 716), 
and transmitted to Ma Yuan act. 12th c. -13th c.) and Xia Gui (fl. 1190-1224). His 
attempt was to blend the 'correct' styles into a single 'great synthesis' for painters to 
follow and in the creation of his own works. 
James Cahill, in his book The compelling image: nature and style in seventeenth-century Chinese 
painting (1982), pointed out that the influence of Dong Qichang was two-folded: The 
first, Dong's advocated theory of the two schools assured the Orthodox painters their 
persistence to 'disciplined brushwork and dependence on old masters'. And the second, 
the 'radical distortions of form and space [and] the near-absttaction' of Dong's works 
opened up new creative freedom for the Individualist.^' 
2.2.3.2 The four Wangs and the individualists 
The Four Wangs: Wang Shimin (1592- 1680)，Wang Jian (1598- 1677)，Wang Hui (1632-
1717) and Wang Yuanqi (1642- 1715), were regarded as the orthodox painters of the 
early Qing. Being 'the nine friends in paintings' together with Dong Qichang, Wang 
Shimin and Wang Jian were upholders of Dong's theory of the two schools of painting. 
''Cahill，James’ The compelling image: nature and style in seventeenth-centuij Chinese painting, Cambridge, Mass.: I larvard 
University Press, 1982, p. 146. 
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The Four Wangs, led by Wang Shimin, modelled after Huang Gongwang. The 
orthodoxy of this transmission line was strengthened by the emperor's recognition. 
Wang Hui supervised in the production of Nanxun tu (1691- 1697) of Emperor 
Kangxi's second tour to the south (1689), and was bestowed the praise of 'Shanshui 
qinghui' [clear and radiant landscapes]. Wang Hui was also in charge of Wanshou 
Shengdian tu (1711) to commemorate Kangxi's sixtieth birthday, as well as the 
compilation work of the imperial art collection of Album on painting and calligraphy in 
Peiwen Studio (Pehpe/i-ybai shuhuapu 佩文齋書畫言普).The orthodoxy of the Four Wangs 
continued into the next century. 
In that time, most painters studied closely with the past styles, and nature seems to be 
forgotten, with the one group of painters being the exception. James Caliill referred 
them as the 'individualist'. They were mostly the Ming remnants, who were willing to 
explore new forms from nature, 'rebuilding the world from diagrams …in which nature 
is not denied but transfigured', as Cahill put it. He noted on their experimenting the 
'possibilities of abstraction', from 'thin in substance, often frail linear constructions' to 
'restore to their paintings the three-dimensionality and richness of texture', and seeks 
the other paths. ^^  
These groups of painters, such as the Four Monks: Shitao (1642- 1707), Zhu Da (1626-
ca. 1705)，Kuncan (1612- ca. 1674)，Hongren (1610- 1663)，and the Eight Masters of 
Jinling^"\ were so-named only by conventions while not necessarily sharing a common 
style, i.e., some of the former were remnant painters then became monks, and the later 
group of painters were active in around Nanjing. Thereby, they were sometimes known 
as the 'individualists'. 
In view of whether to imitate the ancient masters or study nature, the two camps hold 
quite opposite views. Wang Yuanqi, of the orthodox camp, criticized some of his 
contemporaries for not emphasizing brush and ink. He accused the two groups: 
Guangling (Yangzhou) and Baixia (Nanjing), as 'xiqi mpaf (習氣惡派)’ which in fact 
52 Ibid, pp. 146-7. 
Or the Jinling School as there were more than eight; the most prominent being Gong Xian. 
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pointed directly towards Sliitao and Gong Xian. To him, a good painter should 
practice his brush and ink. The best way to achieve it was through imitating the masters 
by the act of fang. 
On the opposite camp, both Sliitao and Gong Xian criticized the orthodox painters of 
merely imitating the ancient masters without close observation of nature. Shitao 
strongly rejected the practice of fang. He was not to blind-copy a particular master or 
school, and even claimed that he was not to establish 'one method' either. One should 
study the nature, and 'search every excitedly bizarre mountain to put (them) down on 
draft'. In such a way, ‘the mountains can emerge from (one's own) heart', and the 
painting can be accomplished. 
Gong Xian radically claimed that one could know nothing of the ancient masters like 
Dong Yuan and Huang Gongwang. He argued that one should take inspiration from 
the nature while 'take the objects of the creation as masters', just as the ancient masters 
would do in the same way. 
2.2.3.3 Professional painters 
While the orthodox and the individual painters debated fiercely on whether to imitate 
masters or study nature, a class of professional painters worked stiffly in the creation of 
their low-esteemed paintings. They were generally regarded as 'artisan，, someone skilful 
in mastering formal likeness {xingsi 形似）but lacked spirit resonance [qijun 氣音員)，thus 
considered as inferior to their 'literati' counterparts. Amongst those were a group of 
Jiehua painters. The term 'jiehua' first appeared in Experiences in Paintings by Guo 
Ruoxu (fl. 1070-1075).56 It is sometimes referred as by the subject matter: wooden 
constructions{wumu 屋木)’ palaces and buildings {gongshi 宫室)，or towers and pavilions 
妒樓閣)；Another way is by the drawing techniques as: ruled line painting, boundary 
^ Pan, Yungao, aA., Qiiigren lunhua, Changsha Shi: Hunan meishu chubanshc, 2004，p. 2. 
Professional painters were traditionally known as huagong, the counterpart would be shiren. From You ba ban jie hua 
shan by Su Shi. 
+记 ‘Painters nowadays mainly use ruler to mark out boundaries right away. In the differentiation of bracketing their 
brushwork is too intricate and confusing, and fails to impart any grandeur and easy clegance.' R)r complete English 
translation of Tuhuajiamven s^hi, sec Guo，Ruoxu, Experiences in painting: An eleventh century histoty of Chinese painting, 
together ivith the Chinese text in facsimile, translated and annotated by Alexander (loburn Sopcr, American Council of 
1 .earned Societies. Studies in Chinese and related civilizations; no. 6，Washington : American Council of Learned 
Societies, 1951. 
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painting, or architectural landscape painting. This painting category is best known for its 
close links with architecture construction," 
How could one paint wooden constructions, if he did not understand about 'Han halls' and ^Wu 
halls'; beams, columns and brackets; 'cross arms, ‘ cushion timbers, shu king-posts, and 'camel's 
humps' ; fang-heng, ke-tao, pao-chien, ang-timber ends, hu-p'o timbers, 'tortoise-head' [building 
forms], hu-tso, 'flying' eaves, 'water-repelling' boards, po-fu, hua-fei, 'hanging fish' and 'stirring 
grass,' tang-kou, 'in-and-out' ridges, and so on?58 
Palace and building was not a popular subject matter since. From the imperial art 
collection catalogue of Northern Song, Xuanbe Huapu (1120)，out of the total of 6387 
paintings, only seventy-one were classified as 'palace and building', the second least 
popular theme. Tang Hou (fl. 1322) of Yuan even ranked it the bottom amongst the 
thirteen categories for paintings, saying that 'landscape comes first, jiehua comes last'.^^ 
During the Qing, there survived a group of professional jiehua painters, who were rarely 
mentioned in the proper painting records, and were known only from their paintings 
still extant nowadays. They were Li Yin (early 17【卜 c.)，Yuan Jiang (ca. 1671- ca. 1746) 
and Yuan Yao (fl. 1739- 1778), who were sometimes grouped together as the Yuan 
School. 
I 
2.3 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
There are two archetypes of landscaped gardens: paradisiac and natural. The earliest 
garden was Jianzhanggong of Emperor Wu from Han dynasty, with a pond resembling 
abode for the immortals in the Eastern Sea. The natural garden emerged during the Six 
Dynasties with the rise of the literati class adhered to Taoist 'naturalism'. Wangchuan 
Villa by Wang Wei outside Chang'an set as an ideal reading of a cultivated garden in the 
natural landscape. In the Northern Song, mountains were depicted as piling up with a 
centrally dominant peak, achieving monumentality, best exemplified by Guo Xi's Early 
Spring. 
Surrounded by mountains and waters, the strategic location of Nanjing was once highly 
praised by Zhuge Liang as 'Zhongshan the Spiraling Dragon and Shitoucheng the 
Ying^^ao fashi, by Lijic (d. 1110)，first published in 1103，occurred roughly the same period. 
58 Translation from Trousdale，William, 'Architectural Landscapes attributed to (:hao Po-chu，’ in Ars Orientalis, Vol. 4, 
1961, p. 285. 
'Art critics generally classified paintings into thirteen catagories: landscape comcs f i r s t , c o m e s last' 
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Crouching Tiger'. Traditionally, Jiangnan region was also a breeding ground for garden 
construction, enjoying social, cultural and economical prosperities. 
Two zeniths of garden activities were reached during Ming and Qing. The first zenith 
was after 1420 when the Ming capital moved to the north, leaving Nanjing an ideal 
leisurely place. Amongst thirty-six gardens in Wang Shizhen's garden record in Nanjing, 
ten belonged to the Xu family, the descendants of Xu Da, Prince Zhongshan. During 
the political unrest of late Ming and under the Manchu rule, Ming remnants, literati and 
tired officials secluded themselves from the politics by cultivating gardens in the city 
periphery, e.g. Qinglianghshan. Private gardens also clustered on both sides of River 
Qinhuai. The second zenith was during early Qing, when Emperors Kangxi and 
Qianlong paid their Southern Expedition Tours to regions around the Grand Canal. 
Garden construction multiplied in number, mostly built by government officials and the 
new-merged wealthy merchant class in the city centre. 
During the early Qing, some painters such as the Four Wangs adhered to Dong's 
approved 'right' tradition of the Southern School, while other painters, such as the Four 
Monks, the Eight Masters of Jinling (Gong Xian being one of them), and other 




Figure 2-1 Boshan censer, bronze burner inlaid with gold, height 26.1 cm, the Cultural Relics 
Bureau, Beijing, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
Figure 2-2 The Stories of the Filial Sons, section, ca. later half of the 6th c,, tubbing from the 
stone engraving on sarcophagus, Nelson Gallery-Atkins Museum, Kansas City, U.S.A. 
圓 
Figure 2-3 Garden scenes within a courtyard house, section, south wall of Cave 217, high Tang 
_ 
Figure 2-4 Redrawn of Figure 2-3 (source: Dunhuang yan jiu yuan, ed.，Dunhuang shi ku quan />; 
jianzhu huajuan, vol. 21，Xianggang: Shangwuyin shuguan (Xianggang) youxiangongsi, 2001, 
p.l62) 
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Figure 2-5 The Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove and Rong Qiqi, ink rubbing from the tomb 
brick relief in xishanqiao near Nanjing, South Dynasty 
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Figure 2-7 A section of Wangchuantu, attributed to Guo Zhongshu (ca. 910-977), after Wang Wei 
(701-761), 325 X 12.5 inches, ink rubbings taken from engraved stones, East Asian Library, 
University of Chicago. The entire scroll can be viewed online from the Digital Scrolling 
Paintings Project, by the Center for the Art of East Asia, University of Chicago 
<http://scfollingpaintings.uchicago.edu/> 
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Figure 2-8 (left) Fan Kuan (fl. lattet half of 10山 c. -early 11山 c.), Travelers among Mountains and 
Streams, Hanging scroll, ink and light color on silk, 206.3xl03.3cm，National Palace Museum, 
Taipei. 
Figure 2-9 (right) Guo Xi, Early Spring, dated 1072, hanging scroll, ink and light color on silk, 
158.3xl08.lcm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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3 Gong Xian: Half-acre Garden on the Mountain of Pure Coolness 
This chapter aims to demonstrate the perception of garden spaces by a literati painter. 
Gong Xian. It focuses on the painter' private garden, Banmouyuan [half-acre garden], 
which is located at the foot of Mountain of Pure Coolness. Gong Xian spent most of 
his youth in Nanjing in the regime of Ming, later fled to Yangzhou for ten years and 
several other places during Manchu's conquest. Eventually, he returned to Nanjing 
around the age of fifty and resided there since. I shall demonstrate in this chapter the 
permeable boundary of the garden. I put forward my argument by studying how the 
garden was conceived and perceived by the painter. 
I shall argue that Gong Xian conceived the establishment of his private garden under 
the Mountain of Pure Coolness as a place of recluse, which allowed him to live away 
from the city, but at the same time, maintained a considerable degree of everyday social 
encounter. I shall also propose that Gong Xian perceived his garden to be situated 
within the larger extent of the mountain landscape. The garden space is represented to 
, extend beyond its physical boundary, as experienced, narrated and imagined through the 
recollection of the past. 
3.1 GONG XIAN THE LITERATI PAINTER 
This section gives a biographical sketch on Gong Xian as a literati painter. It provides an 
overview on the study of Gong Xian from primary and secondary materials. I shall 
point out that those studies falls mainly into two areas: his political concern and his 
exploration of form in nature. I shall continue to illustrate the two accounts from his 
social and political contacts, the ancient masters he learnt after and his view towards 
nature, which in turns figured his 'individualistic' character. 
3.1.1 Major literatures on Gong Xian 
J. 1.1.1 Primary Sources 
Gong Xian (1619- 1689广 was regarded as a literati. Gong Xian ,�z . (courtesy name) 
Year of birth is stiU debatable to be 1618 (by Zong Dian), 1619 (by Wang Shiqing), or 1621 (by Xu Bangda). Year 
of death on 1689 is cvidcnccd by the poem Weeping for Ciong Xian (Ku Gongbanqian 哭雅半千）by Kong 
Shangrcn. 
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Qixian (豈賛)，literally meaning 'dare to call a sage', was his humble name. He could 
paint, could write poems and calligraphy— the one who mastered the three perfections, 
though he considered himself more as a poet so as his contemporaries.^' 
As a knowledgeable man of letters, he wrote painting theory Hua Jue and also prepared 
kexigao for teaching students/'^ The three major editions included: Gonganjie xiansheng hua 
jue, Chaif^hang huashuo, and Banqian kexi huasfmo. Other written works still extant today 
were mainly poems and letters exchanged with friends. In Kmxin xianf^ji, it is recorded 
that Gong Xian published or prepared five volumes of books: Ski，, Zhong wan Tang shiji, 
hanmouyuan chidu, 'banmonytian shicao and Xiangcaotangji. Amongst these works, only Zhong 
wan Tang shiji and 'Xiangcaotangji are still extant today. (Appendix 7) 
Painting catalogue used here are mainly based on GongXian ceye (1985), Gong Xian shiihua 
jing pin xuan (1999), Gong Xian jing pin ji (1997) and Gong Xian huaji (2003). 
3.1.1.2 Secondary sources 
Some early modern studies on Gong Xian in the West were carried out by Otto 
Kiimmel (1929) and Osvald Siren (1938)*". Paintings became more accessible after two 
exhibitions taken place in the America: Kmg Hsien and the Nanking School, by Chinese Art 
Society of American, New York (1955), followed the essay by Aschwin Lippe (1958); 
and Kmg Hsien: theorist and technician in painting: a loan exhibition, in William Rockhill 
Nelson Gallery of Art, Mary Atkins Museum of Fine Arts, Kansas City (1969), with a 
catalogue written by Marc Wilson. The first insightful biographical sketch for Gong 
Xian was surveyed by Liu Gangji (1962). In spring 1970，the magazine Oriental Art 
published the papers ‘Kung Hsien's Style and His Sketchbooks' by Wu Dingyi (1970, 
dissertation: 1979)，and T h e Early Style of Kung Hsien，by James Cahill (1970), for 
which a chronological framework for Gong Xian's style was developed. Socio-political 
influence was focused by Li Chu-tsing (1974), and in Jerome Silbergeld's (dissertation: 
61 I lis friend l^ ong Wen wrote that 'Gong Xian was ranked the first in ink in Jiangdong (Nanjing)', indicated that 
CJong Xian was famous for his poem amongst his contemporaries. Besides, he was excluded from the lught Masters 
of Jinling, a term first suggested by I'bng Wen saying that ‘There arc eight masters of paintings in Jiangdong，. 
62 Aamongst them the most well-known was Wang Gai, who complied The Mustard Seed Garden Manual of Painting 
in 1679. 
63 Otto Kiimmel referred Gong Xian as ‘amongst the most personal manifestations of Chinese painting of the 
Southern school', while Osvald Siren compared him to Van Gogh. These hinted the direction of study on aspccts of 
individuality and form. 
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1974, 1976) 'The Political Landscapes of Kung Hsien, in Painting and Poetry' in the 
Symposium on Paintings & Calligraphy by Ming I-min, by the Institute of Chinese 
Studies, the Chinese University of Hong Kong (1975). These studies were centered 
around two aspects: firstly, on the 'individuality' of Gong Xian in the intellectual climate 
during the political shift from Ming to Qing; and secondly, on his reducing, nearly-
abstract form of nature as seen through his paintings and sketchbooks. 
A more formulated study on Gong Xian in China started since the 1980s, with papers 
published in the monthly journal Dongnan wenhua [Culture of Southeast China] (1988-
90). Some studies centered on whether Gong Xian belonged to the ]inling bajia [Eight 
Masters of J i n l i n g ] , or the more preferable Jinling School. Ma Hongzeng (1990) 
proposed a restating of Gong Xian amongst his newly-termed 'Jinling sanyi', together 
with ShLxi (the 17th c.) and Cheng Zhengkui (1604-1676). 
Several scholars discussed on the exploration of new forms from nature in Gong Xian's 
paintings: James Cahill on ‘Hun-jen and Kung Hsien: Nature Transfigured', in his book 
The Compelling Image: Nature and Style in Seventeenth-century Chinese Painting (1982), Wen 
Fong in Images of the Mind (1987), and Michael Sullivan in The Meeting of Eastern and 
Western Art 
In November 1989，the Nanjing Museum organized the Symposium on Gong Xian 
which marked the 300''' death anniversary of Gong Xian. More essays proceeded: A 
stylistic development of 'white, grey and black Gong' proposed by Xiao Ping (1996); a 
biographical study from poetry by Ma Guishun (dissertation: 1999). Selected papers 
over the years were complied in Gong Xianyanjiu, in Dmjun (2005). 
3.1.2 Gong Xian as an ‘individualist，painter 
Gong Xian was generally characterized as eccentric in nature, from the frequently-
quoted sketches. One is by the former Ming official and art collector Zhou Lianggong 
(1612- 1672), in his Duhua lu, who also served as the fkst Lianghuai salt censor in the 
Qing. The other one is from the official Qing dociiment Qingshigao Uechuan 291，yishu 3. 
Both of these commented Gong Xian as rejected the 'trodden path' and, alone, went 
The Juglu Masters of Jinling commonly refer nowadays arc: Gong Xian, 1-an Jin, Gao Ccn, Zou Zhi, Wu Mong, Yc 
Xin, 1 lu Zao and Xic Sun. They were a group oiyimin, remnant painters of the fallen Ming who resided in Nanjing, 
and were activc in or around the city during the sccond half of the 17'h ccntury. Some scholars preferred the term 
Jinling School as there arc more than eight. 
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forth into the hidden and unusual in his paintings, 
[Kung Hsien] is of an eccentric nature; only with difficulty does he get together with other 
people. In his paintings he rejects the 'trodden path' and, alone, goes forth into the hidden and 
unusual. Of himself he said: There has been nobody before me and there will be nobody after 
me.' I believe this is not erroneous. 
When Ch'eng Ch'ing-ch'i (Ch'eng Cheng-k'uei) discusses painting, there are few among the 
contemporaries who are approved by him. Yet he wrote on a painting by Pan-ch'ien (Kung 
Hsien): ‘In painting there is an enriching and a reducing [manner]. This refers to [the use of] 
brush and ink; it does not refer to the boundaries [of the artist's vision]. In the thousand hills 
and ten thousand vales of the Northern Sung masters there is not one stroke which is not 
reducing (abbreviated); in the dry trees and branches and the tliin rocks of the Yuan painters 
there is not one stroke which is not enriching (complex). The only one who has completely 
understood this is Pan-ch'ien (Kung Hsien).'65 
Gong Xian, Banqian, is native of Kunshan, Jiangnan. He resides in Jiangning in a thatched hut 
below Mountain of Pure Coolness to enjoy hermitage. [Gong Xian] is of an eccentric nature; his 
poetry and literatures are seriously produced. His painting is learnt after Dong Yuan, rejects the 
‘trodden path' and, alone, goes forth into the hidden and unusual. Of himself" he said: 'There 
has been nobody before me and there will be nobody after me.' 
3.1.2.1 His social and political contacts 
Born to a privileged family of high rank official in Kunshan in Jiangsu, Gong Xian was 
never in financial difficulties during his youth and was given good education. He passed 
most of his youth in Nanjing since 1628, from where he was given the opportunity to 
meet the painting master Dong Qichang (1555- 1636)66. From the colophon to his 
painting Xishan wujin ///，Gong Xian wrote that he 'learned to draw since the age of 
t h i r t e e n ’ " It could be estimated that he followed Dong for about five to six years before 
he was eighteen. He also 'followed Dong together with Yang Longyou in his youth', met 
some painters, such as Li Liufang, Li Yongchang, Yun Xiang and Zou Zhilin, and come 
across some paintings. 
As a poet, Gong Xian actively participated in poetry society along River Qinhuai, the 
pleasure quarter of Nanjing. Literati, poets and intellectuals gathered with song singing 
and poetry writing on the pleasure boats. Residences of social gentries on both sides of 
the river held enormous library collections and lavish gardens, creating a vivid cultural 
art scene严 From there he made friends with the members of Dong Lin Party, like Fan 
65 Translation from A. 1 >ippc, "Kung Hsien and the Nanking School—I” in Oriental Art, vol. II，1956, no. 1, p. 23. 
66 Dong Qichang (1555- 1636) was also the Prime Minister of the Board of Rites. 
67 'Remembered that I learned to draw sincc the age of thirteen, and cultivated field until the age of fifty..., 
68 ‘Gu Mcngyou and Mu Yijian befriended |Gong Xian|, and song singing was without brake. Or boating along Tao 
Ycdu on the plscaurc boats, with the spirally waves. And poetry composing and reciting. The rcsidcncc of I luang 
Juzhong in Jianglin held enormous library collections. And thereby, poetry clubs were formed along River Qinhuai. 
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Fengyi and Xue Gong.^ ^ He was also affiliated with Restoration Society (Fu She 復社） 
amidst the political struggles of the late Ming period. Under the rule of Qing in 1644, 
he fled to Yangzhou and sojourned in the north suburbs, and had been to Haian and 
Taizhou, Beijing and southern Anhui. He had mentioned more than sixty names in his 
Xiangcaotangji, some of those became his close friends and patrons.^" 
Gong Xian spent most of the two decades after 1647 away from Nanjing, and only 
returned in 1664. He returned to Nanjing with his family and resided first in 
Banshanyuan，and then moved to Jubaomen (today's Zhonghuamen) near Changganqiao. 
He finally moved to Huju Guan, and settled at the foot of Mountain of Pure Coolness 
and established Half-acre Garden for the rest of his life — though half-reclusively. He 
considered himself 2iyimin, or 'remnant subjects' of the Ming dynasty. He continued to 
have close contacts with the intellectuals and participated in their social gatherings. In 
the last years of his life, Gong Xian befriended the scholar-official and dramatist Kong 
Shangren (1648- 1718), who was a high-ranking Qing official. 
3.1.2.2 The ancient masters he learnt after 
Gong Xian in his earlier times followed his teacher Dong Qichang, and adhered much 
to his theory of the Southern and the Northern schools, i.e. to learn after the ancient 
masters of Dong's advocated correct tradition. Gong Xian once enumerated a list of 
twenty-three painters he learnt after, of the last seven hundred years from the lO^ *" 
century masters to his contemporaries, in the colophon to his Yunfeng tu, dated 1674, 
Tung Yiian is called the founding father of landscape. Fan K'uan and the monk Chii-jan 
followed in his footsteps. Yet again, there were Li Ch'eng and Kuo Hsi. Different branches and 
schools came up with new stylistic types. But Mi Fu of Hsiang-yang was unique; his [heroic] 
vitality ich'i) could consume an ox, his power was like that of a tiger. Mi Yu-jen passed his 
methods on to Kao K'o-kung, but in the end the three were of different approaches. 
Later on only Ni Tsan, Huang Kung-wang and Wang Meng [stand out] among the many; and 
Wang Fu and Shen Chou can hold their own against anyone past or present. Then came the Wen 
family, father and son, and T'ang Yin. Their genuine works are few, and the spurious many; so 
do not treat them lightly or ridicule them. 
In my lifetime, I have had [the good fortune] of meeting with Tung Ch'i-ch'ang. The two Li, 
Social gentries like Zheng Qianli, I'"an Xiqing, Zhu Yuanwci，Zhang l.ongfu, ctc. participated the event.' 
‘On the poetry clubs along River Qinhuai, there arc hundred and twenty poets of cxccllcncce. Xuc Gong, Huang 
Juzhong, Zheng, Wei, zhang, Lin...' 
7" Zhou I.ianggong, I lu Jic, Zhang Yangchong, Sun Baoi.cn, Chen Baiji, Chen Yunhcng, Cha Shibiao, Wang Shizhcn, 
Zhu Yizun, Wu Wciye, I luang Zhouxing, I luang Baislian，Zhang Dafeng 
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Yiin and Tsou are men I especially approve of. In my later years I have become exceedingly fond 
of the two Kueichou [painters]. The sound of the brush and the posture of the ink can sing and 
dance. Yet, I still know little of this Tao [of painting]. For forty years I have striven bitterly [with 
the hardships of this art].A friend now asks me to paint a scene of cloudy peaks: like lotuses that 
have not yet opened, they vie with another in shooting forth. Whatever I have received from the 
heritage of the masters, I dare not forget. And so, one by one, I have recorded these illustrious 
greats.71 
According to Dong Qichang, the Southern School was founded by Wang Wei, 
transmitted to Dong-Ju, Mi Fu and the Four Masters of Yuan. For Gong Xian, his 
preferences were towards Dong Yuan, Juran, Ni Zan and Huang Gongwang. From the 
inscription to his Mountain Landscape, dated 1689, 
Mengduan [Wang Fu, 1362-1416] and Qinan [Shen Zhou, 1427- 1509], in later years used Ni 
[Zan, 1301-74] and Huang [Gongwang, 1269-1354] for amusement, but for basic fundamentals 
they relied on Dong [Yuan, d.962] and Ju [ran]. And these have truly been my own masters! I 
wrote this at the conclusion of this work on silk in order to set forth the intentions of my brush. 
Gong Xian, in the J i s iyea r [1689], at the time of the 'grain-rains' [late spring].72 
Jonathan Hay (1994) had noted ‘Gong's exclusion of northern painters from his list of 
antecedents' and claimed that to be '[njarrowly art historical' but rather a 'political 
statement'. The 'Southern' school as proposed by Dong Qichang was more of 
metaphoric rather than geographical. Gong Xian interpreted it into a narrower, 
. ‘ 
geographical southern tradition. Hay wrote, 
[W]hen Dong argued in the early seventeenth century for a southern tradition as the orthodox 
lineage of landscape painting, 'southern’ had a metaphoric and not a geographic meaning. 
Dong's Southern School included several artists of northern origin: notably, the Five Dynasties 
(907-60) artists J ing Ho and Guan Tong were prominent in his l ist ing. . .But in Gong Xian's 
transformation of it to a narrower, geographically influenced formulation, the six painters Dong 
Yuan and Juran, Ni Zan and Huang Gongwang, Wang Meng and Shen Zhou define a south 
Chinese tradition?"* 
Gong Xian accepted Dong's approach to make synthesis of the Song and Yuan 
traditions, and blended them together into his own personal style. His use of brush was 
emphasized in a simple and light way, which was a result of direct influence from Dong 
Qichang, Yun Xiang (1568—1655) and Zou Zhilin (ca. 1575- ca. 1650). (Table 3-3， 
White Gong') Later, he also admired the cloudy mountains of Mi Fu and Mi Youren, 
71 Translation from Kung Hsien: theorist and technician in painting op. cit., pp. 30- 31. 
72 Translation (abbreviated) from Silbcrgcld, Jerome, 'Political Symbolism in the Landscape Painting and Poetry of 
Kung I lsicn (c. 1620-89)，’ Ph.D. dissertation, Stanford University, 1974, pp. 231-2. 
I lay, lonathan, ‘The Suspension of Dynastic 'rime', in John I lay, ed.’ Boundaries in China, London: Rcaktion Books, 
1994, pp. 191-2. 
Ibid, pp. 191. 
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which he had studied for over forty years?; 
3.1.2.3 His view towards nature 
Dong Qichang once said, the strangeness of the path was better in real landscape than 
in paintings. He gave merits to the strangeness of the path, together with the wonders 
of brush and ink. Gong Xian followed Dong's teaching to travel ‘ten thousand miles', 
and had been to Fuchunjiang, Taishan, Yellow River, Beijing, Suzhou, Huangshan, 
Dongtinghu, etc. In the view of seeing some of his contemporaries of merely copying 
and modelling after masters, Gong Xian radically claimed that one could know nothing 
of the ancient masters like Dong Yuan and Huang Gongwang. His criticism was 
towards his contemporaries who did not observe the nature. He argued that one should 
take inspiration from the nature while 'take the objects of the creation as masters', just 
as the ancient masters would do in the same way. 
From his direct contact with the nature, Gong Xian began to seek for new techniques 
and established his personal style. He derived from the cloudy mountains of the Mi's 
through the accumulation of ink. It was done by applying ink in multiple times until it 
became thick and dense. The aim was to create a heavy, misty, and moist atmosphere - a 
typical weather condition in Nanjing. Qu An termed it the 'delineative' mountain of the 
Mi's ；？妙/M乡你工筆米家山).76 (Table 3-3，'Black Gong') 
3.2 HALF-ACRE GARDEN ON MOUNTAIN OF PURE COOLNESS 
This section explains the overall setting of Half-acre Garden in three various zones: 
Qingliangshan as a historical site, the garden set within the mountain, and a glimpse 
through the garden. I shall illustrate first the many historical monastic and scenic relics 
on Mountain of Pure Coolness from illustrated verses, and a Buddhist temple gazetteer. 
I shall also study two paintings by Gong Xian painted when he was twenty and sixty, the 
later hint at the presence of the garden in the mountain. Lastly, I shall give a glimpse 
乃 I saw the cloudy mountains of the Mi's when I was young. I was shocked by such a supernatural thing, and was 
thought of imitating it for several times. I strctchcd out a paper and started moistening the brush, but I could not 
even start it. I'or what reason? Bccausc I did not even have the couragc. It had been forty years till now. And this 
stretch of cloudy mountain always comcs out beyond expectation. 1 would never believe that 1 could finally grasp it 
unintentionally. 
'Dclincativc' mountain of the Mi's appreciated witli my heart' 
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through the garden from an album by Gong Xian and some of his poems and letters 
exchange with friends. 
3.2.1 Mountain of Pure Coolness as a historical site 
Mountain of Pure Coolness has been a monastic and scenic site since the Southern 
Tang. Originally the Shitoucheng, it was renamed Mountain of Pure Coolness, after the 
Southern Tang Emperor Li Yu (937- 978) enjoyed his summer retreat here. Named 
today the Qingliangshan Park, the mountain consists of many historical relics, the most 
famous being the Qingliang Temple, and Saoyelou [Mansion of Sweeping Leaves], the 
now Memorial Museum of Gong Xian. (Appendix 6) 
In Ming, Qingliang wenfo was one of the Forty scenes of Jinling.^^ (Appendix 9) Zhu 
Zhifan described Qingliang huancui (Figure 3-1) as one of the forty scenes, in his ]in ling 
tuyong (1623)78， 
[Qingliang huancui] is located at Shitoucheng. Yang Wu named it Xingjiaosi. It was named 
Shicheng Qingliangsi during the South Tang. Cuiweiting at the mountain top was also built from 
the same time. Shufengring is the relics of Bishudian built by Emperor Li Yu. Yanzliijing behind 
the temple guesthouse is still existed. Ascending to the [mountain] top to overlook the city, all 
mountains from the south and the north are between eyebrows. It was recently renovated as the 
Hall of Emptiness, which was quite nicely built. However, it was ruined again due to the erosion 
by wind and rain in such unique mountain formation. 
The illustration depicts the mountain with Yangzi River as the entire backdrop. The 
Qingliang Temple complex situates at the mountain foot, with a gate wall that surrounds 
the whole mountain, a bridge and Oolong Pond in the front, and a footpath leading up 
to the Jade-green Pavilion at the top. The mountain of ‘coolness，is so nourished with 
leafy trees that make it an ideal summer retreat. Emperor Li Yu built the Palace of 
Summer Retreat, with Rouge Well just behind the temple gatehouseJ^ The mountain 
covers the entire scene. The monastic setting is emphasized with the temple complex 
piling up symmetrically, flanked by pine trees. 
The detailed monastic layout within the mountain can be followed from an illustration 
77 Gao (:cn，one of the lught Masters of Jinling from early Qing oncc painted I'orty sccncs of Jinling 
78 Zhu, /hifan,y/'/7//>/g tuyong ： Jiangs// sheng, Taibei shi: Chcngwen chubanshc, Min guo 72 |19831. Zhongguo fang zhi 
cong sliu. I lua zhong di fang ； di 439 hao; Text by Zhu Zhifan; illustration by Lu Shoubo. Appendix: Jinling yayou 
bian by Yu Mcnglin; Jinling gujin tukao by (Ihen Yi. Ju Tianqi 3 |1623| kan ben ying yin. 
79 Palace of Summer Retreat is also named Dcqingtang by Li Yu's calligraphy. Rouge Well is also callcd I luanyangquan, 
and is now housed inside a pavilion. 
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in Jinlingfancha 功i {\()01),juan 19. (Figure 3-2) Here, the overall terrain form is more 
emphasized. It comprised of an unfolded panoramic views of the mountain. The valleys 
are clearly shown as separate pocket spaces between the terrains: Qingliang temple at 
the south, a nunnery at the west, and Yifuci at the east. The place Huju guan is marked 
at the east end. A line writes 'this is not part of the temple, but is so scenic and 
therefore includes here，. The entire terrain can be compared with a present-day aerial 
photo of the mountain, despite that a road is constructed in the modern day to split the 
mountain into two halves. (Figure 3-3) (Figure 3-4) 
Now, I shall proceed to give a more detailed description on specific mountain sceneries, 
religious sites and ancient ruins. 
3.2.1.1 Qingliangshan 
The mountain was historically called Shitoucheng because of its rocky formation. A 
legend has it that Zhuge Liang once encamped here in 208 (thus was later known as the 
encamping slope)."" He was shocked by the strategic location of Shitoucheng as the 
crouching tiger, which served as an ideal residence for the true emperor. Taking Zhuge 
Liang's suggestion, Sun Quan eventually moved his capital city from Jingkou (toady's 
Zhejiang) to Moling (today's Nanjing) in 211. Its strategic defensive function 
disappeared when the riverbank moved west, and the city was somewhere left behind. 
With its tranquillity, the mountain was renamed Qingliangshan after the Southern Tang 
Emperor Li Yu (937- 978) enjoyed his summer retreat here. 
3.2.1.2 Qingliangsi 
The popularity and fame of the temple was closely connected with Southern Tang 
Emperor Li Yu (937-978). Originally called Xingjiaosi, the temple was first built by Yang 
Wu in 921, and was later renamed Shicheng Qingliangsi in the Southern Tang. Emperor 
Li Yu stayed here frequently and built Palace of Summer Retreat within the temple 
complex. He once wrote a poem saying that he ‘resided in the Dragon Palace (Bishudian) 
while he cannot return home'. Parallels between Southern Tang and Southern Ming 
(1645), and the associated symbolic meanings the mountain and the temple aroused for 
Gong Xian were so obvious that I shall get back to this later on. In Song, Qingliang 
80 In 1984，a stele with the inscription Zhumapo is built to the northern slope of the mountain. 
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guanghui chansi from Mufushan moved to here and was thus named. It was left 
abandoned and was rebuilt in 1402 and renamed as Qingliang zhisi. (Figure 3-5) 
3.2.1.3 Jade-green Pavilion 
Situated at the mountaintop, the pavilion was also built from Southern Tang, probably 
by Emperor Li Yu. It was also called Shufengting. The view from the pavilion was scenic. 
As described in the Ming ]inling tuyong, 'ascending to the [mountain] top to overlook the 
city, all mountains from the south and the north are between eyebrows'. Although it had 
been in ruin since in Ming, it was still popularly mentioned amongst local elites, officials 
and tourists. And strangely enough, it was drawn as in a 'good condition' in both 
illustrations. (Figure 3-6) 
3.2.2 Half-acre garden set within Mountain of Pure Coolness 
Half-acre Garden was established by Gong Xian two years after he returned and settled 
in Nanjing in 1664.''' From the colophon to his painting Xisbaft wujin /"，Gong Xian 
mentioned he 'cultivated his writing field for fifty years'. It could be estimated that he 
built his garden around 1667. He bought four or five houses at the foot of Mountain of 
Pure Coolness, and half-acre piece of land in the firont，He also used 'banmou' as his 
hao after settled here. 
The actual appearance inside the garden is not depicted in any of his paintings. No 
painting bears the garden name as the painting title. Two paintings bear the term 
'qingliang': Qingliangtai and Qingliang huanctn /"’ the later hint the presence of the garden 
on Mountain of Pure Coolness. 
3.2,2.1 Qingliangtai 
The painting Qingliangtai (Figure 3-7) is said to be the earliest extant painting of Gong 
Xian, from the collection of Jingyuanzhai of Professor James Cahill, UC Berkeley. The 
characters 'qingliangtai gongxian' in small regular script can be found at the top left. It is 
81 Gon^ Xian's return to Nanjing, is cvidcnccd from a poem Xi Gongbanqian huan Jinling by Fong Wen; He didn't 
moved to Mountain of Pure Coolness immediately after his return. l ie resided first in Jubaomen (today's 
Zhonghuamen) nearby Changganqiao with his family, which is cvidcnccd from his poem Return by night over the 
river. 
'|I| bought four or five houses with nearly hundred gold, with the remaining land only half-an-acrc, and I planted a 
few new bamboo for shelter.' 
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from an album Painting Album by Late Ming Painters], which consists of ten leaves of 
sceneries on Nanjing by various painters in a consistent format.®^ The painting depicts a 
distant mountain with several trees, a village, a bridge and a stream at the foreground. 
The pavilion at the mountain top is Qingliangtai, and the complex at the foot is 
probably Qingliangsi. The painting is drawn in ink, and with an inconsistent style: the 
mountain is in the style similar to his friend Dai Benxiao (1621-1693)，while the trees are 
similar to that of Gao Cen, one of the Eight Masters of Jinling, as Xiao Ping described 
it. Such inconsistency was due to an immature style from his earlier period. Xiao Ping 
dated it before 1644 when Gong Xian was around the age of twenty.®'^  
At this time, Gong Xian had learnt after Dong Qichang for a few years. The consistency 
in the album format hints that he might have been given precious opportunities to 
exchange with the other painters, and might have seen quite a large number of paintings, 
both from the ancient masters and his contemporaries. The mountain rocks are quite 
diligently depicted that efforts might have been made to study the topographical 
landscape. Resided in Nanjing, he might have paid a visit to the Mountain of Pure 
Coolness. This painting serves as a memory cue for his later painting in his sixty with 
the same subject matter, which will be compared below. 
3.2.2.2 Qingliang huancui tu 
Another painting, Qingliang huancui tu (Figure 3-8) is said to be from his later period. It is 
a handscroU in color, originally in the collection of Xu Zhai^^, now in the Palace 
Museum, Beijing. The inscription 'qingliang huancui gingxian' is written in running 
script, with the seals ban and qian. Wu Changshuo (1844- 1927) inscribed at the 
beginning of the scroll the four characters ‘言釆其蔽’ in seal script. 
This painting comes with the same format, size and style as Qixia Temple in Mount 
She，86 which depicts Qixiashan, the scenic mountain in northeast outskirt of Nanjing 
The ten leaves arc: Yanziji by Wei Jie, Xianhuayan by Gong Da, Mu I'utai by Xic Cheng, Qingliangtai by Gong Xian, 
Jilongslian by I luang Yi, 'i'ianqucshan by Cheng Yusi, Xuanwuhu by Liu Ruizhcng, Linggu by Zou Dian, Baocnda by 
Zhang Chong. 
Xiao, Ping, cd.. Gong Xian shuhuajingpin xuan, Nanjing: Jiangsu mcishu chubanshc, 1999，p. 1. 
I'rom X" Zhai minghualu,jnan 6. 
恥 Yang, Tun-yao, Image, Memory, and hojalist Condition: The Early Qing Social Context and Development of Nanjing 
Topographical Landscape in Gong Xi art's "Qixia Temple in Mount She ", Gradate School of Plastic Arts, National Taiwan 
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c i t y " (Figure 3-9) Painted in colour, both paintings rely on real sceneries in Nanjing as 
the subject matters and probably come in pair. The colophon by the calligrapher Zeng 
Xi (1861- 1930) commented that the two paintings both depict greenery on mountains. 
Gong Xian resided in Nanj ing for the longest period of his life, and the mounta ins he painted 
are all f rom Nanjing. Both paintings depict the mounta in greeneries. I read them as if I was 
travelling to Qixia and Qingl iang, which widen and strengthen my horizons. 
Here, the painting depicts the panoramic scenic view with leafy trees around Mountain 
of Pure Coolness, probably in summer time. Again, a pavilion is located at the 
mountaintop, a monastic building at the foot behind a shade of trees, a city wall that 
encircles the mountain, and the Yangzi River at the furthermost. It is viewed from a 
level distance, with mists and clouds between mountains that give it a vivid, atmospheric 
touch. Xiao Ping dated it after 1676，when Gong Xian was at the age of fifty-eight. It 
was also evidenced by the fact that Gong Xian 'never try a painting in color till the age 
of nearly sixty?" from a colophon to his painting Waterfall in Autumn Mountain(1676). 
At this time, Gong Xian had resided in Mountain of Pure Coolness in his Half-acre 
Garden for a decade, and had accumulated lots of everyday experience within the 
topographical landscape. 
3.2.3 A glimpse through half-acre garden 
3.2.3.1 Album leaves of Gong Xian 
As far as I know, Gong Xian did not explicitly say that he paints either his household or 
garden environs in any of his painting. However, there is an album edition Album leaves 
of Gong Xian^^ published by Jiangsu guji chubanshe (1985) which suggests that Gong 
Xian habitually painted inside his garden. (Figure 3-10) The album is originally from 
Gu's family collection of Mansion of Passing Cloud in Suzhou. From the colophon by 
Gong Xian himself which writes, 
University of Arts, MPhil Dissertation, 1995. 
87 I luang Binhong (1864-1955) also painted the same subjcct in his landscape album which inscribes "Sccne in Qixian 
Peak", with influcncc from Gong Xian in his style of rich ink and layered brushwork. From Vainkcr, S. J., Modern 
Chinese paintings.. the Rejes collection in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, "Catalogue ... to accompany an exhibition held in 
the museum's McAlpinc Gallery from 24 September until 1 Dcccmbcr 1996"，Oxford : Ashmolean Museum, 1996, p. 
33 and plate 30. 
Xiao Ping, Liu Yujia, cds., Gong Xian, Changchun shi: Jilin mcishu chubanshe, 1996，pp. 81, 85. 
Album leaves of Gong Xian, Nanjing: Jiangsu guji chubanshe: Jiangsu shciig xinhua shudian faxing, 1985. 
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There is nothing to do in the mountain during this long summer. I woke up early in the morning, 
sat and moved a side table in the middle of the bamboo groves. I painted and inscribed without 
hurries, finish one in a day, just like daily lessons that are not commissioned by the others. It set 
me free from determining its density, lightness and intensity. Gong Xian the Half-acre recluse 
inscribed. 
Rather than painted indoor inside a studio，Gong Xian ‘sat and moved a side table in the 
middle of the bamboo groves' and painted outdoor by facing dkectly in front of the 
topographical landscape. The album consists of twelve leaves in ink, accompanies by 
twelve verses alongside with the paintings which are listed in the appendix. (Appendix 7) 
The 'several thousand scenes' of a mountain as referred by Guo Xi are depicted in 
Gong Xian's twelve verses. These are described in accordance to day and night and 
seasonal cycles: From the colophon, the verses are composed in the 'early morning'. 
Sunset is depicted in the fifth verse, 'Sending off the sunset and the bright moon comes'. 
Moonlight is detailed in the tenth verse, 'So silent!... The groves in the moonlight, and 
the deep mountain receded into the night's darkness'. Early morning comes in the 
twelve verse, 'Wake up in the morning [only to aware that] the snow blocks the gate of 
the mountain house'. 
From the colophon, the verses are composed in the 'long summer'. In the first verse, 
'Old pines are wetted with rain and are so scented, the whirling jade-green leaves cool 
the fifth month's [hotness]，denotes the shady trees in the rainy month of May. In the 
second verse, ‘Sound of the whistling wind urges the scattered rain, the yellow leaves fall 
profusely onto the green mosses.' features a falling autumn scene. The passage of time 
from the summer to the winter is significantly transformed by terms of temperature 
changes in the twelve verse, begins by 'The brutal summer in this human world is like a 
burning pot' and ends by 'Wake up in the morning [only to aware that] the snow blocks 
the gate of the mountain house'. An exceptional flooding disaster is described in the 
ninth verse with the first line ‘The excessive rain and the yelling sea last for weeks'. 
His travel to Yangzhou is noted in the seventh verse saying 'As a guest for ten years my 
soul is timid', on his travel to Yangzhou. From the eighth verse which begins by 'Reside 
in the mountain for still a short period of time!', it can be deduced that the album might 
have complied after his returned to Nanjing and settled in Half-acre Garden for at least 
several years to witness the cyclical seasonal changes and a flooding in a particular year. 
3.2.3.2 From his poems and letters exchange with friends 
We knew from the above album complied at the time Gong Xian resided in his Half-
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acre Garden for at least several years after his return to Nanjing, that he painted outdoor 
in the garden and witnessed the daily and seasonal changes within the mountain. Still, it 
neither provides a concrete picture of how his garden may look like, nor his direct 
emotion upon it. It was not until we read his letter to Wang Hui that Gong Xian speaks 
explicitly of some sort of the garden painting for the very first time. 
In the summer of 1685, Gong Xian composed 'Poem in response to Wu Zhengzhi to 
Wang Hui'. He requested a painting from Wang Hui on Half-acre Garden with the last 
two lines, 
May I bother you to paint Half-acre Garden? Dress up and ascend to Mount of Pure Coolness! 
In the view of Wang Hui never visited the garden before, he also supplemented a 
detailed description, which was intended to give Wang Hui some ideas on the general 
appearance. He also promised to write poems and paint in return as a gift of thanks. 
The description reads, 
My house stands south of the Grass Hall. The remaining land is half an acre, with a few flowers 
and bamboo. That's why I call it like this; it is not fit to be called a garden. On Mount of Pure 
Coolness there is a terrace; it is called Coolness Terrace. When you climb the terrace you can see 
； the Great River (Yangzi) across the way, in front of you. There is the Bell Mountain (Zhongshan) 
right behind you. To the left, (you see) the ladle of Lake Mo Chou, whose water is like a mirror. 
To the right, in the Lion Mountain (Shizishan), the earth is shovelled together like eyebrows. My 
house is below this terrace. When I turn towards north-east to call my guest and show it to him, 
the barking dogs at the gate make believe they see him [coming]. Noted by Gong Xian.90 
Here, Gong Xian humbly referred his Half-acre Garden as ‘the remaining land.. .with a 
few flowers and bamboo [that] is not fit to be called a garden'. He does mention a gate 
with barking dogs that marks his house's proper way of entry. However, he rarely 
mentioned the garden in further details, and turned to the views to all directions in 
relation to one's body. To identify the garden's 'how to get there', he simply addressed 
his guests that it was below Coolness Terrace, by turning to the north-east. 
No reply from Wang Hui is recorded. However, from Wang Hui's Ijetter compilations of 
gifts presenting to friends at the Qinghui Pavilion, a letter of thanks is evidenced from Gong 
Xian to Wang Hui for receiving a painting on Half-acre Garden. In the letter, Gong 
Xian expressed his sincere thanks, said that he was 'shocked，and was 'complete 
prostrated' while he saw it. It can be deduced that the letter was written in the early 
w My translation based on A. Lippc, op. cit.，p. 26. 
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autumn, might be a few months after the poetry gathering with Wu Zhengzhi in the 
summer. The letter reads, 
Since the early spring enters into summer, and [now] the autumn [time], I have a nice dream. In 
these few days，I heard the sound of magpies [which bring good news] in the morning, and 
worshipped the snuff of lamp wick at night. I couldn't figure out such good omen” All of a 
sudden, your messenger sent me your painting of Half-acre Garden. When I opened it I was 
shocked and complete prostrated. I can't figure out a single word which can express my sincere 
thanks. 
Gong Xian's newly established garden was frequently mentioned in several other pieces 
of poems and letter exchanges with friends. Amongst these, the illustration by Qu 
Dajun was a bit exaggerated. He 'heard' that the garden was like an earthly paradise, and 
depicted Gong Xian as ‘a man amongst the Immortals' 一 The garden was planted with 
flowers of precious and exotic species, with streams running through the bottom of the 
hall, and birds playing at the branches' ends. On the contrary, the description by Wei 
Xian seemed more honest. He referred to it as 'four or five houses' with 'the remaining 
half an acre land' and some 'new planted bamboo'. 
In his poem 'Visiting Gong Bauqian's Half-acre Garden at Crouching Tiger Gate', Wang 
Mao Lin distinguished the garden as ‘a place of recluse' by the first few lines. The 
reclusive garden was introduced by leading one gradually through the (Crouching Tiger) 
Gate, the shady forest, the residence wall, the half an acre land, and finally to the 'one 
man' right at the middle, 
Grass and bushes hide the bravo (Crouching Tiger) Gate; the (residence) walls set amongst the 
jade-green forest. One man lives leisurely in the middle of half an acre land just in front of the 
Gate. 
Although Gong Xian never draws explicitly the concrete architectonic space of his 
garden, we can still draw some clues from his writings. From Gongbanqian shoutu hmgao. 
Gong Xian demonstared the ways to draw houses and bridges. His major concern is 
stability {an 安)• These structures should be studied through 'understanding the 
directions of front, side, left and right' and be drawn 'properly and upright', to avoid the 
feeling of danger and uncomfort.^^ The concept of stability is also raised in his The 
The two lines are originated from ‘今 I 丨與時聞喜騎，昨宵燈下拜燈花，by the Tang women poet. 
92 To draw a house, one should understand the directions of the front, side, left and right. Draw it properly and 
upright, even though it is rather expressive. Otherwise, one would feel as if in danger and uncomfortable when one 
look at it.，From Gong, Xian, Gong Banqian shansbuihtia ketugao, Sichuan shcng bowuguan dcng shoucang, Chengdu : 
Sichuan rcnmin chubanshc ； (Ihengdu : Xinhua shudian, 1981, p. 55. {Gong Bancjian shoutu huagao) 
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Secret of Painting,�Being stable, the viewer thus is able to situate his body within the 
environment as if he can 'enter', 
In paint ing buildings, you should imagine your own vantage point in order to fix the building's 
place. [In this way] , it will seem possible for those w h o look at it to enter. 
The relationship of the garden to the surrounding sceneries with respect to one's body 
is jotted in Gong Xian's poem entitled 'Qingliangshan'. Here, the mountain is described 
as ‘in close proximity to' his house (instead of the other way around); the terrace is 
referred as an ideal spot for viewing sunset; and the river runs across the way. His house 
is described as the core of focus with the mountain is situated here aside. 
Shi Runzhang also wrote that the sceneries are within reach from the house, in his 
'Poem of Half-acre Garden gifted to Gong Xian'. He distinguished that 'the mountains 
in the four directions (gathered) inside the hut，，and 'the five mountains assembled 
between the ten fingers'. The mountain landscape is perceived as if it is situated inside 
the hut (that served as the dwelling place for one's mind) and between the ten fingers 
(that one explores his/her bodily surrounds, by painting as in the case of a painter). 
To summarize, the glimpse through the garden is rather difficult to begin at the very 
first step: to determine the garden's physical boundary, or the property's extent. The 
boundary remains blurred in the way that the garden is described as 'a place of recluse' 
with successive procession from the gate (that marks the city's periphery) to the house 
amidst the mountain landscape. From many sources, we cannot single out a particular 
feature within his garden, but is always referring to the mountain sceneries surrounded. 
Still, in some case, the concept of 'surround' is obscured by the reverse concept of 
putting one's mind as the centre of focus in relation to the mountain landscape. 
3.3 PERMEABLE GARDEN SPACE 
After giving some general accounts on both Gong Xian and Half-acre Garden, I shall 
demonstrate the permeability of the boundary of garden space, by the way it was 
conceived and perceived by the painter. I attempt to start by quoting Jonathan Hay's 
‘In painting buildings, you should not draw it too inflexible; but still, it should be proper and upright. If it appears 
slanted, one would fed uncomfortable when one look at it. If the one looking feel uncomfortable, the painting 
cannot be clam. Iwcn the trees and the rocks should be well settled, not to speak the buildings!' Translation based on 
Kufig Hsien : theorist and technician in painting, op. cit., p. 20. 
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proposition of the ambiguity of dynastic time amongst Ming remnants, and then to 
discuss about place designations as noted by Tobie Meyer-Fong，and extend further 
onto Gong Xian's iUusionary garden perception. 
I shall put forward that Gong Xian conceived the establishment of his private garden 
under Mountain of Pure Coolness as a half-reclusive residency. Located just within the 
west perimeter of the city wall, the mountain is still conveniently reached. The site 
allowed Gong Xian to live in hermitage, and at the same time maintained a considerable 
degree of everyday social encounter. It was evidenced by the continuous exchanges of 
poems and letters and the frequent visits by his friends. 
I shall also propose that Gong Xian perceived his garden as setting within the larger 
extent of the mountain landscape. Less confined by fences and walls within his house, 
the presence of the garden is represented in his painting to extend beyond its physical 
boundary. It was narrated through the recollection of his memorable past. By ascending 
heights to embrace the past, the historical relics on the mountain gave cues to symbolic 
meanings associated with his lost country. 
3.3.1 Ambiguous boundary 
3.3.1.1 Dynastic time 
In his essay T h e suspension of dynastic time' (1994), Jonathan Hay discussed the 
ambiguous boundary between the dynastic time of Ming and Qing.^ "^  He used the year 
1644 as what Paul Ricoeur had termed the ‘axial moment', when Qing took control of 
Beijing - the political centre of the Ming. He argued that the Ming-Qing boundary was 
obscured by the two facts: a Qing dynasty had existed since 1636; and that the Ming 
resistance only collapsed in 1662. Given that the 'use of the dynastic calendar 
incorporated a statement of loyalty to a given emperor', he demonstrated the 
distinctions between authority and legitimacy, again set by Ricoeur. To the remnants, 
'Qing legitimacy was contested while Qing authority was reluctantly acknowledged'. 
From the practice of date inscription in landscape painting, he pointed out that remnant 
painters, like Gong Xian, refused to employ the Qing calendar and used the cyclical 
dates instead, as an act of non-conformance to the new dynasty, into what he termed 'a 
1 lay, Jonathan, op. cit., pp. 171- 197. 
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suspension in dynastic time'. It was evidenced by Gong Xian's paintings in the 1650s, 
the period during which the resistance of the Southern Ming was still active. 
3.3.1.2 Place designations 
The ambiguity notion of boundary is contested not only in terms of time but also place. 
It was reflected in the way places were designated. Tobie Meyer-Fong in her inspiring 
book 'building Culture in Early Qing Yang^ou (2003) noted that the seventeenth century 
intellectuals preferred 'archaic' place names to 'administrative' ones, owing to their 
ability of evoking culturally-shared sense of p lace? Yangzhou was generally referred as 
'Guangling', an old official name before Song, while Nanjing was known as 'Jinling' or 
‘Baimen，instead of Jiangning. For the remnant literati, the act also showed their non-
conformance to the Qing authority and their reminiscence to their lost country. Some 
places in the city also carried particular cultural meaning. According to Meyer-Fong, 
River Qinhuai, being regarded as the pleasure quarter of Nanjing, often evoked the 
nostalgic mood for the lost culture of the Ming严 
3.3.2 Everyday social encounters 
In the last section, I put forward the blurred boundary of Gong Xian's garden as 'a 
place of recluse' with successive procession from the gate (that marks the city's 
periphery) to the house amidst the mountain landscape. In this section, I shall restate it 
as 'a half-reclusive residency', by the everyday social encounter Gong Xian managed to 
maintain. 
3.3.2.1 Gong Xian，s three moves 
Let's fust take a look at his whereabouts in his first few years after returning to Nanjing, 
1664: Returns to Nanjing and resides in Banshanyuan 
1665, Cold-meal Festival: Visit Mountain of Pure Coolness with Fong Wen and Wen Jixian 
1665，autumn: Visit Saoyeshangren at Saoyelou with Fong Wen 
1666: Moves to Jubaomen (today's Zhonghuamen) outside Changganqiao 
1667: Moves to Crouching Tiger Gate at the foot of Mountain of Pure Coolness and builds 
Half-acre Garden. 
1668，early spring: Fong Wen visited his new residence 
95 Mcycr-I'bng, 'Ibbic S., Building culture tu early Qing Yang功OM, Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2003, p. 8. 
96 Ibid, p. 215, f.n. 95. 
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Gong Xian did not immediately settled in his Half-acre Garden in 1664, but rather, with 
three moves. He resided first in Banshanyuan, then in Jubaomen nearby Changganqiao, 
before he moved to Qingliangshan to establish Half-acre Garden in 1667. 
3.3.2.2 The opening and closure of the door gate 
Just two years prior to his settlement in Half-acre garden, Gong Xian was recorded to 
have visited Mount of Pure Coolness at least twice. The first time was on the Cold-meal 
Da广 of 1665 with his friends Fong Wen and Wen Jixian. From Fong Wen's 'Stayed 
overnight at the Mansion of Sweeping Leaves', monk Saoyesliangren was depicted to 
live a reclusive life 'without much caring of the worldly affairs and enjoying a leisurely 
mood'. In Gong Xian's poem entitled "Visit friend in the path to Qingliang', the monk 
was so 'secluded' that even the neighbors didn't know him. Gong Xian revisited the 
mansion with Fong Wen the second time in the autumn of the same year. It can be 
deduced that he was quite happy with the environments. From the same poem, the 
hermitage life is so vividly represented. He was impressed by the atmosphere around 
and this might be the reason for his later move to the mountain, 
The mosses add colour to the stone wall; the creepers grows all over the empty boat; there is not 
even a task besides watching the birds and the trees; and a single cry while fishing besides the 
streams. 
The reason behind his move from Changganqiao to Qingliangshan was stated clearly, 
from the poem 'Cordially presented to Banqian's new residence in Crouching Tiger 
Gate' by one of his closest friend Fong Wen. The first few lines wrote, 
Not satisfying with (the house's) proximity to Changganqiao, and the need to usher so many 
'vulgar' guests, (that Gong Xian decided) to move. The path to Coolness Terrace is so afar, but 
the residence is even wider than the pleasure boat! 
It was contrasted with the second verses from the album Gong Xian ceje, after he has 
settled in the garden for several years, 
So joyous that no guest is coming to the mountain, and the open- close of the door gate in 
according to my wish! 
3.3.2.3 Permeability of the garden 
The phase 'The open- close of the door gate in according to my wish' best 
(:old-meal I'cstival is in the rcincmbrancc of Jic Zitui, "which fell on the 105山 day after Winter Solsticc, or one day 
after I'ircd Cooking. The third-day of Cold-Mcal I'cstival was Qingming and all new tombs were supposed to be 
swept on this day." From Donning meng hua lu |Rcgistcr of Dreaming of I lua (Xu 胥)in the Eastern Capital] 
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demonstrates the 'permeability' of the garden's architectural boundary.')吁he occurrence 
of the term ke [guest] serves as the mark for his resistance/willingness to live reclusively: 
the 'vulgar' guest at his former residence near Changganqiao contrast with 'no guest' in 
the mountain. Not living in hermitage just as monk Saoyeshangren might seek, Gong 
Xian decided to live half-reclusively. He afforded to manage a considerable degree of 
contact with some friends, by means of the continuous exchanges of poems and letters 
and the frequent visits by his friends as occasional 'guests'. 
3.3.2.4 Elegantgathering at Spring River Society 
As far as I know. Gong Xian rarely traveled after settling in Half-acre garden. A 
recorded trip was in his age of sixty-nine. Between the spring and the summer of 1687， 
Gong Xian headed to Yangzhou, and attended the party of Chunjiangshe Yaji at Mi 
Yuan, organized by Kong Shangren, who later became his close friend. Tobie Meyer-
Fong pointed out the unique cultural scene during the period, for which '[fjamous Ming 
loyalists mixed socially with equally famous supporters and servitors of the conquest 
regime严 In Kong Shangren's poem entitled 'Unset the sails in the gathering at Spring 
River Society Yangzhou, and write poetry in the meeting', the hustle-and-bustle scene 
along the Slender West Lake (Baozhang Lake) was lively depicted in his first few lines, 
The famous gardens all line up along the water in the Northern suburbs (of Yangzhou); Wine 
cups, gambling clips, and tea sets scatter everywhere amidst the rustic garden. The white boats 
full of guests rush in; and the flowers nearby Red Bridge (in Slender West Lake) bet which one is 
the most fabulous. 
Gong Xian also wrote a poem in the gathering，、His writing was so much involved with 
his emotion towards his lost Yangzhou, the place where he sojourned for ten years 
(1655-1664). The poem expressed his sorrow towards the Ten Days' Massacre in 
Yangzhou happened in the month in the year of 1645. After more than forty years, 
the tragic event seemed all over, and the place seemed flourishing again with peach 
blossom. 
It constrastcd well with the famous prose by Tao Qian saying 'door though installed, kept shut all the time' in 
I lomccoming ()dc. 




3.3.3 Narrated landscape of the past 
The Elegant gathering at Spring River Society leads us from Gong Xian's social 
encounters to his sorrow towards the past. In this section, I shall first focus on the 
effort Gong Xian had made in the narration of his memorable past through the act of 
recollection. Those were demonstrated in his poems related to the historical relics in the 
mountain. By ascending heights to embrace the past, the Six Dynasties' relics on the 
mountain suggest memory cues and evoke nostalgia mood for Gong Xian. The 
mountain sceneries, religious sites and ancient ruins on the mountain are so legendary 
that I shall discuss in close details one by one. 
3.3.3.1 Ascending heights to embrace the past 
The famous poem by Wang Wei entitled 'Remembrance of my brother in Shandong in 
the ninth day of the ninth month' depicts an activity for which his family in distance 
ascend heights altogether without him attending.’� The ritual of ascending heights is a 
common exercise especially during Zhong Yang Festival, also known as the Festival of 
Ascending Heights. In the ninth day of the ninth month of the lunar year, people climb 
up the mountain to overlook distant scenic views. The practice is sometimes related to 
the remembrance of a beloved one, a homestead afar, or paying tribute to the ancestors. 
There are two poems both begin by the act of ascending heights, proceed to depict the 
mountain scene, and in turn to express one's emotion upon. From Gong Xian's 
'Ascending Coolness Terrace with Fei Mi', Gong Xian ascended height to the Coolness 
Terrace with his friend Fei Mi. The terrace is elevated above the city tower, and the view 
is scenic with the Great River opens up to one's eyes. The poem finally shifts to mention 
the ruins from the Six Dynasties with lichen growing everywhere. Another poem by 
Peng Gui also recorded a similar event on the day of the Spring Festival. Participants 
included Gong Xian, Peng Gui, and other friends Dong Zi, Wu Jiezi and He Yimei. The 
mountain scene in the early spring of the third month is beautifully depicted, that 
reminds them of the Southern Tang historical relics: Emperor Li Yu's Palace of 
Summer Retreat and Jade-green Pavilion. The last two lines writes in deep sorrow, 




3.3.3.2 Mountain sceneries, religious sites and ancient ruins 
The transformed process from ascending heights to embrace the past is a typical format 
in 'nostalgic poetry'. Meyer Fong defined it as the '[juxtaposition of the] images of the 
city's past glory with references to its current m i n . ^ By ascending height to embrace 
the past, the scenes (of the ruins) unfold to one's eyes when one traveled, and evoke 
emotion. The Jing juxtapose with the memorable images of the past through recollection. 
The 'past glory' the poems frequently referred to is that of the Six Dynasties. The time 
period can be referred as the Wei, Jin, and the Northern and Southern Dynasties that 
lasted for 369 years (220-589), or the Six Dynasties with Nanjing as the capital city 
during the time. As for Gong Xian and his contemporaries in the literati circle, the 
mountains sceneries, religious sites and ancient ruins, all evoke the memories of the 
glories of the Six Dynasties the city once experienced. There are two poems entitled 
'Qingliangsi' composed by Gong Xian. The temple ruin has an awful association as a 
'haunted place，，with the wind blows like ghosts whistling, and their phantoms hide 
between the stone pavings. Interestingly, the temple has a history no longer than 750 
years, when Yang Wu first built it in 921, and therefore has no relation with the Six 
Dynasties. The temple, now in severe disrepair and vacant, evoke memory of the once 
prosperous city. It also reminded Emperor Li Yu's Bishudian of Southern Dynasty, that 
now only with the old well remaining. 
3.3.4 Imaginary landscape of the mind 
His nostalgia for the past can never be settled, and Gong Xian projects his nostalgic 
mood onto his imaginative landscape. For Gong Xian, his landscape in mind grounds more 
on earth than floats in the air. From the colophon to a hanging scroll 'Building a 
Mansion high up to the Cloudy Mountain', now in the Guangdong Art Museum, Gong 
Xian states clearly from the first two lines, ‘No need to dwell on Three Mountains 
(meaning the Immortals' Islands on heaven), I would rather travel Five Mountains 
(meaning the five scared mountains on earth).，肪 He also mentioned similarly in the 
eleventh verse of Gong Xian ceje, ‘So lazy to worship the Jade Capital (the central 
102 Mcycr-l'bng, Tobic S., op. cit.’ p. 13. 
103 The beginning lines read 'No need to dwell on Three Mountains (meaning the Immortals' Islands on heaven), I 
would rather travel I'lvc Mountains (meaning the five seared mountains on earth)...' 
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mountain) together with the immortals, the structure of the mountaintop looks like the 
Peng-Ying (i.e., Penglai and Yingzhou)'. Here, Gong Xian prefers his earthly garden 
surrounded by mountains to the heavenly paradise up there. 
3.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
In the case of Gong Xian, the garden boundary becomes obscured by the painter's 
perception of garden space. Gong Xian perceives his garden as set within the larger 
extent of the mountain landscape. Making distinction between the mountain and the 
city, he regards the entire mountain to be his 'place of recluse'. Less confined by fences 
and walls, the presence of the garden is represented in his painting to extend beyond its 
physical boundary. He identifies himself within the mountain landscape surrounded and 
orients himself by bodily experiences. The mountain sceneries, religious sites and 
ancient ruins on the mountain are legendary. These are often depicted in his paintings, 
poems and letters exchange with friends. As a remnant painter, he projects his nostalgic 
mood onto the relics surrounded. 
Gong Xian uses spatial concepts of inclusion/exclusion to define the garden periphery. 
Architectural device of 'the open-close of the door gate，also suggests the permeable 
garden boundary. His preference of mountain to city reveals his willingness/resistance 
of social contacts through the value system of 'no guest'/'vulgar' guests. Further, Gong 
Xian perceives the mountain sceneries, religious sites and ancient ruins as the landscape in 
his mind, which eventually turns imaginative, enabling him to project his nostalgic 
emotion onto the landscape he experienced, an emotion that cannot be resolved. 
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Figure 3-1 Qingliang huancui, Illustrated Vetses of Jinling (1623), with Qingliang Temple at the 
mountain foot, and Cuiweiting at the top. 
Figure 3-2 Qingliangsi, Gazetteer of Buddhist Temples in Jinling (1607)，/uan 19. 
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Figure 3-3 Aerial photo of Mountain of Pure Coolness (100m above) (Base map: Google Map) 
Figure 3-4 Sceneries in today's Qingliangshan Park 
• • 
• • • • • • • I I B H l 
Figure 3-5 Left: Existing structures of Qingliang Temple; Right: Rouge Well, also called 
Huanyangquan, is now housed inside a pavilion. 
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Figure 3-6 Existing pavilions on the mountain 
_ 
Figure 3-7 Gong Xian, Qingliangtai^ album leave, ink on silk, collection of Jingyuanzhai by 
Professor James Cahill, University of California, Berkeley. 
Figure 3-8 Gong Xian, , Qingliang huancui tu, handscroll, ink and colour on paper, 30cm x 
144.5cm, Palace Museum, Beijing. 
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Figure 3-9 Gong Xian, Sheshan qixia fw，handsctoll, ink and colour on paper, 30.5cm x 152cm, 
Palace Museum, Beijing. 
_ _ _ 
Figure 3-10 Left to right, top to bottom: Gong Xian, Twelve leaves from Album leaves of Gong 
Xian], copy of a set of twenty six leaves, with twelve leaves of paintings accompanied by twelve 
verses, and two leaves of colophon, ink on papet, from Gu's family collection of Guoyun Lou in 
Suzhou, published by Jiangsu guji chubanshe (1985). 
Name: 




Table 3-1 Titles of Gong Xian 
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For basic fundamenta ls : Dong Yuan, Juran 
Fan Kuan, Li Cheng, Guo Xi 
Cloudy mounta ins : Mi Fu, Mi Youren，Gap Gegong 
For amusement : Ni Zan , Huang Gongwang 
Wang Meng, Wang Fu, Shen Zhou，Wen Zhengming, Wen J ia , Tang Yin 
His contemporar ies : Dong Qichang, Li L iufang , Li Yongchang, Yun Xiang, Zou Zhil in, Yang 
Wencong’ Ma Shiying 
Table 3-2 The list of the twenty-three painters enumerated in the colophon of Cloudy Peaks (1674); and his 
attitudes and preferences from the inscription of Mountain Landscape (1680). 
m i t e Gong, 'Grey Gong， ‘Black Gong， — 
About 1649— about 1659 About 1659— about 1669 About 1669— about 1689 
Appfox. 30 to 40 years old Approx. 40 to 50力ys old Annrox. 50 to 70 years old 
B i l 
7 二 f m. Wux. Museun. | � ^ i J ^ g ^ j ^ ^ ^ S M M g ^ 
Shanshui ce, 1657. Album of twelve I H ^ I H ^ I H B S S t B S S B 
leaves, ink on paper. 22.8x 30cm cach. Xishan wujin ///. 1680-82. Hnadscroll， 
Shanghai Museum. ink on paper. 27.2x 726.7cm. Palacc 
Museum. 
Brush technique Use of ink 
Simple and light Thick and dense 
Direct influence by Dong Qichang Transitional stage from ‘White Gong' 'Dclincative' mountain of the Mi's 
(1555—1636)，Yun Xiang (1568— to TBlack Gong' Accumulation of ink in the style 
1655) and Zou Zhilin (ca. 1575- ca. derived from the cloudy mountains of 
1650) Mi Fu and Mi Youren 
Table 3-3 Stylistic development of paintings of Gong Xian based on Xiao Ping (1996) 
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4 Yuan Jiang: Zhan Yuan [Outlook Garden] 
This chapter attempts to illustrate the perception of garden spaces from the perspective 
of a professional jiehua painter, Yuan Jiang. It focuses on Zhan Yuan [Outlook Garden], 
a garden situated right at the historic centre of Nanjing known as the 'Scenic Belt of 
River Qiiihuai' near Fuzi Miao. Built in early Ming, it was originally the west garden of 
the residence of Prince Zhongshan. This 'courtly' garden had not been granted that 
fame and popularity as it had in Qing, marked by the visits by two influential figures: 
Yuan Mei the poet and Qianong the emperor. The garden was reputed to consist of 
eighteen sceneries, some recognisable from Yuan Jiang's painting, Zhanyuantu. 
By examining the painting with other literary materials like Yuan Mei's poems on the 
garden sceneries, I shall demonstrate in this chapter the transfigured form of the garden. 
I put forward my argument by studying how the garden was portrayed as courtly and 
paradisiac landscape with its sceneries. 
4.1 YUAN JIANG THE PROFESSIONAL PAINTER 
The study of Yuan Jiang's life and his paintings was not popular. He belonged to a 
group of 'artisan' rarely mentioned in the painting records. His paintings are classified as 
jiehua^ a traditionally low-esteemed art. This seemingly drawback in the literati's sense, is 
in fact, quite favourable when it comes to the study of garden. The paintings are often 
drawn in a realistic manner, which can help visualizing the garden spaces. Besides, the 
garden architecture as depicted also provides invaluable sources of pictorial references. 
Zhanyuantu is such a painting by Yuan Jiang, who depicted Zhan Yuan in his time, a 
period fall well onto the research's timeframe. 
This section outlines the biographical sketch on Yuan Jiang as a professional painter 
from primary and secondary sources. Generally speaking, the study of Yuan Jiang relies 
mainly on several accounts of his lifetime in painting records and his extant paintings 
mostly centred on jiefma’ which I shall introduce briefly here. 
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4.1.1 Major literatures on Yuan Jiang 
4.1.1.1 Primary sources 
Painting catalogues used here are Mountain and Water, Palace and building, jiehua painting of 
Yuan Jiang and Yuan Yao (1984) and Yuan Jiang Yuan Yao huaji (1996). As for Zhanyuan "/， 
two nearly identical paintings are extant: one from the Tianjin Bowuguan and the other 
from the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. The paintings are published in 
several books and journals: The former one appears in Tong Jun's ]iangnan juanlin 功i 
(1984)，and the latter one in the Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin v.38 (1980), 
Richard Barnhart's Peach blossom spring: gardens and flowers in Chinese painting (1983), and 
Maggie Keswick's The Chinese garden: history, art (& architecture (1986). • 
4.1.1.2 Secondary sources 
Early modern studies on Yuan Jiang in the West were carried out by Osvald Siren (1938, 
1956-58) and Laurence Sickman (1956).'"^ In China, the studies were hinted in the study 
of jiehua ^^ by Li Zhichao in the first issue of the journal Zhon^uobua (1957) and the 
study of the development of early Qing paintings by Qin Zhongwen in Wenmt cankao 
^iliao (1958). A more focused stylistic study was carried out by James Cahill, for which 
11 (nos.) works from the Freer Gallery of Art were under investigation，�? published in 
three consecutive volumes of Ars Orientalis (1963, 1966 and 1968). The greatest leap that 
fosters the formal biography of the painter and the chronology of his paintings was 
complied by Nie Chongzheng, first published by the Shanghai renmin meishu 
chubanshe (1982) and the subsequent editions (1994, 2003). The following introduction 
to the painter's life largely relies on Nie's research. Several scholars also discussed the 
painter's activity period, his relationship with Yuan Yao, and the dating of paintings: 
Richard Barnhart (1983), Chouju-hsi (1985)，and Alfreda Murck (1991). 
Recent researches have been focused on Yuan Jiang's another painting also on a garden 
I would like to acknowledge my supervisor for enabling mc to access his slide archivc on Zhanjuantu from the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. (Serial P-2067) 
105 The two skctchcs dcscribcd his works as 'ornamental' and '[of] dccoration', which related his paintings as of 
'|acccntiiatcd] mannerism (stylish style)' and 'curiously rococo' respectively. 
川6 Some early studies on Jiehua had been earned out by Li Zhichao (1957), William Trousdale (1961) and Robert). 
Macda (1975). ‘ 
All these 11 works were purchased by Charles Lang I'rccr between the year 1911 and 1919. 
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theme: East Garden dated 1710, now in the Shanghai Museum.— The discussions by Fu 
Xinian (1998)，Jin Feng (2002) and Anita Chung (2003) center on the fidelity of using 
gardens as appeared in jiehua as a reliable source of research information. The two 
surviving paintings of Zhanyuantu [Outlook Garden] have been discussed by Nie (1982), 
Barnhart (1983), Guojunlun (1993), Chung (2004). 
4.1.2 Yuan Jiang as a jiehua painter 
4.1.2.1 His introduction from painting records 
Yuan Jiang was a native of Jiangdu (the present day Yangzhou), a painter in the early 
Qing. Being a professional painter, there is neither any record of his life, nor any 
writings of his own. The only evidences are a few and similar lines from A.ccounts of 
Painting Acquisition by the Imperial Court (1739) by Zhang Geng (1685-1760), Addendum to 
Painters {Huaren buyi 畫人補遺）by an anonymous writer, and Yangzhou hmfang lu (1795) 
by Li Dou (fl. 1764- 1795)，all complied during Qianlong reign；"' 
Yuan J i ang , Wen Tao, is a native of J i angdu. [He] is good at 'mountain and water ' and 'palaces 
and bui ldings ' . H e acquired, in his middle years, an anonymous [album of ] study sketches after 
old masters , and [fol lowing these in his own work] improved greatly. [And was then] cal led to 
enter the court as r^lnhou (official title：). 
Yuan J i a n g , � / W e n Tao, is a native of J i angdu. [He] is good at ‘mountain and water ' and 'palaces 
and bui ldings ' . He acquired, in his middle years, an anonymous [album of ] study sketches after 
old masters , and [fol lowing these in his own work] improved greatly. [And was once] selected to 
enter Waiyangxindian [Outer Hall of Cultivation of Mind]. 
Yuan J i ang , t(i Wen Tao, is a native of J i angdu. [He] is good at 'mountain and water ' and 'palaces 
and bui ldings ' . In his early ages, he learned after Chou Shizhou (Yii ig). He acquired, in his 
midd le years, an anonymous [album of ] study sketches after old masters, and [fol lowing these in 
his own work ] improved greatly. 
All we can know from the above textual records is too brief, hardly enough to construct 
the painter's biography. We know that Yuan J i ang ,�/ (courtesy name) Wen Tao, was a 
native of Jiangdu, and was called to enter the court, but the sources didn't tell any of his 
later activities as a court painter. We know that his painting was categorized as 
'mountain and water', and 'palaces and buildings', but we do not have any comments 
from his contemporaries. James Cahill pointed out his paintings are mostly 'grandiose 
landscape and meticulous palace.，We know that he learned to paint after ancient 
108 This painting had oncc redrawn by Guo )unlun in "Yuan Jiang Dong yuan shcng gai tu juan", in Illustrated 
Rccords of Qing Dynasty Gardens, Shanghai, 1993, pp. 118-126. 
109 Nic, C^hongzhcng, Yuan jiangju Yuan Yao, Shanghai: Shanghai rcnmin mcishu chubanshc, 1982, pp.1- 2. 
"0 Cahill, James，"Yuan Chiang and Mis School," Ars Orientalis 5,1963，p. 259. 
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masters. During his early age, he learned after Qiu Ying,'" one of the Four Master of 
Ming who was acclaimed for his highly elaborated and sophisticated ‘blue and green' 
painting. "2 The other master was believed to be some Song masters according to Nie, 
while Cahill pointed directly to Guo X i . � During his middle ages, Yuan Jiang was said 
to have studied these and great strides had been made to his techniques. 
4.1.2.2 His whereabouts from extant paintings 
With so many uncertainties, the voids have to be filled by examining the surviving 
paintings as the alternative. Nie Chongzheng composed a refined biography of the 
painter by cross-examining the dated paintings and the other writings mentioning his 
name.""^ He traced that Yuan Jiang had been active in the Jiangzhe regions. His paintings 
are probably commissioned by salt merchants of Yangzhou and surrounding regions 
like Nanjing. He was in his hometown Yangzhou in 1710, where he painted Don^ynan tu 
( 1 7 1 0 ) ， a handscroU depicted East Garden built by Qiao Guozhen in the eastern 
suburb of Yangzhou, now in the Shanghai Museum. Yuan Jiang had been to Shanxi 
province for some years, and he was invited by a salt merchant with surname Wei in 
Yangzhou to paint in his hometown in Taiyuan. Although the actual year was 
unknown, Nie Chongzheng put it to be after 1724, guessed that he might visit Yantai 
(Beijing and en route Shanxi, evidenced by a dated painting. He had been to Nanjing, 
which was evidenced by a handscroU Zhanyuan tu, depicted Zhan Yuan in Nanjing, the 
garden and painting under discussion. 
Qiu Ying also painted the generally-known genre painting Along the River During the Qingming Festival in blue and 
green, copy after Zhang Zcduan's version in the Northern Song, both n-imgjiehua tcchniqucs. Attributed to Qiu Ying 
(ca. 1494- ca. 1552), Copy after Along the River during the Qingming I'cstival, HandscroU, ink and colour on silk, 32.2 
X 670 cm, Palacc Museum. Zhang Zcduan (act. ca. 12th ccntury). Along the river during the Qingming I^estival, 
I landscroll, ink and colour on silk, 24.8 x 528.7cm, Palacc Museum. Both paintings had been exhibited in Tride of 
China: Masterpieces of Chinese Painting and Calligraphy of the Jin, Tang, Song and Yuan Dynasties from the Palace Museum', I long 
Kong Museum of Art, 29 Jun - 1 1 Aug 2007. 
n2 It is noteworthy that Qiu Ying's background as a lacqucr work artisan, amongst the I''our Master of Ming. 
Nic, Chongzheng, op. cit., p. 3. James Cahill, op. cit, p. 266-7. 
Nic, Chongzheng，op. cit., pp.3- 6. 
"5 This painting was discusscd by two rcccnt scholars on the issue of spatial accuracy and pictorial fidelity to reality. 
Jin I'cng, "Wonders of the I Eastern Garden: A Study of Architectural Accuracy and the Rule of Axonomctric 
Projection", in Orientations, v. 33’ no. 3, Mar 2002，pp. 76- 83. And Anita Chung, "The Construction of a Chinese 
Gaokn Image", in Orientations, v. 34, no. 7，Sept 2003，pp. 73- 76. 
It was also cvidcnccd by the tremendous amount of extant paintings in the Shanxi region, rather than in his 
birthplacc Yangzhou instead. 
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4.1.2.3 Any court service? 
Whether Yuan Jiang had served in the imperial court remained an open discussion. The 
first and the second primary records mentioned that Yuan was a painter-in-attendance at 
the imperial court, but not the third one. Nie suggested that Yuan Jiang never served in 
the court for four reasons: First, Accounts of Court Paintings in the Imperial Court 
didn't even mentioned his name; Second, the collection in the imperial palace didn't 
keep any of his works; Third, not a single extant painting has the character chen 
preceded his signature; and; Fourth, no materials related to Yuan Jiang was found in the 
imperial archive, Ruyi Guan. The rumour might be due to his travelling north to the 
capital and en route to Shanxi. Richard Barnhart, however, claimed that Yuan might 
have served in Outer Hall of the Cultivation of the Mind (Waiyangxindian 夕卜養心殿乂！？ 
for Prince Yi, evidenced by his extant painting which bears a seal of Prince Yi, now in 
the William Ahren Collection of East Providence.^Anita Chung evidenced that Yuan's 
travel to Beijing at the beginning of Yongzheng, by the painting in 1724，and also put 
forward another work of Yuan on the theme of civil examination, now in the Phoenix 
Art Museum. "9 AU in all, after comparing these arguments, we could only ascertain 
Yuan's travel to the capital city around 1724 during the Yongzheng era. 
4.1.2.4 His activity period and the Yuan School 
Yuan Jiang's period of activity is debatable: 1693-1743 (Nie), 1694-1743 (CahiU), 1690-
1746 or after (Barnhart), and 1680-1730 (Murck),'^" while generally accept to be late 
Kangxi and Yongzheng eras. The issue is problemized by Yuan's personal practice of 
dating works using cyclical years (sixty-year interval). In view of this, scholars have 
attempted to compile his activity period from surviving dated works, i.e., from the 1690s 
to the 1730s. Paintings that fall out of the period are referred as 'later works of the 
"7 Barnhart suggested that Waiyangxindian should be read as 'On appointmct ousidc the Hall of the Cultivation of 
the Mind' instead. 
118 Barnhart, Richard M.，Peach blossom spring: gardens andflowers in Chinese painting. New York: Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, 1983, pp. 117-8. 
"9 Chung, Anita, Dramng boundaries: architectural images in Qing China, I lonolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2004，p. 68. 
120 I'or comprehensive studies on Yuan Jiang's activity period, see Nic, Cahill, Barnhart, Murck, Chou. Nie 
('liongzhcng, op. cit, p. 3. Cahill, James, "Yuan Chiang and Mis School," Ars Orientals 5，1963, p. 261, and "Yuan 
Chiang and I lis School - Part II," Ars Otienta/is 6, 1966, p. 210. Barnhart, Richard M.’ op. cit., p. 104. Murck, Alfrcda, 
"Yuan Jiang: Image Maker," in Chinese Painting under theQianhng Emperor: The Symposium Papers in Two Volumes, cd. Ju-
hsi Ghou and Claudia Brown, Phoebus 6, no. 2, Tcmpc: Arizona State University, 1991, p. 251-259. 
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1740s，(Nie, CahiU, Barnhart), or reattribute back to the 1680s (Murck). 
Yuan Yao (active ca. 1740- ca. 1780)，said to be his son/nephew/disciple, can be 
regarded as his next generation active during Qianlong era’^ with works datable from 
the 1740s to the 1780s. Chung (2004) tried to bring forward his activity period to the 
1720s, by suggesting that he might have learnt after Yuan Jiang for about twenty years 
by which their activity period overlapped.'^ Several other names such as Yuan Mo, Yuan 
Xue, and Yuen Shao appeared in roughly the same periods, believed to either belong to 
the same family (with their common surname Yuan), or disciples of the Yuan S c h o o l ? 
By the term ‘school，，it implies a coherence of intent or style. I agreed with Chung's 
suggestion that the Yuan School might have operated like 'a studio administered by 
Yuan Jiang, and later by Yuan Yao,''"'' owing to the similar motifs, styles and themes of 
their surviving paintings. She also claimed that those 'later works of the 1740s' might be 
actually painted by one of Yuan Jiang's disciples, probably Yuan Yao, but signed with the 
master's n a m e， 
4.1.2.5 Painting styles of Yuan Jiang 
Carts on a winding mountain road (1694) is believed to be the earliest dated painting by 
Yuan Jiang, now in the Nelson-Atkins Museum of art, Kansas City, Missouri. Inscribed 
'in the manner of Guo Heyang (Xi), it is constructed in the way similar to a Northern 
Song monumental landscape, with Guo Xi's 'Early Spring (1072) first comes to mind, of 
massive mountain as viewed from a high distance creating a dynamic upward movement. 
CahiU put another undated painting Winter landscape before this, which he pointed out 
its early style is similar to that of Li Yin (late IV"*"century - first half of IS'*" century) 
(for which he called it 'Yuan-Li s t y l e ' ) a contemporary of Yuan Jiang also specialized 
in Jiehua. The basis of their landscape constructions is precisely described by CahiU, 
'21 Chung, Anita, op. cit., p. 69. 
122 Ibid. 
123 These painters were generally known as belonged to the Yuan School: Li Yin, Yuan Jiang, Yuan Yao, Yuan Mo, 
Yuan Xuc, Yuen Shao, Ni Can and Li Qing. 
124 Chung, Anita, op. cit., p. 69. 
125 Ibid. 
126 Cahill，James’ op. cit., p. 265. 
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By juxtaposing suggest ions of naturalistic space and recession with harsh denials of it, they 
create a special tension that is entirely in keeping with the a im of this kind of picture, carrying 
the v iewer constantly back and forth between the painting as a pictorial surface and an imagined 
"real i ty" existing, after a fashion, in space. 
Inherited from Guo Xi after more than 600 years, Yuan Jiang also adopted some 
influences from Wu Bin and Fan Jin as Cahill analyzed. Yuan Jiang's new 
interpretation to Northern Song landscape was remarkable in terms of his diligent 
technique, visual enjoyment and emotional establishment of the scene depicted. As a 
professional painter. Yuan Jiang was outstanding in his effort of experimenting distant 
tradition that had been quite forgotten in his time while others adhered much to Dong 
Qichang's proclaimed Southern School trait. 
The typical Yuan Jiang in terms of subject matter and composition is, however, first 
exemplified in Palace hy a River in Spring (1704) now in the Shanghai Museum. The 
inscription suitably referred as ‘in the manner of Guo Zhongshu', the 10''' century jiehua 
master. Here, the diagonal composition of the Southern Song landscape and the subject 
of landscape of palaces and courts are featured. The influences from Southern Song 
Academy painters Yan Ciping and Yan...Ciyu are also noted in its composition. The 
palaces are positioned in the landscape in the 'absence of continuous ground 
plane.. .seeming to hang in the ak严 Cahill remarked it as 'outright imitation', of the 
painter's insistence to incorporate existing styles, here, the Southern Song/'^ " and the 
1694 one, the Northern Song. This lyrical, tranquil scene is also demonstrated in his 
latter painting Landscape with a Villa (1717), surrounded with verandahs, gardens as 
viewed from a level distance which one can glimpse into the interiors, very much similar 
to Zhanyuantu we are studying despite in a different format.� 
The more developed style of Yuan Jiang is evidenced in his Isle of Immortals at Venglai 
127 Ibid, p. 265-6. 
'2S As Cahill suggested, "The "Kuo I Isi" dements in Yuan Chiang becomc apparent if wc put the lattcr's landscape of 
1694 beside the former's great "Karly Spring" of 1072. Yuan's borrowings arc too numerous and too obvious to point 
out here; his departures arc more interesting. I Ic has flattened out the picturc by the dcviccs noted above; his 
mountain mass is far more complex, more nervous." Ibid, p. 266-7. 
'29 Cahill, James, "Yuan Chiang and I lis School - Part 11," Ars Orientalis 6，1966，p. 192. 
"0 1 bid’ p. 193. 
An exemplary work of the Southern Song composition can be seen in Ma Yuan (ca. 1190- 1225), Banquet by 
Lantern �,ight:，I langing scroll, light color and ink on silk, 125.6x 46.7cm, National Palace Museum, Taipei. 
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(1708) and his latter painting of the same subject matter Penglai (1722). Here, the Guo 
Xi tradition is still recognizable, but in a Southern Song composition without a central 
focus. The intention is only to hint its origin of tradition, for which Cahill called it 'quasi 
art-historical，严 The result is, however, the 'reverse of the tranquilizing' and to stir 
emotion. It is interesting to note that the patrons, mostly Yangzhou merchants, are in no 
connection with the courtly architecture, and their choice for such a subject might be 
due to suit the imperial taste for the emperors' visit during the expedition tours. 
4.2 ZHAN YUAN 
Right at the historic commercial centre of Nanjing, known as the 'Scenic Belt of River 
Qinhuai', from about eight minutes walk to the west of Confucius Temple, there stood 
Zhan Yuan.”3 Loads of visitors queued at the entrance of this acclaimed 'First Garden 
of Jinling', also the History Museum of Taiping Heavenly Kingdom. (Figure 4-1, Figure 
4-2) (Appendix 10) First built in early Ming, this magnificent garden was located in 
Dagong Fang (today's Zhonghualu), which lied on the east side of a major axis of this 
ancient metropolitan city. From a reconstruction map of Ming du cheng "/，one can find 
Dagong Fang going southward, crossing the River Qinhuai, and leading towards the city 
wall at Jubaomen'^"^ (today's Zhonghuamen). Generally referred as Dagong Fang, the 
region was so-named to grant 'great merit' to Prince Zhongshan (Xu Da), for his 
assistance to the first Ming Emperor Zhu Yuanzhong in establishing the dynasty. The 
emperor also granted lands and properties to Xu Da, for which a residence was built, 
together with a pair of ceremonial arch on both s ides .Gardens were built, one of 
these being Zhan Yuan, which was attached to the west side of the residence. 
B2 Cahill’ James’ op. cit. 
Contemporary materials on Zhan Yuan arc mainly based on the official website The Historical Museum of the Taiping 
Heavenly Kingdom, 2005，19 July 2007 <http://\v\vw.njtptglsb\vg.com/homc.html> and also The Cultural Museums, 
Nanjing. 19 July 2007 <litqr//w\vvv.niiTiuseum.cn/vc.asp?i=GG40000010&m=GG40()(.)3012> 
134 The gate was built in 914，rebuilt by I long-wu, the founder of the Ming Dynasty, in 1367. 
Thus the name I'ang 
136 There is a stone stele inscription, with double readings of tiger and Ju jia tian xia, and is said to be a gift from Ming 
I Emperor Zhu Yuanzhong to Xu Da. 
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4.2.1 The evolutionary fame and popularity of the garden and its designations 
The garden has its multiple reputations: the former residence of Prince Zhongshan (Xu 
Da); Qing Emperor Qianlong visited the garden twice during his Southern Expedition 
Tours; and the residences and administrative offices of the famous figures in the 
thereafter periods, including Dong Wang (Yang Xiuqing) of the Taiping Heavenly 
Kingdom, and much more. The garden, bore so many significances in its history, was in 
fact ‘just a subordinate of a weaving studio and a stable' in its earliest days. These 
evolutionary changes in fame and popularity of the garden were reflected from its 
changing designations, and its sceneries accumulated. This could help figuring out how 
the garden was to be conceived and changed over time. Besides, the garden had 
undergone countless alterations. A spatial journey of the garden would be essential, so 
as to grasp a glimpse of how it might look in the successive periods, from literary 
records of Ming and Qing, and Zhanyuantu, the painting under discussion. 
4.2.2 West Garden of Prince Zhongshan in early Ming 
Zhan Yuan had not been given the fame and popularity as it had in the later days. The 
garden was built in early Ming, in the residence of Prince Zhongshan. The garden was 
referred as Xiyuan [West Garden], for it was attached to the west side of the residence. 
Wang Shizhen, mentioned in his Record of Garden Visits in Jinling, that the garden was 
in its early time 'just a subordinate of a weaving manufacturing studio and a stable'. The 
garden was abandoned for years, until the seventh descendant of Xu Da, Pengju, 
managed to restore i t , ” Still, its splendor and tranquility as a 'courtly garden' can be 
hinted from a pair of couplets recorded to be hanged at the main hall that reads, 
T h e Great River goes to the east; all heroes have gone with rolling waves. I ask the mounta ins 
and c louds beyond the railings, where are the sites of Tang tombs and Han palaces? Spring 
comes again into the small ga rden court , with the w ind and moon stirs the curtains. Watch the 
trees alongside the stream and the red rain (red f lower b lossom) besides the trees; the sun and 
sky of Emperor Shun and Yao (meaning peace and prosperity) are right here! 
137 Garden rocks were brought from Dongting, Wukatig, Yushan, wood from Shu (Sichuan) and trees and plants from 
Wuhui. Pond was digged and rocks were piled up. 
138 Yang Xinhua, Lu 11 aiming, cds., Architccturc in Nanjing from Ming and Qing], Nanjing Shi: Nanjing daxuc 




4.2.3 West Nutsery of Weigong in Ming Wanli reign 
During the time when Record of Garden Visits in Jinling (ca. 1588)13() was written, the 
garden was owned by the ninth descendant of Xu Da, Weizhi, and was called West 
Nursery of Weigong. Wang Shizhen rated and commented the ten residences of 
Zhongshan Wang，�(Table 4-3 & Table 4-4) for which he compared their grandeur with 
the gardens in Luoyang, from Ljtojang Ming Ymnji by Li Wenshu. He praised this garden 
as 'medium-sized... magnificent and neat', 
Amongs t the ten residences of Zhongshan Wang . . . some were medium-sized like Xi Yuan of 
We igong . . . was gorgeous and tidy. 
The garden was so named to avoid confusion with Xi Yuan (Fengtai Yuan), owned by Ji 
Xun, for which Wang Shizhen granted it 'large-sized .. .clear and lofty', a higher merit. 
4.2.3.1 From Wang Shizhen's description 
Wang Shizhen proceeded to record his journey through the garden. Leading through 
doors and halls, the garden was located on the west of the residence of Weigong, and 
thus referred as "West Nursery，•� The most prominent architecture in the garden was 
likely to be the 'last hall', as he described it 'grand and gorgeous'. A massive rockery 
... mountain was set in the front, and a gorgeous pavilion was built at the top to 'overlook， 
the distant mountains, which might also explain the garden's other name. Other features 
like winding paths, rockeries, twisting ponds, trees and plants were sort of the typical 
elements one might find in an ordinary garden. His record was more a directional one 
Wang Shizhen wrote his You Jinling Zhu Yuanji during which the garden was owned by Weigong, Weizhi, after the 
death of the last Weigong, Bangrui in the 16出 year of Wanli (1588). Noted by Chen /hi and Zhang Gongshi, in 
ZhonggHO lidai min^uan ji xiiant^hti, Mcfei shi: Anhui kcxuc jishu chubanshc: Anhut shcng xinhua shudian faxing, 1983, p. 
158. 
"0 It was noteworthy that there were two gardens bored the same name "Zhan Yuan" in Qing period. One was West 
Nursery of Weigong, and the other was owned by Qin Jianquan, said to be ruined from early Qing. From Tongjun, 
Jiang "an yuan I'm ^i, Beijing : Zhongguo jian zhu goiig yc chu ban she : Xin hua shu dian Beijing fa xing suo fa xing, 
1984, pp. 36- 37. 
'•“ 'Amongst the ten residences of Zhongshan Wang, some were large-sized like Dong Yuan of the sixth Jinyi was 
grand and chccrful, Xi Yuan of the forth )inyi was clear and lofty; some were medium-sized like Dong Yuan of the 
forth Jinyi was bi/.arrc and rare, Xi Yuan of Weigong, was gorgeous and tidy; some were small-sized like Nan Yuan of 
Weigong, Bci Yuan of the third Jinyi，were ornamented and pretty; which were all comparable with those gardens in 
]Aioyang.' 
You jinling Zhu Yuanji by Wang Shizhen, quoted by Chen '/hi, Zhongguo lidai mingyuan ji xuant^hu, op. cit, p. 159. 
U t^ hai (腿宅)’ is a garden conncctcd to the rcsidcncc. Merc, it implied that the Western Nursery was conncctcd to 
west side of the rcsidcnce of Weigong. Noted by Chen /hi, Zhon^tw lidai tnin^uanji xMan咖,op. cit., p. 160. 
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rather than descriptive, it reads, 
Weigong Xi Pu. Coming out f rom the second door [of the residence], then passing through two 
doors to the west , and entered another door leading to the south, there stood a haU with w inged 
eaves. Aga in pass ing through another hall, and entered a door at the rear, the nursery is seen. 
One's foot get tired because of the twisting and winding paths, and one's eye cannot cover the 
whole because of the messy sceneries with the stacked rocks and dangerous hills, old trees and 
exotic plants. The pond beneath is too shallow that the rocks are exposed . . . .The last hall is 
extremely g randeur and gorgeous, a rockery mountain is stood in the front, and can reach a 
height to overlook the distant mountains. At the top is a gorgeous pavilion, say, 'This is created 
by the present Sigong ( W e i z h i ) . ” " " 
4.2.4 Zhan Yuan during Qing 
Under the Manchu rule after the fall of the Ming, the residence became state-owned, 
and the garden under the Regional Administrative Office. The garden had its name 
'Zhan Yuan', from a famous saying of Ouyang Xiu, 'outlook for the graceful hall as if it 
were in heaven', however, when was this name first designated remained unknown. The 
name gained its fame after Emperor Qianlong, who visited the garden twice during his 
Southern Expedition Tour, and entitled 'Zhan Yuan' above its southern entrance during 
his second visit in 1757 .� (F i gu re 4-3) The garden was later used as a model for the 
construction of Ru Yuan, meaning 'resembling (Zhan Yuan)', of Changchun Yuan, in 
the west outskirt of the imperial c a p i t a l， 
4.2.4.1 Garden from Yuan Jiang's Zhanyuantu 
Two scrolls of ZhatiyuanUt are compared here: one from the Tianjin Bowuguan and the 
other from the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Undated and attributed to 
Yuan Jiang, the two scrolls are almost identical. The modern colophon to the Tianjin 
scroll identifies the garden depicted as Zhan Yuan owned by Xu Da. The New York 
scroll bears three seals: Hanshang Yuan Wentao in the lower right corner; Yuan Chiang chih 
jin and Wentao in the left corner. It was a gift of Constance Tang Fong in honor of her 
You Jinling Zhu Yuanft by Wang Shizhcn, quoted by Chen Zhi Chen Zhi, Zhongguo lidai mingytim ji xttan咖i, op. cit., p. 
165. 
The Southern Expedition Tour by Emperor Qianlong lasted for 33 years, from the 16''' to the 49'h year of 
Qianlong (1751- 1784). The tours were recorded in Nanxun Shengdian (1771). Besides, the first tour was pictorially 
rc-cordcd in Nanxun tu. Scroll X depleted the limpcror's visit to jiangning and his inspection of soldiers. See Gaojin 
ji, Shangguan Zhou hui，’ Nanxun Shengdian,]\s Qing Qianlong 31 nian (1766) Wu ying dian kan ben ying yin. Qing 
dian ban hua hui kan, Vol. 10-11，Beijing: Xuc yuan chu ban she, 1998. 
"6 A number of gardens within Yuanming Yuan was said to have modeled after gardens in Jiangnan after Qianlong's 
southern tour, e.g. Ru Yuan after ZhanYuan; Qianyuan after Jinchnag Yuan; and alsojian. Sec I long, Duan-mu, ‘New 
cvidcncc regarding Yuanming Yuan: A study of the Qianyuan in Changchun Yuan', Palace Museum journal, No.4, 2005. 
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mother, Mrs. P. Y. Tang presented to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1982.14' (Figure 
4-4, Figure 4-5) 
Nie Chongzheng dated the Tianjin scroll as from Yuan Jiang's early ages by the painting 
style.148 He evidenced it by comparing the scroll with Dong^uantu (1710), another garden 
painting that presented a more mature style. Although both scrolls are drawn in 
sophisticated details, Anita Chung observed that the Tianjin scroll featured some 
architectural details that were missing in the New York scroll. Besides, the Tianjin scroll 
also consisted of names of buildings and even couplet inscriptions that were omitted in 
the New York scroll""^ She therefore suggested that the New York scroll to be 'based 
on a prototype, perhaps the Tianjin version' and 'could have been reproduced by a 
disciple in the Yuan studio.''^" 
However, perhaps we shall consider that both scrolls were painted by students but 
signed with the master's name. With such uncertainty, we shall therefore consider them 
as paintings of the Yuan School, probably from Kangxi to Qianlong eras. There is 
textual evidence on neither patronage nor transmission history available for the two 
scrolls, but scholars suggested that both are genuine. (Guo, Barnhart) 
The New York scroll is viewed from a slightly higher angle, the pagoda and halls at the 
far distance is missing. Perhaps the painter is persisted in keeping a right proportioned 
architectural construction that some minor details are omitted. 
In the following paragraphs, I shall describe the content of the New York scroll in 
details. It is chosen because I am able to study it in more closely through slides and 
published books. However, the description maybe applied to both scrolls, and evidenced 
from the Tianjin scroll maybe supplemented wherever suitable, as the garden depicted is 
our core concern. 
Although undated, the painting is constructed in a very 'typical Yuan Jiang' style in 
Barnhart, Richard M., op. cit., p. 139. 
14H Nic, (Chongzheng, op. cit., p. 4. 
(Ihung, Anita, op. cit., p. 126. 
Ibid. 
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terms of viewing angle and his mergence of Northern and Southern Song landscape. It 
could be put against Yuan Jiang's Landscape with a Villa (1717) and Peach Bioosom Spring 
(1719) for comparison. Unlike Yuan Jiang's other paintings that depicted the theme of 
'palaces and courts' for the patron's demand to suit the imperial taste, this painting is 
qualified to be claimed as rather realistic depiction of a 'courtly' architecture, a garden 
attached to the residence of Prince Zhongshan, Xu Da. 
The painting features a lyrical and tranquil scene within a grandiose garden situated 
amidst rows of houses, probably at dawn. Viewed from a carefully adjusted high to level 
distance, the expanse of the entire garden is captured, with both the architecture 
interiors and the river and mountains afar easily visible. The painting exhibits 'a sense of 
spaciousness and vastness' that space appears 'stretch far and wide,' just as Chung has 
commented? 51 The stretching garden space enhances its expansiveness, which is in fact 
bounded by walls. The rows of houses are drawn in diminished sizes, giving the feeling 
that the garden is located at a higher location, thus emphasizes its grandness. 
The diagonal composition originates from Southern Song with the networks of 
pavilions and verandahs, courtyards, rockeries and the body of water help dividing the 
garden into spatial components. The motif of Guo Xi tradition is easily notified from 
its most stunning and predominant rockeries and trees at the central part of the scroll, 
which divides the whole scene into two major parts. Such motif is also found in Yuan 
Jiang's other landscape, Peach Blossom Spring (1719), which surrounds and protects the 
paradise from the outside world. (Figure 4-6) 
The journey starts from the beginning of the scroll, with a few servants sweeping the 
ground and loading goods from the garden's entrance. The whitewashed walls direct the 
guests to turn left, passing through the winding verandahs with decorated balustrades 
and shades of willows alongside the garden's periphery, to arrive at the main hall. 
The main hall is the most exquisitely decorated structure of the entire garden. This 
rectangular hall has a three-bay interior, and is configured in a way known as Yuanyang 
ting: with one side opens up to a courtyard at the extreme foreground, and the other 
side outreaches to a large expanse of water pond by a flat, paved, raised platform, 
'''Chung, Anita, op. cit., p. 127. 
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furnished with benches, stools and penjing [miniature landscapes in trays]. The panelled 
doors can be opened on all four sides, enabling a spectacular view while evening 
banquets are held inside the h a l l ? The symmetrical setting is flanked by four cherry-
apple trees (or haitang 海棠）in blossoms (therefore, a scene from early spring). From 
here, pavilions and bridges amidst strange rockeries and old pines at the opposite bank 
can be overlooked, with the two-storied hall at the farthest most. In the Tianjin scroll, 
this hall hangs a name board 'Yilan lou，，and has a pair of couplets that read, 
Autumn colour accompanies the bamboo leaves so leisurely; 
The coolness of spring guards the plum blossom with charms. 
Guests at this point can then choose between two routes: a 'trekking' route by entering a 
rectangular gate through a tunnel-like passage to the mountain region westward, or a 
more gentle, toddling path that embraces the pond from its west bank, continues the 
journey northward. The giant mountain is made of Lake Tai rockery, consists of several 
hilltops and some trodden paths and stairways. A hexagonal platform and a pavilion are 
located on two hilltops forming two pocket spaces, both sheltered by tall trees. The 
‘Guo Xi，styled mountain cliff, drawn in a rather exaggerated and fantastic manner, 
encounters with the devastated terrain planted with bamboo bushes, and goes on to 
merge well into the mountain and river beyond the wall. 
The garden scene at the leftmost is quite detached from the overall setting. The L-
shaped verandah links to an elegant pavilion at its end，configured in a way to enclose 
the west chamber. In the Tianjin scroll, a name board Pavilion of crisping sky and clear 
wind (Laishuang fengqing ting 籟爽風清亭）is depicted hang over the pavilion, and 
there are two pairs of couplets that read, 
N o vulgar matter on the desk and my heart is a lways clam; 
Pomegrana te b lossoms in my courtyard, but my dream is secluded! 
Every time I watch the lonely cloud, I beckon the wi ld crane; 
Frequently, I br ing a wine bottle to bestow the famous flowers. 
The west chamber comprises of several rooms for antiquities connoisseurship, flower 
152 I observe roughly from the Tianjin scroll that a name board and a pair of couplcts arc featured at this main hall; 
however, I am unable to read the inscription from the black-and-white copy. 
Nic, Chongzheng，op. cit., p. 12. 
Nic, Chongzhcng, op. cit, p. 12. 
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arrangement, and a kitchen with stoves at the rear. It is lined along a corridor with 
rolling screens and lantern lights (and a talking parrot, missing in the Tianjin scroll), and 
a group of penjing onto a nicely paved courtyard (also a well underneath a tree). A flower 
bed lies right at the middle of the court, with a giant rockery and planted with peonies 
of precious species. An official wearing blue robe, two servants, and another man 
probably his guest, gather around appreciating flower and picking some of those. All of 
them are with queue hairstyle mandated under Qing rule. 
4.2.4.2 Garden in Qianlong era from Yuan MePspoems 
The garden's fame reached its peak in Qianlong era, evidenced from the most frequently 
mentioned 'history' of Xu Da's garden: Qianlong's two visits during his Southern 
Expedition, and his inscriptions 'Zhan Yuan'. Situated right at the city centre and 
conveniently accessible, this 'courtly' garden had become a rather popular place for 
elegant gatherings and banquets. It was reputed to consist of eighteen sceneries, and 
therefore attracted social celebrities, scholar-gentry, painters and renowned poets, such 
as Zhu Yizun, Wang Sh izhen ,Yao Nai and Yuan Mei (whom I shall discuss in this 
section). 156 (Appendix 12) Wang Hui, one of the Four Wangs who supervised in 
Emperor Kangxi's Nanxm tu, was also said to have painted the garden. This might 
explain why it had drawn upon the emperor's attention to pay a visit himself. Tuo Yong, 
the garden owner at that time (whom I shall return to him below), sent a letter to 
Emperor Qianlong entitled ‘]iangning Zbif^ao Tuo Yong Zou^he\ The content was briefly 
about recommending the Emperor to pay a visit to the weaving manufacturing office 
and garden during his Southern Tour.'" 
Amongst its many guests, we find a famous poet of Qing, Yuan Mei (1716- 1798), who 
wrote poems and prose on its specific sceneries. A native of Qiantang in Zhejiang 
province, Yuan Mei attained the rank of Metropolitan Graduate (Jinshi 進士) when he 
Not to be confused with Wang Shizhen of Ming, with the same English name. 
156 Yang Xinhua,�,u 11 aiming, cds., Architccturc in Nanjing from Ming and Qing, Nanjing Shi: Nanjing daxuc 
chubanshc, 2001, p. 480. 
157 /hang I luijing, cd., Zhang ^hongQianlong:Qianlong hnang di de wen hua daje, Taibci Shi: Guo li gu gotig bo wu yuan, 
2002, pp. 1 4 - 1 5 . Also Xiangjianguo, and Chen Jianxing,"烧北故宮訪乾隆——“乾隆文化大展”掠影”，15 
Octobcr 2002，11 January 2007 <http://big5.china.com.cn/ovcrscas/zhuanti/Ftlvyou/txt/2002-
10/15/contcnt 5217794.htm> 
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was twenty-four and retired at an early age of forty. ^^^ He cultivated Sui Yuan in 
Jiangning (today's Nanjing) and resided there for the rest of his life. Located at the 
northern slope of Xiaocang Shan [Little Surging Hill],'^ '"^  Sui Yuan was the place where 
most of his poems and the other literatures were compiled, in his monumental poetry 
volumes Xiaocang Shanfang shiji [Poetry Collection of Little Surging Lodge], and 
Suiyuan shihu^^'^ also the controversial and eccentric piece, Zi buju严 Not meant to hide 
away from the everyday's politics, Yuan Mei actively participated in the social life, 
inviting social celebrities, scholar-gentry, poets and painters to his garden for elegant 
gatherings and banquets, and established very close contacts amongst those. (Appendix 
11) 
Yuan Mei paid a number of visits to Zhan Yuan since his forties until the very last years 
of his life (1760, 1776 and 1795). From his poems and proses, those related to Zhan 
Yuan and alike are sorted and summarized as below: 
1759: Compos ing twenty-four verses of poems on twenty-four scenic spots of Sui Yuan 
1760: Compos ing ten verses of poems on ten scenic spots of Zhan Yuan for Tuo Shij ian 
1760: Send ing off Tuo Shijian, with the line T h e rare wonder scenes in Zhan Yuan' 
1760: Acknowledg ing Zhan Yuan beiji by Tuo Shijian 
1762: We lcoming the Qianlong Emperor in Huai Shang (Third Southern Tour) 
1776: Revis i t ing Zhan Yuan, with the opening line ‘Not seeing off icer {shangshu) Tao for ten years, 
I revisit Zhan Yuan and think of its former owner. ' 
1788: Yuan Shu compos ing four verses of poems on four scenic spots of Zhan Yuan, echoing 
Zhang He tang 
1795: At tend ing a banquet in Zhan Yuan invited by Chen Dongpu on the 28''' of the 11''' month. 
‘The e legant banquet opens to the garden of qins and cranes (meaning an honest official) ' . 
Echoed by Chen Dongpu , with the l ine 'The scenic spots of Siyong [ten verses] open up 
immorta l i ty ' 
In 1760，Yuan Mei (age forty-five) wrote ten verses of poems describing ten sceneries 
of Zhan Yuan, dedicated to Tuo Shijian. It might be interesting to know that it was only 
158 Yuan Mei was a native of Qiantang in Zhcjiang province, :<J Zicai, /wo Jianzhai, then later Suiyuan laoren. From 
Zhang I luizhi, Shcn Qiwei, and Liu Dcchong, cds., Zhongguolidai renming dacidian, Shanghai: Shanghai gu ji chu ban she, 
1999, Vol. 2, p. 1830. 
'''Little Surging 11 ill is a branch from Qingliangshan. 
160 Poetry Collection of Little Surging Lodge, 37 j _ s . A chronological collection of poetry from the year of 
Qianlong (1736) (age 21) to the year of Jiaqing (1797) (age 82), it was first published in the 40''' year of Qianlong 
(1775) (age 60). 
Poetry Talks of Harmony Cjardcn], 16 juans. Indited in the 50''' year of Qianlong (1785) (age 70). 
"•2 I''or an I English translation of the whole book Zi buyu, see Kam Louie and Louise F.dwards, cds., Censored l y 
Confudns:ghost stories bj Yuan Mei�Armonk, N. Y. ； London, Eng. : M.E. Sharpc, 1996. 
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a year after Yuan Mei composed twenty-four verses of poems on twenty-four scenic 
spots of his cultivated garden, Sui Yuan in 1759. Three years later (1762), he 
participated in a welcoming ceremony for Emperor Qianlong in Huai Shang, who came 
for his third Southern Tour. From his Suiyuan sbihua [Poetry Talks of Harmony Garden], 
juan 1.13, there is a line on Tuo Shijian that read, 
Chief Minister Tuo ,�/ . (courtesy name) Shijian. W h e n he served as the Provincial Administrat ion 
Commiss ioner in J iangning, the correspondence letter from Panming Prefecture praised h im 
elegantly, and highly recommended me to pay a visit. True! I found him a friend in a life's t ime at 
the first sight! 164 
The government official, Tuo Yong, (courtesy name) Shijian, attained the job of 
Provincial Administration Commissioner in Jiangning, was the owner of Zhan Yuan at 
that time (also hao Zhanyuan)，and was also in charge of the weaving manufacturing 
studio. He was known to have a poetry book, Zhanynan (Tuo Yon力 Poetry Collection. Yuan 
Mei had a prose entitled Preface to poetry collection in Zhan Yuan, which might be a 
preface to Tuo's poetry book. In the same year, Yuan Mei wrote another poem 
sending off Tuo Shijian to receive his official post in Guilin, with the line 'The rare 
wonder scenes in Zhan Yiian，,)7 Therefore, we could deduce that Tuo was the owner of 
Zhan Yuan before 1760. Still in the same year, Yuan Mei wrote a poem of 
acknowledgement to Tuo Shijian for his Stele Inscription of Zhan Y u a n 严 In 1776, 
Yuan Mei (age sixty) revisited Zhan Yuan and composed a poem to condole Tuo Shijian 
(d. 1773) who died three years ago, with the opening line 'Not seeing officer {shangshit) 
Tao for ten years, I revisit Zhan Yuan and think of its former owner,仍 
163 Ten verses of poems on ten sccnic spots of Zhan Yuan for Tuo Shijian, from Xiaocang Shanfang shijijuan 16 (Y//<7« 
Mei quart ji. Vol. 1 ’ pp. 304-306.) 
Suiyuan shihua, juan 1.13 (Yuan Mei quati ji. Vol. 3，p. 6) 
Tuo Yong (d. 1773) was a Manchu of the Bordered Yellow Banner, surname I'u Cha, Shijian, hao Zhanyuan. 
I lave Zhanyuan's (Tuo Yong) Poetry Collection. I'rom Zhang Muizhi, Slicn Qiwci, and Liu Dcchong, cds., 
Zhongguolidai renming daddian, Shanghai: Shanghai gu ji chu ban she, 1999, Vol. 1, p. 514. 
166 l>rcfacc to poetry collcction in Zhan Yuan, from Xiaocang Shanfang waijijuan 3 {Yuan Mei quan ji. Vol. 2，pp. 37-38.). 
Its beginning lines wrote, ‘Sing to praise and express emotion for the mountain and stream!... Zhan Yuan, the former 
rcsidcncc of Princc Zhongshan, now the government official of the present f angbo . j ong ' 
167 Sending off Tuo Shijian to attain his official post in Guilin, from Xiaocang Shanfang shijijuan 16 {Yuan Met quan ji. 
Vol. 1，p. 317.) 
Poem of acknowledgement to Tuo for Stele Inscription of Zhan Yuan, from ibid. 
169 Revisit Zhan Yuan to condole 'I'uo Shijian, from Xiaocang Shanfang shijijuan 25 (Yuan Mei quan Ji, Vol. 1，p. 504.) 
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In Yiongdoumnren shigao, jmn 11, He Zhang Hetang Zhanjuan sijong [Echoing Zhang 
Hetang's ‘Four verses of Zhanyuan'] (1788)，™ Yuan Shu (Yuan Mei's male cousin) wrote 
four verses on four other sceneries of Zhan Yuan, echoing Zhang Hetang. ^^^ 
In 1795, Yuan Mei visited Zhan Yuan again in his old age of seventy-nine. On the 28''' 
of the i rh month, Yuen Mei was invited to attend a banquet in Zhan Yuan. Chen 
Dongpu, was the garden owner at that time, evidenced by a poem entitled 'Chen 
Dongpu (fangbo) invites to attend a banquet in Zhan Yuan, on the 28th of the 11th 
month，， 
4.3 TRANSFIGURED GARDEN 
After giving a chronological account on the changing garden designations with its fame 
and popularity, and garden sceneries accumulated over time, I shall demonstrate in this 
section the transfigured garden. I shall first present a survey on the garden sceneries by 
examining and matching Zhanyuantu with literary materials like Yuan Mei's poems; follow 
by highlighting the courtly and paradisiac symbols within the garden scenes as described 
in both media, and finally put forward my argument on how the actual garden in the 
； urban fabric was tranformed into a courtly, paradisiac landscape by Yuan Jiang. 
4.3.1 Survey on the garden's sceneries, and courtly and paradisiac symbols 
4.3.1.1 Garden's sceneries 
In Ming, sceneries of the garden were not explicitly mentioned from Wang Shizhen's 
record. The major sceneries were the 'grand and gorgeous' 'last hall' and the massive 
rockery mountain with a pavilion at the hilltop overlooking distant mountains. From 
Ouyang Xiu's saying 'outlook for the graceful hall as if it were in heaven', the 
significance of outside sceneries was noted from the garden's name. 
170 Rchoing Zhang I letang's 'I'our verses of Zhanyuan’ from Hongdouamren shigao, juan 11 {Yuan Mei quan ji. Vol. 7, p. 
220.) 
171 Zhang I Ictang, also callcd Xiaolian. I'rom a prose' Zhang I Ictang , a native of Jingyang (Xianyang) is a official of 
Shangjoian (Nanjing)' in Suiyuan shihua buyi, juan 3.6 {Yuan Mei quan ji. Vol. 3’ p. 606) 
172 Chen Dongpu (fangbo) invites to attend a banquet in Zhan Yuan, on the 28th of the 11th month, from Xiaocang 
Shanfang shijijuan 36 (Yuan Mei quanji. Vol. 1，p. 889.) 
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In Qing, the garden was reputed to consist of eighteen sceneries, making it a popular 
social space for elegant gatherings, banquets, and even for the reception of the emperor. 
From the lists of fourteen sceneries described by Yuan Mei and Yuan Shu, four of them 
were evidenced to overlap with the eighteen sceneries listing as far as I analyzed, which 
were marked as asterisk, 
Yuan Mei (1760): 
(1) Rocky Slope 
(2) *Plum Blossom Bank 
(3) Flat Terrace 
(4) Teahouse of the Embrac ing Rock 
(5) *Studio of the Old Tree 
(6) Northern HaU 
(7) *Pavilion of the Wing ing Eaves 
(8) Angl ing Terrace 
(9) Planked Bridge 
(10) Pavil ion of the Growing Tares 
Yuen Shu (1788): 
(11) Spring for Ever) ' Mankind 
(12) Seaweed Pond 
(13) *Alofted Bamboo Grove 
(14) Peng/ai Vhce 
If we tried to make comparison of their descriptions with Yuan Jiang's scroll, we might 
recognize some commonalities. I shall stress here that as the painting is undated and 
garden altered and changed over time，we shall never speak explicitly which is which. In 
Yuan Jiang's painting, the outside sceneries are the river and mountains, also the pagoda 
and halls at the farthest north (missing in the New York scroll). Interestingly, the main 
hall seems not mentioned from any of the poems. The paved platform outreaches to 
the large expanse of water might be squarish 'flat terrace' as Yuan Mei referred, which 
divides the mountain into two halves, and merges into the mist if look afar. The two 
storied hall 'Yilan lou' at the farthest might be 'northern hall' mentioned by Yuan Mei, 
situated to gather all rivers and mountains with a single glance. In the mountain region, 
‘Plum Blossom Bank' is noted from Yuan Jiang's painting with plum blossom on its 
west bank, while 'Pavilion of the Winging Eaves' might be possibly the pavilion on the 
hilltop sheltered by tall trees, just above the mountain gate. 'Angling Terrace' and 
'Planked Bridge' might also be identified along opposite shore. 
173 i-ivc of the eighteen sccncrics arc: Mcihua wu, Laoshu zhni, Yiran ting, Zhu shcnchu, Muxiang lang 
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4.3.1.2 Courtly and paradisiac symbols 
If we studied closely, courtly and paradisiac symbols could be found within the garden 
scenes as described in both media: Peacock, parrots, cranes and peonies. Peacocks and 
parrots are subject commonly depicted in court academy paintings. Here, a peacock 
appears in the walkway of the main hall (Tianjin scroll), and a parrot hangs up on the 
wall of west chamber (New York scroll). Cranes symbolize immortality. They are found 
under the mountain cliff (two in the New York scroll, and one in the Tianjin scroll). 
(Figure 4-9) An interesting correspondence is in Yuan Mei's poem echoing with Chen 
Dongpu. The poem had the line 'The elegant banquet opens to the garden of qins and 
cranes (meaning an honest official)', and echoed by Chen Dongpu, with the line 'The 
scenic spots of Siyong [ten verses] open up immortality'. The poems read, 
Not coming quickly to my invitation to drink at nanya (Southern court)? 
The ye l low p lum b lossoms in the cool winter breeze. 
The scholar-officials talk in-depth, 
Enjoy the feast and raise the cups. [Mci seldom drinks. Yesterday's feast and wines were so good that I got 
drunk.I 
Books f rom the five prefectures and the bell tower are silent, 
The elegant banquet opens to the garden of qins and cranes (meaning an honest official) . 
Zhan Yuan is honorab le and Sui Yuan is secluded, 
Still with charms of two xiucai (graduate scholar)! 
Echoed bj fangbo 
Shall I come just because of a single meal? 
Just happy to see the early p lum blossom disperses in the evening. 
Listen to all the wonder fu l speeches and songs ( from the string instrument) , 
The joyful mood is expected and I get drunk heavily. 
The pines and stones f rom the Six dynasty stand right before us, 
T h e scenic spots of Siyong [ten verses] open up immortal ity. [Has 'Ten verses of Zhan Yuan'] 
I laugh at the romance wi th the fairy poet (Li Po), 
The secular wor ld never washed away my humbled talent. 
Peonies symbolize prestige.‘了* Yuan Mei once wrote a 'Letter of thanks to official Tuo 
for his peonies?75 
Prime Minister (Tuo), descendants of the royal family (here meaning nobi l i ty) . . .Every single 
rock and stream carr ies the spirit of Hu i j i . . .Those peonies are planted by the hands of Tuo in 
Zhan Yuan. ' 
It reminded us a similar scene in the second half of Yuan Jiang's scroll. Here, peonies 
…丨朱I周敦Bn《愛迎說》：自李唐來，世人盛愛牡丹…牡丹，花之宫贵者也；丨腐1劉禹錫《赏牡丹》：庭中 
苟藥妖無格，池上芙辉淨少情。唯有牡丹真國色，花閲時節動京城。 
I .cttcr of thanks to official Tuo for his peony, from Xiaocang Shanfang waijijnan 5 {yuan Mei quan ji. Vol. 2’ pp. 74-
75.). 
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of precious species are centrally featured in the garden's west chamber, with a group of 
man stood around appreciating them. (Figure 4-8) 
4.3.2 Garden portraiture as courtly and paradisiac landscape 
We learn from the last section some courtly and paradisiac symbols within the garden 
scenes. After the long discussion on the garden sceneries with the aid of other literary 
materials, I shall reassess the elements to see how they function as locators for viewing 
the entire scroll. Those are strategically placed within each particular scene: the main hall, 
the mountain cliff and the west chamber. I shall finally demonstrate in this section how 
the painter uses the framing of those scenes to transfigure it into a courtly and 
paradisiac landscape. 
Let's recall the pair of couplet in front of the main hall that read, 
The Great River goes to the east; all heroes have gone with rolling waves. I ask the mounta ins 
and c louds beyond the railings, where are the sites of Tang tombs and Han palaces? Spring 
comes again into the small garden court , with the wind and moon stirs the curtains. Watch the 
trees a longside the stream and the red rain (red flower blossom) besides the trees; the sun and 
sky of Emperor Shun and Yao (meaning peace and prosperity) are right here! 口^  
Courtly depiction of the Han palace, or more specifically, Spring morning in the Han 
palace {Hangong dmnxicw漢宫春has long been a popular theme in court academy 
paintings. These are reinterpretation of the long lost imperial architecture, 
Jianzhanggong of Emperor Wu of Han Dynasty. In Yuan Jiang's Zhanyuantu^ the main 
hall and the west chamber of this courly architecture are depicted to remind us of such 
scenes, with drifting architecture, courtly activities, that bear a sense of tranquility and 
calmness. (Figure 4-7，Figure 4-8) The 'flat platform', also represents the 'adaptive' 
version the tall platform jiantai of the Han palace, functions as a meeting ground with 
the immortals. 
Symbolism of 'opening up to immortality' is also highlighted by the two cranes beneath 
the cliff. (Figure 4-9) The motif of the mountain cliff is frequently found in Yuan 
Jiang's paradise landscapes. One example is the gigantic mountains with palace building 
on the mountaintop in Three mountains above the sea, configured to resemble abode of the 
immortals in the Eastern Sea. (Figure 4-10) Another one is the huge rockeries act to 
surround and protect the paradisiac fairyland in Peacb blossom Spring (1719) - a very 
176 Yang Xinhua, Lu 11 aiming, cds., op. cit., p. 479. 
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similar composition when compared with Zhanyuantu. In Peach Blossom Spring, viewers are 
asked to pass through the mountain to attain the 'other world'. (Figure 4-11) In 
Zhanyuantu, the mountain is gestured to encounter with the devasted terrain planted with 
bamboo bushes - a realm of immortality. Thus, the mountain acts as spatial divider that 
separates the main hall scene with the west chamber, a place of intimacy and mystery. 
I speak of it as a ‘mystery，’ as the west chamber is neither mentioned in the literary 
sources as far as I investigated, nor described in Yuan Mei's poems. We learnt from the 
modern map of Nanjing that Zhanyuan is situated on the east side of Zhonghua lu 
(known as Dagong Fang in Ming), the major axis that has been setting out long before. 
The west chamber is absent from the present garden setting, and there are hardly 
enough space to accommodate such a spacious courtyard between. As observed from 
Zhanyuantu, the side chambers are visually too thin, and quite strangely configured. My 
questions are: Would that be a scene manipulated by the painter regardless of its actual 
position? Does the mountain function to separate the actual garden with the west 
chamber which is in fact imaginative? Should that be the painter's intention to feature a 
courtly scene in favour of its owner, depicting courtly activities such as antiquities 
connoisseurship, flower arrangement, and appreciation of rockery and peonies? 
Let's recall the two pairs of couplet in front of Pavilion of crisping sky and clear wind 
(‘Laishuang fengqing ting'籟爽風清亭）of the west chamber, 
No vulgar matter on the desk and my heart is always clam; 
Pomegranate blossoms in my courtyard, but my dream is secluded! 
Every time I watch the lonely cloud, I beckon the wild crane; 
Frequently, I bring a wine bottle to bestow the famous flowers. 
Does the scene come out from the owner's 'secluded dream' just as the couplet 
described? Is it a place of recluse, with 'no vulgar matter' to bother, only to 'watch the 
lonely cloud', ‘beckon the wild crane，，and occasionally 'bring a wine bottle to bestow 
the famous flowers'? What a life it would be for a busy government official! 
We might correlate this with one of the ten garden poems entitled 'Venglai place', which 
Yuan Shu spoke of it as the abode of the immortals that had been transfigured with the 
passage of time, 
I was told that this is the abode of the immortals without seeing their faces. [Here] had been 
transfigured several times when I clapped hands, (meaning the passage of time) 
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4.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
In the case of Yuan Jiang, the garden conception evolves with its fame and popularity, 
as reflected from its changing designations, and its sceneries accumulated over time. The 
garden, originally attached to the west side of the residence of Prince Zhongshan in 
early Ming, is qualified to be claimed as a courtly architecture, a theme typical for Yuan 
Jiang's jiehua painting. In the Qing, the garden was reputed to consist of eighteen 
sceneries, making it a popular social space for elegant gatherings, banquets, and even for 
the reception of the emperor. The chapter demonstrated how the actual garden in the 
urban fabric was transformed by the painter into a courtly, paradisiac landscape — a 
realm of imagination yet realistic. 
Situated amidst rows of houses in the city of Nanjing, this grandiose garden is 
transfigured by the painter's manipulation of garden sceneries. The painter depicts the 
stretching garden spaces to enhance its expansiveness, which is in fact bounded by walls. 
The gigantic mountain acts as spatial divider that separates the main hall with the west 
chamber. Diagonal networks of architecture and landscape further divide the garden 
into spatial scenes. Courtly and paradisiac symbols are strategically placed within each 
particular scene; function as locators for the viewer's experience. Traditional themes like 
spring morning in the Han palace and the abode of the immortals, constantly recall the 
viewer's memory of the historical past and into the realm of imagination and dream. 
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Figure 4-1 Aerial photo of Zhan Yuan (100m above) (Base map: Google Map) 
• • 1 0 
•國 
Figure 4-2 (Left) Entrance to Zhan Yuan, the ‘First Garden of Jinling', also the History Museum 
of Taiping Heavenly Kingdom 
Figure 4-3 (Right) Qianlong's inscription on ‘Zhan Yuan' during his Southern Expedition Tout 
Figure 4-4 Zhanyuan tu, by Yuan Jiang, Tianjin Bowuguan, photograph by Chen Congzhou 
(Source: Tong Jun, Jiangnan yuanlin zhi, Beijing: Zhongguo jianzhu gongye chubanshc : Xinhua 
shudian Beijing faxingsuo faxing, 1984, p. 22) 
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Figure 4-5 Zhanyuan tu, by Yuan Jiang. Handscroll, ink and colour on silk. Height 52.2 cm, 
length 294.6 cm. Gift of Constance Tang Fong in honor of het mother, Mts. P. Y. Tang presented 
to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1982 (1982.461) (Source: Maggie Keswick, The Chinese 
garden: history, art & architecture^ Academy Editions: London, 1986，pp. 112-3.) lllllllll 
Figure 4-6 Peach Blossom Spring, by Yuan Jiang. Dated 1719. Twleve hanging scrolls, ink and 
colour on silk. Anonymous loan. (Source: Richard M. Batnhart, Peach blossom spring: gardens 
and flowers in Chinese paintings New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1983，pp. 114-5) 
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Figure 4-7 Detail of Zbanyuantu^ Main hall, with the platform outreaches to large expanse of 
water (Top: New York scroll, Bottom: Tianjin sctoll) 
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Figure 4-8 Detail of Zhanyuantu, west chamber with peonies of precious species at the centre 
(Top: New York scroll, Bottom: Tianjin scroll) 
Figure 4-9 Detail of Zhanyuantu, mountain cliff with ctanes beneath (Left: New York scroll, 
Right: Tianjin scroll) 
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^^編••國 IP^^ IB _•鬮 
HIHIH 
Figure 4-10 (left) Three mountains above the sea, by Yuan Jiang. Ink and colour on silk. 41,3cm x 
56.8cm. Nanjing Museum 
Figure 4-11 (right) Details of Peach Blossom Spring (1719) 
Name: 袋江 
Z/ (courtcsy): ； ^ 
Hao: 山山泉 
seal: 岫泉、刊江 -
Table 4-1 Titles of Yuan Jiang 
Northern Song monumental Northern Song monumental Southern Song landscape: jiehua 
landscape: I'-arly Yuan-Li style (before landscape: Distantly inherited from tradition from Guo Zhongshu; 
1694), similar to Li Yin, that still Guo Xi, and some influcnccs from influences from Southern Song 
bound to modes common to their Wu Pin and Fan Ch'i Acadcmy painters Yan Ciping and 
灿 ， — Yan Ciyu 
_ _ 
IVinfer Landscape by Yuan Jiang Yuan Jiang, Carts on a mnding mountain Yuan Jiang, Palace l y a River in Spring, 
(formerly attributed to Kuan Tung), ">ad, dated 1694, hanging scroll, ink dated 1704, Shanghai Museum, (in 
I-'rccr Gallery of Art and colour on silk, the Nelson-Atkins the manner of Guo Zhongshu 
Museum of art, Kansas City, Missouri 
(Purchase: Nelson Trust)，31-151. (in 
the manner of Guo I Icyang (Xi) 
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Southern Song landscape: Diagonal Southern Song landscape: Lyrical, Typical Yuan Jiang: Developed style 
division of composition attractive reserved tcchniqucs from Is/e of Immortals at Pert又!ai 
ill 
Yuan Jiang, Isle of Immortals at Penglai, Yuan Jiang, Landscape with a Villa, Yuan Jiang, Penglai, dated 1722, Nu 
dated 1708 (source: Zhongguohua, dated 1717, the Art Institute of Wa Chai Collection 
1959，no.4) Chicago 
Table 4-2 Painting styles of Yuan Jiang from Cahill (1963，1966 and 1968) 
Owner at that t ime Wang's ratings Wang 's comments 
(1) Dong Yuan Zuan Xun "large-sized' 'grand and cheerful' 
Clai l,’u Yuan) 
(2) Xi Yuan Ji Xun 'large-sized' 'dear and lofty' 
(I'cngtai Yuan) 
(3) Nan Yuan Weizhi (Weigong) 'small-sized' 'ornamented and 
pretty' 
(4) Weigong Xi Pu Weizhi (Weigong) 'medium-s ized ' 'magni f icent and 
neat’ 
(5) Dong Yuan of the forth Ji Xun 'medium-sized' 'bizarre and rare' 
linXi 
(6) Wany.hu Yuan 
(7) Bci Yuan of the third Jinyi X X 'small-sized' 'ornamented and 
pretty' 
(8) Jinpan l.iyuan ？ Bangqing 
(9 ) Xujiu Zhaiyuan ？ (Xujiu) 
(10 ) Garden of Mochou Lake ？ (Xujiu) 
Table 4-3 The ten residences of Zhongshan Wang, with their tarings and comments by Wang 
Shizhen (Source: You Jinling Zhu Yuanjihy Wang Shizhen, quoted by Chen Zhi, Zhang Gongshi, 
and Chen Congzhou, eds.’ Zhongguo lidai mingyuan ji xuanzhu, Hefei shi: Anhui kexue jishu 
chubanshe: Anhui sheng xinhua shudian faxing, 1983, p. 159.) 
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律丁 一 择 — X — X — 储 丁 X — mitM) 丁 ^ 寐志缴公） 
糞 祖 X X X 1 ③南園 
I 经 ®丨 I � X i P u 西圃 
§丨 丨 （Zhan Yuan擔園） 
‘ I � f X X ( 3 $ 衣 ） I 卜 邦 寧 X X 
臺 i II⑦三錦衣家園 I ⑥萬竹園 
I L 天 + 三 四 锦 衣 ） 丨 
一 埸 I � X i Y u a n 西園 ！ 
(FengtaiYuan凰台園）卜？邦慶 
I⑤四錦衣束園 丨⑧金盤李園 
L • ^勛 (六 _ •“ ？(徐九） 
©DongY似II束園 ⑨徐九宅園 
(Tai Fu Yuan太傅園） ©莫愁湖園 
Table 4-4 Ttee diagram of the Xu family and their gardens. Complied and based on the texts 
from Vou Jinling Zhu Yuanji hy Wang Shizhen, noted by Chen Zhi and Zhang Gongshi. (Source: 
Chen, Zhi, Zhang Gongshi, and Chen Congzhou, eds.，Zhongguo lidai mingyuan ji xuanzhu, 
Hefei shi: Anhui kexue jishu chubanshe: Anhui sheng xinhua shudian faxing, 1983, pp. 157- 173.) 
‘ » 
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5 Summary and Possibilities: Painter's perception of garden spaces 
In this last chapter, I shall summarize the painter's experience in landscaped garden and 
their perception of garden spaces discussed in the two cases. I shall attempt to bring 
together the theoretical grounds and the historical background as discussed in the 
beginning chapters, to put forward my proposition of jing as an experienced garden. 
5.1 JING OF AN EXPERIENCED GARDEN 
In the beginning chapters, we have learnt that painters paint landscape scenes in order to 
evoke emotion, and they understand nature through actual experiences. In both Gong 
Xian's and Yuan Jiang's cases, the landscaped and garden sceneries are being 
manipulated and represented as various jing. As jing is the unity of mind and scene, the 
painter is free to choose what jing he preferred: whether these are mountain sceneries, 
religious sites and ancient ruins that surround, in the case of Gong Xian's, or the garden 
sceneries within in the case of Yuan Jiang's. 
Referring what Ji Cheng termed ‘be touched by jing and produce wonder', both painters 
demonstrated in their paintings the particulary/"名 they thought to be so 'touching' and 
‘wonderful，，those are significant to them and to give meanings. When the painters 
encountered the landscape and garden scenes, they in turn project their thoughts, 
memories and dream onto the jing of the experienced garden. 
5.2 TWO GARDEN READINGS FROM TWO ART TRADITIONS 
As we have demonstrated previously, two instances of garden interpretation as 
manifested from the painterly representative by two painters, who belonged to two 
traditionally distinctive groups: literati and professional. We are able to draw some ways 
of how painters experience landscape, and how they depict and posture those sceneries 
that are meaningful to them. The two readings are: first, the literati painter on his 
cultivated garden within mountain landscape; and second, the professional jiehua painter 
on a courtly garden in urban fabric. 
5.2.1 Garden boundary and conception 
One major difference of garden representation for the two painers is the way how 
garden is defined and conceived. In the case of Gong Xian, the garden physical 
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boundary is obscured in the painter's representation. He uses spatial concepts of 
inclusion and exclusion to define the garden periphery. Architectural device of 'the 
open-close of the door gate' also suggests the permeable garden boundary. Garden 
space is conceived as rather permeable, and is represented to extend beyond its physical 
boundary, as set within the larger extent of the mountain landscape. 
Whilst in the case of Yuan Jiang, the grandiose garden is transfigured by the painter's 
manipulation of garden sceneries. The gigantic mountain rockery and the diagonal 
networks of architecture and landscape further divide the garden into spatial scenes, 
which is otherwise merely a bounded plot of land in the city fabric The garden 
conception evolved with its fame and popularity, as reflected from its changing 
designations, and its sceneries accumulated over time. 
5.2.2 Archetypal garden readings 
The diverging definition of garden boundary and conception is originated from the 
ways landscaped garden is depicted through the painting traditions in two archetypes: 
paradisiac and natural. 
The archetypal reading of Gong Xian's Half-acre garden can be traced back to the Six 
Dynasties. Wang Wei, regarded as the founder of the Southern School, is the ancient 
master Gong Xian endeavored to learn after. In Wang Wei's Wangchun Villa, the garden 
premise is set within natural landscape as a 'place of recluse', encircled by the garden 
wall, and the mountain surrounded as spatial cells. Similiarly, Gong Xian makes 
distinction between the mountain and the city, and considers the entire mountain to be 
his place of half-recluse. It is evidenced by the successive procession from the mountain 
gate (that marks the city's periphery) to the house and the opening and closure of the 
garden door as discussed from his poems. 
In Yuan Jiang's representation of Zhan Yuan, the actual garden is transformed into a 
courtly and paradisiac landscape - a realm of imagination yet realistic. The painter 
depicts the garden spaces as stretching, expansive and prominence in the urban 
neighborhood. It reminds us the reconstructed imagery of the floating garden of 
Emperor Wu of Han, and the mythic mountains exemplified by Guo Xi's Early Spring 
from the Northern Song. 
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5.2.3 Themes of the memorable and the historical past 
One particular observation is that 'individualist' painter Gong Xian tends more towards 
a personal approach on his memorable place, while jiehua painter Yuan Jiang emphasizes 
more on common themes of the historical past. 
In Gong Xian's depiction, his landscaped the garden is always associated with the 
historical and scenic sites in Mountain of Pure Coolness. It is narrated through the act 
of recollection from his memorable past. By ascending heights to embrace the past, the 
Six Dynasties' relics on the mountain suggest memory cues and evoke nostalgia mood 
for Gong Xian. 
In the garden depiction by Yuan Jiang, the garden is transformed into a courtly garden 
resembling the Han palace, Jianzhanggong of Emperor Wu, a popular theme in court 
academy paintings. Such reinterpretation of the long lost imperial architecture is 
portrayed through the delineative brushwork in jiehua style. The gigantic mountain in the 
middle of the scroll also recalls the traditional theme of the abode of the immortals. 
These constantly recall the viewer's memory of the historical past, and turn into the 
realm of wonder and dream. 
5.3 INSIGHTS AND POSSIBILITIES 
Historically, the two groups of literati and artisan are broadly defined, and are most 
often assessed by the distinctions like: scholar-amateurs versus professional, 
spontaneous versus delineative, ink versus blue-and-green, southern versus northern, 
expressionism versus realism, spirit resonance versus form likeness, etc. Dong Qichang's 
proposition of the southern and the northern schools since Ming continued to take 
influence in the cultural and artistic milieu of the early Qing. Such distinction remains 
critical in the ways landscape is depicted by the painters of the two groups from 
different social background and lines of art traditions. 
From the above studies, the two garden readings demonstrated some factors that 
continue to reinforce the distinctive identity of the two groups: first, garden boundary 
and conception as open versus close, obscured versus defined; second, the archetypal 
garden readings as natural versus courtly paradisiac; and third, the themes of the artist's 
memorable past versus historical past. 
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This thesis investigated the ways paintings represent gardens, and the diverging 
approaches painters depict gardens as seen from the two cases. More cases are to be 
compared to better understand the mentalities painters experience the landscape 
environment, and how art tradition take influences in garden representation in early 
Qing Nanjing. 
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Appendix 2: Chronology of Ming and Qing 
M i n g 明 1368-1398 H o n g w u 洪武 Ta izu Y u a n z h o n g 太 祖 元 璋 — 
( 1368 - 1644) 1399 -1402 一 J i anwen 建文 Hu id i 惠帝 
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1426-1435 Xuande 宣德 X u a n z o n g 宣宗 
1436-1457 Zhen tong 正統 Y i n g z o n g 英宗 
1450-1456 J ingta i 景泰 D a i z o n g 代宗 
1457-1464 T ianshun 天順 Y i n g z o n g 英宗 
1465-1487 Chenghua 成化 X i a n z o n g 憲宗 
1488-1505 Hong2hi 弘治 X i a o z o n g 孝宗 
1506-1521 Zhengde 正德 W u z o n g 武宗 
1522-1566 J ia j ing 嘉靖 Sh i zong 世宗 
1567-1572 Longq ing 隆慶 M u z o n g 穆宗 
1573-1619 Wai i l i 萬曆 S h e n z o n g 神宗 
1620 Ta i chang 泰昌 G u a n g z o n g 光宗 
1621-1627 T ianq i 天啟 X i z o n g 熹宗 
1628 -1644 Chong2hen 崇横 S i zong 思宗 
Q i n g 清 1644 -1661 一 Shunzh i 順治 世 祖 福 臨 
( 1 6 4 4 - 1911) 1662 -1722 — Kangx i 康熙 聖 祖 玄 炼 — 
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1850 -1861 X i a n f e n g咸豐 文 宗 突 訏 
1862 -1874 T o n g z h i同治 穆 宗 載 淳 
1875-1908 Guangxu光緒 德 宗 載 漸 
1908-1911 Pug 宣統 溥儀 
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Appendix 3: Maps of Nanjing 
• 
Yingtianfu (Nanjing) and its proximity (1582) (Sources: Tan Qi Xiang, Zhongguo lishi ditu ji, 
Shanghai: Ditu chubanshe: Xinhua shudian Shanghai faxingsuo faxing, v. 7 The Yuan dynasty 
period, the Ming dynasty period, 1982-1987, p. 49) 
Nanjing in Ming dynasty (Source: Yang, Zhishui 楊之水，Nanjing 南京，Beijing Zhongguo 
jianzhu gongye chubanshe Xinhua shudian Beijing faxingsuo faxing, 1989, p. 55) 
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_ 
— _ _ " o r - 叫 例 圖 丨 
• • • K； V. . 一 丨 丨 - I 丨 • • 丨 一 一 • • 
A reconstructed map of Nanjing in Ming dynasty (Source: Zhu Xie, Jinling guji tukao, Shanghai: 
Shangwu yinshuguan, min guo 23 [1934], insert leaf between pp. 192- 193) 
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鳥 
Shitoucheng (Chu. 333 BC) « . 头 《 ( « 公 无 _ ^ 厂 J^ / I 
Dynast,cs: Outer city • 六 供 • 城 _ ^ 
Six Dynasties: Inner cm- EE23 六供 « 减 / M ^ j i i ^ ^ ' M l ) =4 
South Tang Outer cin-(914) [二 « « «啦叫’ / / / O ' \ J n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W / \ 
South Inner cin- 睡 U U S T ^ ^ d ^ ^ r i f \ 
Min^ .CX.tcrc,ty(.386) 明 “ 歸 J ^ ^ T ^ ^ I \ 
Mmg: Imperial cm- • 明 " • 城 J / \ 
Ming: Inner cit>. (outer zone) • 明 斯 并 城 外 / / \ J \ 
� f / h e Heavenly ^ * . « ^ « . / / \ \ 
Pcacc: Citv of the Heavenly /L // 广 
Castle • — 明 " � 城 
Ming: Inner cit)' 
Morphology of imperial city Nanjing from 333 BC to Kingdom of the Heavenly Peace (Source: 
Yang, Zhishui, Nanjing, Beijing Zhongguo jian zhu gongye chubanshe Xinhua shudian Beijing 
faxingsuo faxing, 1989, p. 36) 
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Appendix 6: Memorial Museum of Gong Xian 
Located next to Qingliangshan Park entrance, Mansion of Sweeping Leaves (Saoyelou 棉葉樓）is situated 
on the south slope of Mount Qingliang, today the Memorial Museum of Gong Xian. The saying was from 
Wang Shizhen that Gong Xian had once painted himself a portrait as a monk, who swept the fallen leaves 
with a broom, and the mansion was so named.1 It was therefore generally considered as Gong Xian's 
Banmouyuan. The saying has been debated for long; Even Emperor Qinglong wrote a poem that 
questioned on who the owner was.2 Now, scholars tend more towards that Banmouyuan and Saoyelouto 
to be two separate places.3 
Overview of Saoyelou (left) and entrance gate (right) (1936), photographed by Dr. Metzener and 
Dr. Strassl respectively. (Source: Zhu, Xie, Jinling guji mingshengyingji, plates 292，293，pp. 87-
88.) 纖國i誦 
Entrance to Qingliangshan Park (Left) and Saoyelou (Middle) (1982) (Source: Yi Jiasheng, 





3 Xiao Ping, Liu Yujia, cds., 賢晚年故居考辨，，in Gong Xian, Changchun shi: Jilin meishu chubanshe, 1996, pp. 
33- 37. 
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Today's entrance to Saoyelou (top left) with the statue of Gong Xian (top right) Museum in 
Memory of Gong Xian (bottom left) and Tongduhuaxuan (同讀畫軒）(bottom right) 
I l l 
Appendix 7: Extracts of Gong Xian 






































4 I lu Jic 胡介’ Yanyuan 彦远,hao Lutang 旅堂，is a native of Qiantang 钱塘’ Zhcjiang 浙江.lie is a poet and 























Short Biography on Gong Xian 
周亮工《讀畫錄》 
I I半千，又名载 f i ,字野遺，性孤癖，與人落落難合。其 ®棉除踢徑，獨出幽異， Q謂：「前 






























































Appendix 8: Emperor Oianlong，s southern expedition tour to 
Nanjing 
Scroll X f rom Qianlong Southern Expedit ion Tour [Qianlong Nanxuntu 乾 隆 南 巡 ) by Xu Yang 
depicted the Emperor ' s visit to J iangning and his inspection of soldiers. It il lustrated some of the scenic 
sites vis i ted by Qianlong on his first inspection Southern Tour. Two prominent mounta ins are illustrated. 
O n e might be Qingl iangshan, with Jade-green Pavilion (Cunweiting 翠微亭）at the mountaintop, again, 
d r awn as if it w a s in good condition, the city wall encircled the mountain, and the Yangzi River at the rear. 
The other one might be J imingshan, with the pagoda and monastic complex of J imings i at the foot of the 
mounta in . 
银 i l l i 作 
, i n t i n n 
.^VSBMMHEWMHHBI^�• . •. .^ aSWi « iwirty————w—aMmwflWi*^ ?^——niww—iMWnB 
Details from Qianlong Southern Inspection Tour], by Xu Yang, Sctoll X (Nanjing; Inspection of 
soldiers). Handscfoll, ink and colour on silk, Height 70.6 cm, length 998 cm. Musee national des 
Arts asiatiques-Guimet, Paris (EO 3577) 
(Source: Rey, Marie-Catherine, et al., Les Tres Riches Heures de la Com de Chine: Chefs-
d'oeuvre de la peinture imperiale des Qing (1662 - 1796), Exhibition Catalogue, Paris: Musee 
national des Arts asiatiques-Guimet, 2006，Plate 47, pp. 122 - 129) 
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Appendix 10: Zhan Yuan and the History Museum of Taiping 
Heavenly Kingdom 
The ga rden conf igures with three key components : a main hall, a main body of water , and a main rockery 
mounta in . O n e first identif ies the maiii hall, overlooking the pond, and the giant rockery mountain on the 
far north . The main hall, Hall of the Wonders of Tranquility (Jinginiao Tang 青爭妙堂)，is the most 
p rominent architecture in the garden, which serves to divide the elongated site into southern and northern 
parts. T h e hall opens on both sides, and is known as Mandarin Hall (Yuanyang ting 駕鸯廳 ) . I t is flanked 
by two ponds in the front and the rear, each with a giant rockery mountain. The main body of water is the 
nor thern pond in a roughly square-shaped, outreached by a platform in the front side of the hall, f rom 
wh ich the northern mounta in can be viewed. The southern pond, now gourd-shaped, was formerly fan-
shaped in the 1930s. The ponds are connected by a stream on the west and a verandah on the south. The 
ma in rockery mounta in is the northern one, believed to be the earliest and hugest relic of the garden, 
dated back to the Ming Wanl i reign, and constructed by Weigong (Weizhi). The mountain continues to 
the west , embrac ing the pond, and connecting the southern mountain, which is, in fact, a more recent 
construcr ion in 1966. At the top of the western mountain stands Winter Pavil ion (Siiilian ting 歲赛亭 ) 
(also cal led Three friends Pavil ion (Sanyou ting 三友亭》and Fan-shaped Pavil ion (Shan ting 扇亭). 
Lean ing c loud peak (Yiyun feng 倚 雲 山 n o w situated besides parlor {huating 花廳 ) ’ is bel ieved to be a 
rel ics f rom Northern Song Emperor Hmzong 's Genyue Pleasure Park of Kaifeng, being transported 
through F lower and Rock Network (Huashi gang 花石綱 
:: p:: . ’ — - * . " 
. _ � � � � i “ � 
f^. ......、： •. • ... •^••： WasrN；^, • <^�� I 
, ： ‘ I � ‘ d]： • . I 
. r , I . - • ！ � n I � 
-.：^ . ；•-  - •；•- • .：:-：^汝。"-"•.---•..•. • • ..,‘: ：‘' • ： ‘ - :t - . -A： ^  
Layout Plan of Zhan Yuan in the 1930s, Nanjing (Source: Tong Jun, Jiang nan yuan lin zhi, 
Beijing: Zhongguo jianzhu gongye chubanshc: Xinhua shudian Beijing faxingsuo faxing, 1984, 
plate 23.) 
5 I'br a comprehensive study on Northern Song I Emperor I luizong's Cicnyuc, see James M. Margctt's Muizong's 
"Magic Marchmount: The Genyue Pleasure Park of Kaifeng’，’ Monumcnta Scrica 38，1988-89，pp. 1-48. 
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.戀 
Layout Plan of Zhan Yuan (2004) (Source: Liu, Tingfeng, Zhongguo gu yuanlin zhilii, Beijing: 
Zhongguo jianzhu gongye chubanshe, 2004，p. 137.) 
國 
Zhan Yuan in 1890 (Source: Wang, Nengwei, Ma Bolun, and Liu Xiaofan, eds•，Old photos of 
Nanjing, Beijing: Renmin meishu chubanshe, 1993, p. 22) 
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B I M ^ ^ B B B i ^ i i U B i KMiU'llBfll^ i nWI^ i "''.'illl 
Overview of Zhan Yuan (1 & 2) in 1980s (Source: Yi Jiasheng, Nanjing wenwu yu guji, Nanjing 
shi bowuguan, Nanjing shi wenwu guanli weiyuanhui, eds.，Beijing: Wenwu chubanshe, 1982，pp. 
63- 64.) ‘ 
• 國 國 
Overview of Zhan Yuan (3 - 6) in 1980s (Source: Tong Jun, Jiangnan yuanlin zhi�Beijing: 
Zhongguo jianzhu gongye chubanshe: Xinhua shudian Beijing faxing suo faxing, 1984，fig. 17， 
109,130,159.) 
Yiyun feng now situated besides Huting, is believed to be a telics from Notthetn Song Emperot 
Huizong's Genyue Pleasure Park, Kaifeng. 
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Appendix 11: Extracts from Yuan Mei quan ji 
YMQJ, Vo1_ 1 ， p p . 瞻 園 十 詠 為 托 師 健 方 伯 作 
304 - 306. 
小 食 山 房 詩 集 卷 十 石 坡 




























樹 解 輪 回 義 ， 亭 留 瑞 事 題 。 知 公 多 雨 露 ， 溝 壑 起 蒸 黎 。 










六 惹 得 山 人 誇 未 了 ： 《 蘭 亭 》 初 搨 在 濃 家 。 
YM!2J’ Vol. 1， p .過瞻園吊托師健尚書 
504. 
小山房詩集卷二十年不晃托尚害，重過瞻園感舊居。 
十 五 , 阻 地 風 花 春 事 換 ， 滿 牆 煙 墨 雨 痕 疏 。 
老e力虚還朝後，國士知深見面初。 
擬賦《八哀》詩未就，幾行衰淚落衣裾。 
YMQJ, Vol. 1， p .暢月廿八日陳東浦方伯招飲瞻園 
889. 
小食山房詩集卷三招飲南衙不速來，衝潘花正放黃梅。 








YMO], Vol . 7, p .和張荷塘《瞻園四詠》M在江寧方舰内. 
220. 
紅豆村人詩稿卷十齊生银 


































YMQ], Vol. 2, p. 39 - 瞻園兩公子《送行詩》序 
40. 
小食山房外集卷三 














YMQJ, Vol. 6 ， p . 得巡撫桂林之信留別子才托庸 
110. 
縯同人集寄懷類 
YMQ], Vol. 6 ， p p . 院 江 署 中 寄 懷 子 才 托 庸 
124- 125. 
績同人集寄懷類 




Appendix 12: Eighteen sceneries of Zhan Yuan 
Zhanyuan shiba jing 瞻阛十乂、景[Eighteen sceneries of Zhan Yuan] 
( S o u r c e :南京文博信息网 [ C u l t u r a l museums in Nanjing information online], 2003，7 July 2007 
<littp://\vww.njmuseuin.cn/vc.asp?i 二 GG40000010&m=GG40000151>) 


























1 0 .老藤化扎在静妙堂东侧，有一幽雅的庭院，院内植有一株淸代紫藤。其老干礼枝，占 
拙苍劲，蓝根错节，宛如苍龙。初S时节，“木圣叶绿如伞，藤花紫满檐”， 
微风轻拂，香气弥漫，礼、人心脾。 
1 1 .丹桂沉香瞻园桂花院中，植有金桂和银桂，每逢花时，繁飽密缀，堆金簇银。远望若 
练雪霏霜，近观如舞燕惊鸿，轻风吹拂，暗香浮动，为园中一胜。 
1 2 .翼然亭餘翼然亭为瞻园旧十八景之一。袁枚有诗云：“山顶翼然亭，登临见杳冥。”亭 
后有 r i墙若麻，似燕崔展翅欲飞。登临其上，心矿神恰。 
1 3 . 山麓鸣泉群峰跌岩的南假山上，一条瀑布从山颠飞浑，如絞龙出洞，似 [ ^练飞舞。飞 
瀑流束，闪珠狐玉，声靈幽谷；嶙帕: J南山，洞衾幽深，钟乳倒悬。飞瀑与奇 
峰异石珠联璧合，宛若人I�HHIII境。 
1 4 . 碑廊古今瞻园碑廊贯穿同林南北。其巾有 ! r 平江宁布政使记述瞻园历史沿革及历次维-
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修的记事古碑，又有现代书法家十〕写的历代文人墨客吟诵瞻园的诗词歌赋新 
碑，集行、草、隶、揩、築诸体。“江山千 l i j事，指点诂碑廊”，增添了园林 
的文化内涵。 
1 5 .妙境静观静妙堂足一座前为水榭后为厅堂的鸾鸯厅式样的硬山建筑，古朴典雅，有“静 
坐观众妙，得此壮胜迹”之意。游历此间，远眺南山树木葱笼，飞瀑炸石；俯 
视池中碧波微鄰，翔水底，足观赏南山风景的绝佳位置。 
1 6 .危峰招鹤招鹤峰髙盈丈，重数吨，正面凿有海水纹，或卩: 1如意纹，体态古拙，意韵无 
穷。石峰之上有“明四家”之一的沈周、弘治皇帝侍讲吴览、状元郎钱福的题 
诗，吟诗赏石，顿生思古之幽情。 
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